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Preface
The access controllers documentation set describes the software features for the access controllers
and guide you through the software configuration procedures. These guides also provide
configuration examples to help you apply software features to different network scenarios.
The WLAN Advanced Features Configuration Guide describes WLAN advanced feature
configurations.
This preface includes the following topics about the documentation:
•

Audience.

•

Conventions.

•

Documentation feedback.

Audience
This documentation is intended for:
•

Network planners.

•

Field technical support and servicing engineers.

•

Network administrators working with the H3C access controllers.

Conventions
The following information describes the conventions used in the documentation.

Command conventions
Convention

Description

Boldface

Bold text represents commands and keywords that you enter literally as shown.

Italic

Italic text represents arguments that you replace with actual values.

[]

Square brackets enclose syntax choices (keywords or arguments) that are optional.

{ x | y | ... }

Braces enclose a set of required syntax choices separated by vertical bars, from which
you select one.

[ x | y | ... ]

Square brackets enclose a set of optional syntax choices separated by vertical bars,
from which you select one or none.

{ x | y | ... } *

Asterisk marked braces enclose a set of required syntax choices separated by vertical
bars, from which you select a minimum of one.

[ x | y | ... ] *

Asterisk marked square brackets enclose optional syntax choices separated by vertical
bars, from which you select one choice, multiple choices, or none.

&<1-n>

The argument or keyword and argument combination before the ampersand (&) sign
can be entered 1 to n times.

#

A line that starts with a pound (#) sign is comments.

GUI conventions
Convention

Description

Boldface

Window names, button names, field names, and menu items are in Boldface. For

Convention

Description
example, the New User window opens; click OK.

>

Multi-level menus are separated by angle brackets. For example, File > Create >
Folder.

Convention

Description

Symbols

WARNING!

An alert that calls attention to important information that if not understood or followed
can result in personal injury.

CAUTION:

An alert that calls attention to important information that if not understood or followed
can result in data loss, data corruption, or damage to hardware or software.

IMPORTANT:

An alert that calls attention to essential information.

NOTE:
TIP:

An alert that contains additional or supplementary information.
An alert that provides helpful information.

Network topology icons
Convention

Description
Represents a generic network device, such as a router, switch, or firewall.

Represents a routing-capable device, such as a router or Layer 3 switch.
Represents a generic switch, such as a Layer 2 or Layer 3 switch, or a router that
supports Layer 2 forwarding and other Layer 2 features.
Represents an access controller, a unified wired-WLAN module, or the access
controller engine on a unified wired-WLAN switch.
Represents an access point.

T

Represents a wireless terminator unit.

T

Represents a wireless terminator.

Represents a mesh access point.

Represents omnidirectional signals.
Represents directional signals.
Represents a security product, such as a firewall, UTM, multiservice security
gateway, or load balancing device.
Represents a security module, such as a firewall, load balancing, NetStream, SSL
VPN, IPS, or ACG module.

Examples provided in this document
Examples in this document might use devices that differ from your device in hardware model,
configuration, or software version. It is normal that the port numbers, sample output, screenshots,
and other information in the examples differ from what you have on your device.

Documentation feedback
You can e-mail your comments about product documentation to info@h3c.com.
We appreciate your comments.
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Configuring Bonjour gateway
About Bonjour gateway
Bonjour is a set of zero configuration network protocols developed by Apple Inc. based on Multicast
DNS (mDNS) services. Bonjour is designed to make network configuration easier for users. It
enables service devices to automatically advertise service information and enables clients to
automatically discover service devices without obtaining information about the devices.
However, Bonjour supports only link-local multicast addresses. To address this issue, the AC can act
as a Bonjour gateway to manage clients and service devices and forward mDNS packets across
VLANs. This enables Bonjour to be applied in large-scale networks.

Benefits
Bonjour gateway provides the following benefits through the snooping and caching of Bonjour
service advertisements and the snooping and responding of Bonjour queries:
•

mDNS traffic control.

•

Inter-VLAN forwarding of mDNS packets.

Bonjour service advertisement snooping and caching
As shown in the following figure, Bonjour service advertisement snooping operates as follows:
1.

Apple TV and Printer send service advertisements to advertise their service information.

2.

Upon receiving the service advertisements, the Bonjour gateway caches them.

3.

iPad requests the service of Apple TV or Printer.

4.

The Bonjour gateway sends a response to iPad because the requested service is in the Bonjour
cache.

Figure 1 Bonjour service advertisement snooping and caching
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Bonjour query snooping and responding
As shown in the following figure, the Bonjour gateway performs the Bonjour query snooping and
responding operation by using the following process if the service query it receives is not in the
Bonjour cache:
5.

Upon receiving a query for the printing service from a client (iPad in the figure), the AP sends
the query to the Bonjour gateway (AC) through the CAPWAP tunnel.

6.

The Bonjour gateway forwards the query to the configured service VLANs because it does not
find a printing service entry in the Bonjour cache.

7.

Upon receiving the query, the printer sends a response to the Bonjour gateway upon receiving
the query.

8.

The Bonjour gateway caches the response and forwards it to iPad.

Figure 2 Bonjour query snooping and responding

Restrictions and guidelines: Bonjour gateway
configuration
Bonjour gateway does not support the local forwarding mode and AC hierarchy.
You can configure APs by using the following methods:
•

Configure APs one by one in AP view.

•

Assign APs to an AP group and configure the AP group in AP group view.

•

Configure all APs in global configuration view.

For an AP, the settings made in these views for the same parameter take effect in descending order
of AP view, AP group view, and global configuration view.

Bonjour gateway tasks at a glance
To configure Bonjour gateway, perform the following tasks:
•

Enabling Bonjour gateway
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•

(Optional.) Creating a Bonjour service type

•

(Optional.) Activating a Bonjour service type

•

(Optional.) Specifying a Bonjour service mode

•

Configuring a Bonjour policy

•

Applying a Bonjour policy

•

(Optional.) Setting the threshold to start sending multicast responses

•

(Optional.) Enabling active query for Bonjour services

Enabling Bonjour gateway
Restrictions and guidelines
Bonjour gateway takes effect only when you enable it both globally and for an AP or AP group or both
globally and for an interface.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enable Bonjour gateway globally.
bonjour global enable
By default, Bonjour gateway is disabled globally.

3.

4.

Enter AP view, AP group view, or interface view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

{

Enter interface view.
interface interface-type interface-number

Enable Bonjour gateway.
bonjour enable
By default:
{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view.

{

In AP group view, Bonjour gateway is enabled.

{

In interface view, Bonjour gateway is enabled.

Creating a Bonjour service type
About this task
To create a Bonjour service type, you must specify the UDP or TCP protocol and specify a
description for the service type. Table 1 lists the default service types by their names and service
type strings. The default service types cannot be modified for deleted.
Table 1 Apple Bonjour protocols and service type strings
Name

Service type strings

afpovertcp

AppleTalkFiling Protocol
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Name

Service type strings

airplay

Airplay

airport

Airport Base Station

apple-sasl

Apple Password Server

daap

Digital Audio Access Protocol

dacp

Digital Audio Control Protocol

distcc

Distributed Compiler

dpap

Digital Photo Access Protocol

eppc

Remote AppleEvents

ftp

File Transfer Protocol

http

Hypertext Transfer Protocol

ica-networking

Image Capture Sharing

ichat

iChat Instant Messaging Protocol

ipp

Internet Printing Protocol over HTTP

ipps

Internet Printing Protocol over HTTPS

nfs

Network File System

pdl-stream

PDL Data Stream

printer

Line Printer Daemon

raop

Remote Audio Output Protocol

riousbprint

Remote I/O USB Printer Protocol

servermgr

Server Admin

ssh

Secure Shell

telnet

Remote Login

webdav

WebDav File System

workstation

Workgroup Manager

xserveraid

Xerver RAID

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Create a Bonjour service type.
bonjour service type user-defined-service-type { tcp | udp }
description text

Activating a Bonjour service type
About this task
After you activate a Bonjour service type, the Bonjour gateway sends a query for each service of the
service type if Bonjour gateway is enabled globally.
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When you activate a Bonjour service type, you can specify the maximum number of service entries
for the service type. If you do not specify this limit, the number of service entries for the service type
is not limited.
When you deactivate a Bonjour service type, all service entries of the service type are removed.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Activate a Bonjour service type.
bonjour activate service type { pre-defined-service-type |
user-define user-defined-service-type } [ max-entry-count
count-value ]
By default:
{

If the Bonjour gateway operates in custom service mode, no service type is activated.

{

If the Bonjour gateway operates in typical mode, only the airplay, ipp, ipps, printer, and raop
service types are activated.

By default, the number of service entries for each service type is not limited.

Specifying a Bonjour service mode
About this task
You can configure the Bonjour gateway to operate in the following modes:
•

Typical—Only the airplay, ipp, ipps, printer, and raop service types are activated, and no limit is
set for the number of service entries for each service type. In this mode, you cannot manually
activate or deactivate a service type.

•

Custom—No service type is activated by default. You can manually activate or deactivate any
service types.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Specify a Bonjour service mode.
bonjour service-mode { custom | typical }
By default, the typical service mode is used.

Configuring a Bonjour policy
About this task
You can apply a Bonjour policy to a user profile, AP, AP group, or service template to manage the
service types and service VLANs.
If you configure the type of service that can be discovered by clients, the Bonjour gateway forwards
queries and service advertisements based on the following rules:
•

For a query, if the service type in the query does not match the specified service type, the
Bonjour gateway discards the query.

•

For a service advertisement, the Bonjour gateway forwards it only when it matches all the
configured options.

If you specify a service VLAN list, the Bonjour gateway forwards queries and service advertisements
only to the VLANs in the list.
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Restrictions and guidelines
If a service uses multiple protocols, you must configure multiple service types on the Bonjour
gateway to enable the Bonjour gateway to forward queries for the service. For example, you must
configure both the ipp and ipps service types for the airprint service.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Create a Bonjour policy and enter Bonjour policy view.
bonjour policy policy-name

3.

Configure the type of service that can be discovered by clients.
service type { pre-defined-service-type | user-defined
user-defined-service-type } [ ip ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address |
instance instance-name ]
By default, no service type is configured. Clients can discover all services.

4.

Specify the VLANs to which the Bonjour gateway can forward queries and responses.
service vlan vlan-id-list [ access-vlan ]
By default, no service VLAN list is specified.
To enable the Bonjour gateway to forward queries and responses to the VLANs to which the
clients belong, specify the access-vlan keyword.

Applying a Bonjour policy
About this task
You can apply a Bonjour policy to an AP, an AP group, a service template, an interface, or a user
profile. If you apply different Bonjour policies in different views, all Bonjour policies take effect.
Assume that you perform the following tasks:
•

Apply Bonjour policy A to the AP ap1 to allow the Bonjour gateway to forward queries and
responses to VLAN A.

•

Apply Bonjour policy B to the service template with the SSID service to allow the Bonjour
gateway to forward queries and responses to VLAN B.

When a client is associated with the AP ap1 through the SSID service, the Bonjour gateway
forwards the queries and responses it receives to both VLAN A and VLAN B.

Restrictions and guidelines
If a client re-accesses the WLAN through a new service template or AP immediately after the client
disconnects from the WLAN, the client still uses the Bonjour policy for the original service template or
AP within a specific time period. The new Bonjour policy takes effect only when the client is restarted.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view, AP group view, service template view, user profile view, or interface view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

{

Enter service template view.
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wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

{

Enter user profile view.
user-profile profile-name

{

Enter interface view.
interface interface-type interface-number

Apply a Bonjour policy.
bonjour apply policy policy-name
By default:
{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view.

{

In AP group view, no Bonjour policy is applied.

{

In service template view, no Bonjour policy is applied.

{

In user profile view, no Bonjour policy is applied.

{

In interface view, no Bonjour policy is applied.

Setting the threshold to start sending multicast
responses
About this task
Perform this task to set the threshold for the Bonjour gateway to start sending multicast instead of
unicast responses to clients to increase network resource efficiency.
The Bonjour gateway sends one multicast response instead of multiple unicast responses to clients
when the following conditions are met:
•

The clients associated with the same BSS request the same service.

•

The number of the previously mentioned clients reaches the threshold within 10 seconds.

Restrictions and guidelines
As a best practice, set a small threshold (the default value 10, for example) when audio or video
services are used.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Set the threshold to start sending multicast responses.
bonjour stop-m2u threshold threshold-number
By default, the threshold to start sending multicast responses is 10.

Enabling active query for Bonjour services
About this task
The Bonjour gateway updates its Bonjour cache through passive query or active query:
•

Passive query—The Bonjour gateway sends a query for a Bonjour service at 80% to 82% of
the TTL of the Bonjour service. If no response is received, the Bonjour gateway sends queries
for the Bonjour service at 85% to 87%, 90% to 92%, and 95% to 97% of this TTL. If no response
is received within the TTL, the Bonjour gateway deletes the entry for the service. Passive query
is enabled by default. To view the TTL of a service, use the display bonjour-service
command.
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•

Active query—The Bonjour gateway sends queries for an active Bonjour service at the
specified intervals and updates the service entry based on the responses. If no response is
received within the TTL of the Bonjour service, the Bonjour gateway deletes the entry for the
service.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enable active query for Bonjour services.
bonjour query
By default, active query for Bonjour services is disabled.

3.

(Optional.) Set the interval at which the Bonjour gateway sends queries for a service.
bonjour query interval interval-number
By default, the Bonjour gateway sends queries for a service every 15 minutes.

Display and maintenance commands for Bonjour
gateway
Execute display commands in any view and the reset command in system view.
Task

Command

Display activated Bonjour service
types.

display bonjour active-service-type

Display Bonjour policy information.

display bonjour policy [ policy-name ]

Display information about Bonjour
services discovered by the Bonjour
gateway.

display bonjour service

Clear Bonjour service information.

reset bonjour service { type
{ pre-defined-service-type | user-defined
user-defined-service-type } [ instance
instance-name ] | all }

Bonjour gateway configuration examples
The AP models and serial numbers in this document are used only as examples. Support for AP
models and serial numbers depends on the AC model.

Example: Configuring Bonjour gateway
Network configuration
As shown in Figure 3, Apple TV, Printer, iPad 1, and iPad 2 associate with the AP through service
templates with SSIDs apple_tv, printer, student, and teacher, respectively. Apple TV, Printer, iPad
1, and iPad 2 belong to VLANs 3, 4, 10, and 20, respectively.
Configure Bonjour gateway to ensure that iPad 2 can request the services of both Apple TV and
Printer and that iPad 1 can only request the service of Printer.
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Figure 3 Network diagram

Procedure
1.

Configure the DHCP server to assign IP addresses to clients and specify the IP address of the
AC as the gateway IP address. (Details not shown.)
NOTE:
You must specify a DNS server address on the DHCP server because of iOS restrictions.

2.

Configure wireless services on the AC.
# Create a service template named student, set the SSID to student, and bind the service
template to VLAN 10.
<AC> system-view
[AC] wlan service-template student
[AC-wlan-st-student] ssid student
[AC-wlan-st-student] vlan 10
[AC-wlan-st-student] service-template enable
[AC-wlan-st-student] quit

# Create a service template named teacher, set the SSID to teacher, and bind the service
template to VLAN 20.
[AC] wlan service-template teacher
[AC-wlan-st-teacher] ssid teacher
[AC-wlan-st-teacher] vlan 20
[AC-wlan-st-teacher] service-template enable
[AC-wlan-st-teacher] quit

# Create a service template named apple_tv, set the SSID to apple_tv, and bind the service
template to VLAN 3.
[AC] wlan service-template apple_tv
[AC-wlan-st-apple_tv] ssid apple_tv
[AC-wlan-st-apple_tv] vlan 3
[AC-wlan-st-apple_tv] service-template enable
[AC-wlan-st-apple_tv] quit

# Create a service template named printer, set the SSID to printer, and bind the service
template to VLAN 4.
[AC] wlan service-template printer
[AC-wlan-st-printer] ssid printer
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[AC-wlan-st-printer] vlan 4
[AC-wlan-st-printer] service-template enable
[AC-wlan-st-printer] quit

# Create AP ap1 and bind service templates to radios of the AP.
[AC] wlan ap ap1 model WA5320
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] serial-id 219801A0YD8166E00012
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] radio 1
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] service-template student
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] service-template teacher
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] service-template apple_tv
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] service-template printer
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] quit
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] radio 2
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-2] service-template student
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-2] service-template teacher
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-2] service-template apple_tv
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-2] service-template printer
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-2] quit
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] quit

3.

Configure Bonjour gateway:
# Configure the Bonjour gateway to operate in custom service mode.
[AC] bonjour service-mode custom

# Activate the airplay, raop, and printer service types.
[AC] bonjour activate service type airplay
[AC] bonjour activate service type raop
[AC] bonjour activate service type printer

NOTE:
To use the service of Apple TV, you must activate the airplay and raop service types because of
iOS restrictions.
# Enable Bonjour gateway globally.
[AC] bonjour global enable

# Enable Bonjour gateway for AP ap1.
[AC] wlan ap ap1
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] bonjour enable
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] quit

# Create Bonjour policy teacher to allow clients coming online through SSID teacher to request
services in VLAN 3 and VLAN 4.
[AC] bonjour policy teacher
[AC-bp-teacher] service vlan 3 4
[AC-bp-teacher] quit

# Create Bonjour policy student to allow clients coming online through SSID student to
request services in VLAN 4.
[AC] bonjour policy student
[AC-bp-student] service vlan 4
[AC-bp-student] quit

# Apply Bonjour policy student to the service template with SSID student.
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[AC] wlan service-template student
[AC-wlan-st-student] ssid student
[AC-wlan-st-student] bonjour apply policy student
[AC-wlan-st-student] quit

# Apply Bonjour policy teacher to the service template with SSID teacher.
[AC] wlan service-template teacher
[AC-wlan-st-teacher] ssid teacher
[AC-wlan-st-teacher] bonjour apply policy teacher
[AC-wlan-st-teacher] quit

Verifying the configuration
# Verify that the AC can discover the services of both Apple TV and Printer. (Details not shown.)
[AC] display bonjour service
Instance name

Service type

Protocol VLAN TTL

IP

Apple TV

airplay

TCP

3

120

192.168.0.15

Apple TV

raop

TCP

3

120

192.168.0.15

Printer

printer

TCP

4

6000

192.168.0.65

Total number of discarded query packets:0
Total number of discarded response packets:0
Total number of bonjour services: 3
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Configuring Hotspot 2.0
About Hotspot 2.0
Hotspot 2.0, developed by the Wi-Fi Alliance, provides automatic network discovery, automated
authentication, and seamless roaming for wireless clients.
Hotspot 2.0 contains two versions. Version 2 is fully compatible with version 1.

Hotspot 2.0 operating mechanism
Hotspot 2.0 operates as follows:
1.

A client performs wireless scanning to discover Hotspot 2.0 networks.

2.

The client exchanges Generic Advertisement Service (GAS) frames with APs to get Hotspot 2.0
information and select an optimal BSS.

3.

The client performs online signup. This step is required only for version 2 of Hotspot 2.0.

Scanning
The following scanning types are available:
•

Active scanning—Wireless clients scan surrounding wireless networks periodically by
sending probe requests and obtain network information from received probe responses.
See Figure 1.
Figure 1 Active scanning

•

Passive scanning—Wireless clients periodically listen for beacon frames sent by APs on their
supported channels to get information about surrounding wireless networks as shown in Figure
2. Passive scanning is used when clients want to save power.
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Figure 2 Passive scanning

GAS frame exchange
After discovering Hotspot 2.0 networks by active or passive scanning, a client exchanges GAS
frames with APs to get APs' Hotspot 2.0 information. Based on the obtained Hotspot 2.0 information
and local configuration, the client selects an optimal BSS.
As shown in Figure 3, a client exchanges GAS frames with an AP by using the following process:
1.

The client sends a GAS initial request.

2.

Upon receiving the request, the AP encapsulates Hotspot 2.0 information in a GAS initial
response and examines the length of the response.
{

If the length does not exceed the limit, the AP sends the GAS initial response to the client.
The GAS frame exchange is complete and the client can send an authentication request.

{

If the length exceeds the limit, the AP fragments the response and sends the first fragment
in a GAS initial response to the client. The response notifies the client to request Hotspot 2.0
information after a comeback delay.

3.

The client sends a GAS comeback request to the AP after a comeback delay.

4.

The AP sends a GAS comeback response that carries the second fragment to the client.

5.

If the length of the response exceeds the limit, the client and the AP repeat steps 3 and 4 until all
fragments are sent to the client.

Figure 3 GAS frame exchange
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Online signup (for version 2)
After GAS frame exchange, a client connects to the Online Sign Up (OSU) server through the OSU
AP to sign up online. A signed-up client gets a credential and can automatically access a Hotspot 2.0
network without being re-authenticated. A client can associate with an OSU AP by using the
following methods:
•

Open OSU—No authentication.

•

OSEN OSU—Layer 2 authentication.

As shown in Figure 4, online signup operates as follows:
1.

The client obtains the OSU server list from the AP by exchanging GAS frames with the AP and
selects an OSU server.

2.

The client associates with the OSU AP through open OSU or OSEN OSU.

3.

The OSU server sends a credential and authentication information to the client or updates the
expired credential for the client.

4.

Using the newly provisioned credential, the client disassociates from the OSU AP and
associates with the AP that provides Hotspot 2.0 services.

Figure 4 Online signup

Protocols and standards
•

IEEE Standard for Information technology—Telecommunications and information exchange
between systems— Local and metropolitan area networks— Specific requirements Part 11:
Wireless LAN Medium Access Control (MAC) and Physical Layer (PHY) Specifications
Amendment 9: Interworking with External Networks

•

Wi-Fi Alliance Technical Committee Hotspot 2.0 Technical Task Group Hotspot 2.0 (Release
2)Technical Specification Version 3.04

Hotspot 2.0 tasks at a glance (for version 1)
To configure Hotspot 2.0 (version 1), perform the following tasks:
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1.

Configuring a Hotspot 2.0 policy
a. Creating a Hotspot 2.0 policy
b. Configuring service provider information
c. Configuring Hotspot 2.0 network parameters
d. (Optional.) Configuring Hotspot 2.0 network optimization
e. Binding a Hotspot 2.0 policy to a service template

2.

(Optional.) Configuring online signup services

Hotspot 2.0 tasks at a glance (for version 2)
To configure Hotspot 2.0 (version 2), perform the following tasks:
1.

Configuring a Hotspot 2.0 policy
a. Creating a Hotspot 2.0 policy
b. Configuring service provider information
c. (Optional.) Configuring Hotspot 2.0 network parameters
d. (Optional.) Configuring Hotspot 2.0 network optimization
e. Binding a Hotspot 2.0 policy to a service template

2.

Configuring online signup services
a. Configuring an OSU server
b. Setting an SSID for online signup services
c. Managing OSU server icons
d. Binding an OSU server to a Hotspot 2.0 policy

3.

(Optional.) Configuring AP venue information

Configuring a Hotspot 2.0 policy
Prerequisites for configuring a Hotspot 2.0 policy
Hotspot 2.0 requires the 802.1X AKM mode, RSN IE, and AES-CCMP cipher suite.
For a client that supports only version 1 to access the Hotspot 2.0 network, first configure network
information, such as OI, NAI, and domain, on the client. Then save these configurations in the
client's configuration file.

Creating a Hotspot 2.0 policy
About this task
A Hotspot 2.0 policy defines a set of Hotspot 2.0 parameters.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Create a Hotspot 2.0 policy and enter its view.
wlan hotspot-policy policy-number

3.

(Optional.) Specify a name for the Hotspot 2.0 policy.
policy-name name
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By default, no name is specified for a Hotspot 2.0 policy.

Configuring service provider information
About this task
Hotspot 2.0 service provider information includes the following:
•

NAI realm and authentication type—NAI realm of the access network and the authentication
type for the NAI realm.

•

Organization identifier (OI)—Roaming consortium identifier. If a client has the certificate to a
roaming consortium, the client can roam to all wireless services provided by the roaming
consortium.

•

3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) information—Contains a country code and a
network code. The country code identifies a country, and the network code identifies a service
provider in the country.

•

ISP domain—ISP domain of clients.

•

Service provider name—Service provider name and the language code.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter Hotspot 2.0 policy view.
wlan hotspot-policy policy-number

3.

Create an NAI realm and specify an authentication type for the NAI realm.
nai-realm realm-name eap-method eap-method-id auth-method
auth-method-id authentication authentication
By default, no NAI realm exists.

4.

Specify an OI.
roam-oi oi [ in-beacon ]
By default, no OI is specified.
This step is required only for version 2 of Hotspot 2.0.

5.

(Optional.) Configure 3GPP information.
3gpp-info country-code mobile-country-code network-code
mobile-network-code
By default, no country code and network code are configured.

6.

Set the domain name.
domain-name domain-name
By default, the domain name is not set.
This step is required only for version 1 of Hotspot 2.0.

7.

(Optional.) Specify the service provider name.
operator-name operator-name lang-code lang-code
By default, no service provider name is specified.

Configuring Hotspot 2.0 network parameters
About this task
Hotspot 2.0 network parameters include the following:
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•

Access network type—For more information, see WLAN Advanced Features Command
Reference.

•

Homogeneous ESS identifier (HESSID)—An HESSID uniquely identifies a homogeneous
ESS.

•

Network authentication type—For more information, see WLAN Command Reference.

•

IP address availability—Version and type of IP addresses assigned to associated clients.

•

WAN link status parameters—Contains speed and link status information. You can set the
parameters to enable Hotspot 2.0 to advertise uplink and downlink speeds and link status such
as closed, testing, and enabled of the WAN.

•

Port status for an IP protocol—Includes closed, open, and unknown.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter Hotspot 2.0 policy view.
wlan hotspot-policy policy-number

3.

Set the access network type.
network-type network-type [ access-internet ]
By default, no access network type is set.

4.

Set an HESSID.
hessid hessid
By default, no HESSID is set.
This step is required only for version 1 of Hotspot 2.0.

5.

(Optional.) Specify a network authentication type.
authentication-type { 0 [ redirect-url url ] | 1 | 2 redirect-url url | 3 }
By default, no network authentication type is specified.

6.

Configure IP address availability.
ip-type ipv4 ipv4-type ipv6 ipv6-type
By default, the availability is 1 for an IPv4 address and 2 for an IPv6 address.

7.

Set the port status for an IP protocol.
ip-protocol { esp | icmp | tcp | udp } port-number port-number { closed |
open | unknown }
By default, no port status is set for an IP protocol.

8.

Set WAN link status parameters.
wan-metrics { link-down | link-test | link-up } [ asymmetric
downlink-speed downlink-speed uplink-speed uplink-speed | symmetric
link-speed link-speed ]
By default, no WAN link status parameters are set.

Configuring Hotspot 2.0 network optimization
About this task
The following network optimization features are available for Hotspot 2.0 networks:
•

Downstream Group-Addressed Forwarding (DGAF)—Enables an AP to forward all
downstream wireless broadcast ARP packets and wireless multicast packets. To prevent
spoofing attacks by using downstream multicasts, you can disable the DGAF feature for the AP.
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•

Comeback delay—Prevents clients from frequently sending GAS comeback requests.

•

GAS initial request limit—Limits the maximum number of GAS initial requests that clients can
send within the specified interval to ease the AC's burden.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter Hotspot 2.0 policy view.
wlan hotspot-policy policy-number

3.

Disable the DGAF feature.
undo dgaf enable
By default, the DGAF feature is enabled.

4.

Set the comeback delay.
comeback-delay value
By default, the comeback delay is 1 TU (1024 milliseconds).

5.

Set the maximum number of GAS initial requests that clients can send within the specified
interval.
gas-limit number number interval interval
By default, the number of GAS initial requests that clients can send is not limited.

Binding a Hotspot 2.0 policy to a service template
About this task
You must bind a Hotspot 2.0 policy to a service template for an AP using the service template to build
a Hotspot 2.0 network.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Bind a Hotspot 2.0 policy to the service template.
hotspot-policy policy-number
By default, no Hotspot 2.0 policy is bound to a service template.

Configuring online signup services
Configuring an OSU server
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Create an OSU server and enter its view, or enter the view of an existing OSU server.
wlan osu-provider osu-provider-number

3.

Set a name for the OSU server.
friendly-name friendly-name lang-code lang-code
By default, no name is set for an OSU server.
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4.

Specify the URI of the OSU server.
uri uri
By default, no URI is specified for an OSU server.

5.

Specify a protocol for clients to communicate with the OSU server.
method method-id
By default, no method is specified for clients to communicate with an OSU server.

6.

Specify an icon for the OSU server.
icon-file filename lang-code lang-code icon-type icon-type
By default, no icon is specified for an OSU server.
Before specifying an icon for an OSU server, make sure directory icon has been created by
using the mkdir command in the root directory where the version files are saved. Then use
FTP or TFTP to download icon files to the directory.

7.

(Optional.) Configure a description for the OSU server.
description description lang-code lang-code
By default, no description is configured for an OSU server.

8.

(Optional.) Configure a Network Access Identifier (NAI) for the OSU server.
nai nai
By default, no NAI is configured for an OSU server.

Setting an SSID for online signup services
Restrictions and guidelines
Make sure the configured SSID for online signup services is the same as the SSID for the online
signup service template.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter Hotspot 2.0 policy view.
wlan hotspot-policy policy-number

3.

Set an SSID for online signup services.
osu-ssid ssid-name
By default, no SSID is set for online signup services.

Managing OSU server icons
About this task
This task allows you to load all icon files specified for an OSU server to validate the changes when
icon file changes occur or to invalidate icon files.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Manage OSU server icon files.
{

Load OSU server icon files.
wlan hotspot osu-icon upload
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{

Unload OSU server icon files.
wlan hotspot osu-icon unload

Binding an OSU server to a Hotspot 2.0 policy
Restrictions and guidelines
A Hotspot 2.0 policy can be bound to a maximum of 32 OSU servers.
Make sure all configuration required for an OSU server has been completed before binding the OSU
server to a Hotspot 2.0 policy.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter Hotspot 2.0 policy view.
wlan hotspot-policy policy-number

3.

Bind an OSU server to the Hotspot 2.0 policy.
osu-provider osu-provider-number
By default, no OSU server is bound to a Hotspot 2.0 policy.

Configuring AP venue information
About this task
AP venue information indicates the location of APs and helps clients connect to an optimal AP.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

3.

Specify the venue group and venue type for the AP.
venue group venue-group-number type venue-type-number
By default, no venue group and venue type are specified for an AP.
This step is required only for version 1 of Hotspot 2.0.

4.

Set a venue name for the AP.
venue name venue-name lang-code lang-code
By default, no venue name is set for an AP.
This step is required only for version 1 of Hotspot 2.0.

Display and maintenance commands for Hotspot
2.0
Execute display commands in any view. (for version 1)
Task

Command

Display service template information.

display wlan service-template
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Task

Command
[ service-template-name ] [ verbose ]

Execute display commands in any view. (for version 2)
Task

Command

Display all the loaded OSU server icon
files.

display wlan hotspot uploaded-osu-icon

Display service template information.

display wlan service-template
[ service-template-name ] [ verbose ]

Hotspot 2.0 configuration examples
The AP models and serial numbers in this document are used only as examples. Support for AP
models and serial numbers depends on the AC model.

Example: Configuring Hotspot 2.0 iPhone application
Network configuration
As shown in Figure 5, configure Hotspot 2.0 to enable the phone to switch from the cellular network
to the wireless network.
Figure 5 Network diagram

Prerequisites
For client authentication, authorization, and accounting to operate correctly, install certificates and
create a user account on the RADIUS server. For more information about AAA, see User Access and
Authentication Configuration Guide.

Configuring the AC
1.

Configure a Hotspot 2.0 policy:
# Create Hotspot 2.0 policy 1.
<AC> system-view
[AC] wlan hotspot-policy 1

# Configure EAP-TLS authentication.
[AC-wlan-hs-1] nai-realm name h3c.com eap-method 6 auth-method 2 authentication 4

# Set the domain name to h3c.com.
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[AC-wlan-hs-1] domain-name h3c.com

# Set the HESSID to 1232-ff23-0123.
[AC-wlan-hs-1] hessid 1232-ff23-0123
[AC-wlan-hs-1] quit

2.

Configure 802.1X authentication and the RADIUS scheme:
# Configure the 802.1X authentication method as EAP.
[AC] dot1x authentication-method eap

# Create RADIUS scheme imcc.
[AC] radius scheme imcc

# Set the IP address and the port number of the primary authentication server to 10.18.1.88 and
1812, respectively.
[AC-radius-imcc] primary authentication 10.18.1.88 1812

# Set the IP address and the port number of the primary accounting server to 10.18.1.88 and
1813, respectively.
[AC-radius-imcc] primary accounting 10.18.1.88 1813

# Set the shared key for the AC to exchange packets with the authentication and accounting
servers to 12345678.
[AC-radius-imcc] key authentication simple 12345678
[AC-radius-imcc] key accounting simple 12345678

# Configure the AC to remove the domain name in the username sent to the RADIUS servers.
[AC-radius-imcc] user-name-format without-domain
[AC-radius-imcc] quit

3.

Create domain imc and configure the domain to use RADIUS scheme imcc for authentication,
authorization, and accounting.
[AC] domain imc
[AC-isp-imc] authentication lan-access radius-scheme imcc
[AC-isp-imc] authorization lan-access radius-scheme imcc
[AC-isp-imc] accounting lan-access radius-scheme imcc
[AC-isp-imc] quit

Configuring the AP
# Create service template service1.
<AC> system-view
[AC] wlan service-template service1

# Set the SSID to service.
[AC-wlan-st-service1] ssid service

# Bind the Hotspot 2.0 policy 1 to the service template.
[AC-wlan-st-service1] hotspot-policy 1

# Enable the RSN IE in beacons and probe responses.
[AC-wlan-st-service1] security-ie rsn

# Enable the AES-CCMP cipher suite.
[AC-wlan-st-service1] cipher-suite ccmp

# Set the authentication and key management mode to 802.1X.
[AC-wlan-st-service1] akm mode dot1x

# Set the authentication mode for WLAN clients to 802.1X.
[AC-wlan-st-service1] client-security authentication-mode dot1x

# Specify the domain imc as the authentication domain.
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[AC-wlan-st-service1] dot1x domain imc

# Enable the service template.
[AC-wlan-st-service1] service-template enable
[AC-wlan-st-service1] quit

# Create AP ap1, and specify the AP model and serial ID.
[AC] wlan ap ap1 model WA4320i-ACN
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] serial-id 219801A0CNC138011454

# Bind service template service1 to radio 2 of the AP.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] radio 2
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-2] radio enable
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-2] service-template service1
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-2] quit
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] quit

Configuring the RADIUS server (IMCv7)
This example was created on IMC PLAT 7.1 and IMC UAM 7.1.
To configure the IMC server:
1.

Log in to the IMC platform.

2.

Click the User tab.

3.

Add an access device:
a. From the navigation tree, select User Access Policy > Access Device Management >
Access Device.
b. On the access device configuration page, click Add.
c. On the Add Access Device page, configure the following parameters:
−

Set the shared key to 12345678.

−

Select or manually add the device with the IP address 10.18.1.1 (IP address of the AC).

−

Use the default settings for other parameters.

d. Click OK.
Figure 6 Adding an access device
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4.

Add an access policy:
a. From the navigation tree, select User Access Policy > Access Policy.
b. On the access policy configuration page, click Add.
c. On the Add Access Policy page, configure the following parameters:
−

Set the access policy name to 802.1X_policy.

−

Select EAP-PEAP Authentication from the Certificate Type list, and from the
Certificate Sub-Type list, select the certificate sub-type, which must be the same as the
authentication method for the client.

−

Use the default settings for other parameters.

Figure 7 Adding an access policy

5.

Add an access service:
a. From the navigation tree, select User Access Policy > Access Service.
b. On the access service configuration page, click Add.
c. On the Add Access Service page, configure the service name as 802.1X_ser, and use the
802.1X policy you have created as the default access policy.
d. Use the default settings for other parameters.
Figure 8 Adding an access service

6.

Add an access user:
a. From the navigation tree, select Access User > All Access Users.
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b. On the access user configuration page, click Add.
c. On the Add Access User page, click Add User.
d. On the Add User window, configure the following parameters:
−

Set the username to admin.

−

Set the account name to admin.

−

Select the 802.1X user that you have configured in the Access Service area.

Figure 9 Adding an access user

Configuring the phone
This example was created using an iPhone 5S.
To configure the phone:
1.

Install the Apple Configurator App on the MacBook Air and connect iPhone 5S to the laptop.
Figure 10 Apply Configurator App

2.

Open the Apple Configurator App and select Supervise from the top menu. Then click + under
the Profiles list and select Create New Profile.
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Figure 11 Creating a new profile

3.

Click General on the left navigation tree, and enter h3c.com in the Name field. Other
parameters are optional.
Figure 12 General settings

4.

Click Wi-Fi on the left navigation tree and click Configure from the menu. Then select
Passpoint from the Network Type list.
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Figure 13 Enabling passpoint

5.

On the page that appears, perform the following tasks:
{

In the Accepted EAP Types area, select PEAP.

{

Enter admin and 12345678 in the Username area and Password area, respectively.

{

Select None from the Identity Certificate list.

{

Enter admin in the Outer Identity area.

Figure 14 Configuring EAP-PEAP authentication
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{

Enter h3c.com in the Provider Display Name field and enter the domain name that you
have configured in the hotspot policy on the AC.
Figure 15 Configuring the domain name

{

Leave Roaming Consortium Ols, NAI Real Names, and MCC/MNC blank, or enter the
values you have configured in the hotspot policy on the AC. Then click Save.
Figure 16 Configuring other options

6.

Click Prepare and then click Install Profiles on the Settings tab.
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Figure 17 Installing profiles

7.

Click Next.
Figure 18 Installing profiles

8.

Select the profile h3c.com and click Next.
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Figure 19 Selecting the created profile

9.

Click Install.
Figure 20 Installing the profile

After the installation is complete, the Apple Configurator page displays Install Succeeded
and all configuration will be deployed to iPhone 5S. When the phone finds the service it needs,
it automatically joins the WLAN.
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Figure 21 Installation complete

Verifying the configuration
# Verify that the phone can automatically connect to WLAN service.
[AC] display wlan client verbose
Total number of clients: 1
MAC address

: 6021-c05d-19e0

IPv4 address

: 105.0.0.5

IPv6 address

: N/A

Username

: admin

AID

: 1

AP ID

: 2

AP name

: ap1

Radio ID

: 2

SSID

: service

BSSID

: 70f9-6dd7-cfd0

VLAN ID

: 1

Sleep count

: 0

Wireless mode

: 802.11gn

Channel bandwidth

: 20MHz

SM power save

: Enabled

SM power save mode

: Static

Short GI for 20MHz

: Supported

Short GI for 40MHz

: Not supported

STBC RX capability

: Not supported

STBC TX capability

: Not supported

LDPC RX capability

: Not supported

Block Ack

: TID 0

Support HT-MCS set

: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

Supported rates

: 1, 2, 5.5, 6, 9, 11,

In

12, 18, 24, 36, 48, 54 Mbps
QoS mode

: WMM
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Listen interval

: 10

RSSI

: 49

Rx/Tx rate

: 1/72.2 Mbps

Speed

: N/A

Authentication method

: Open system

Security mode

: RSN

AKM mode

: 802.1X

Cipher suite

: CCMP

User authentication mode

: 802.1X

WPA3 status

: N/A

Authorization ACL ID

: N/A

Authorization user profile

: N/A

Roam status

: N/A

Key derivation

: SHA1

PMF status

: N/A

Forwarding policy name

: N/A

Online time

: 0days 0hours 0minutes 36seconds

FT status

: Inactive

Example: Configuring Hotspot 2.0 Samsung application
Network configuration
As shown in Figure 22, configure Hotspot 2.0 to enable the phone to switch from the cellular network
to the wireless network.
Figure 22 Network diagram

Prerequisites
Before you configure Hotspot 2.0, complete the following tasks:
•

For client authentication, authorization, and accounting to operate correctly, install certificates
and create a user account on the RADIUS server. For more information about AAA, see User
Access and Authentication Configuration Guide.

•

Configure 802.1X and install the certificate on the phone.

Configuring the AC
1.

Configure a Hotspot 2.0 policy:
# Create Hotspot 2.0 policy 1.
<AC> system-view
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[AC] wlan hotspot-policy 1

# Specify the authentication type for NAI realm abc.com.
[AC-wlan-hs-1] nai-realm name abc.com eap-method 6 auth-method 2 authentication 4

# Set the domain name to domain.abc.com.
[AC-wlan-hs-1] domain-name domain.abc.com

# Set the HESSID to 1232-ff23-0123, the MAC address of the AP.
[AC-wlan-hs-1] hessid 1232-ff23-0123
[AC-wlan-hs-1] quit

2.

Configure 802.1X authentication and the RADIUS scheme:
# Configure the 802.1X authentication method as EAP.
[AC] dot1x authentication-method eap

# Create RADIUS scheme imcc.
[AC] radius scheme imcc

# Set the IP address and the port number of the primary authentication server to 10.18.1.88 and
1812, respectively.
[AC-radius-imcc] primary authentication 10.18.1.88 1812

# Set the IP address and the port number of the primary accounting server to 10.18.1.88 and
1813, respectively.
[AC-radius-imcc] primary accounting 10.18.1.88 1813

# Set the shared key for the AC to exchange packets with the authentication and accounting
servers to 12345678.
[AC-radius-imcc] key authentication simple 12345678
[AC-radius-imcc] key accounting simple 12345678

# Configure the AC to remove the domain name in the username sent to the RADIUS servers.
[AC-radius-imcc] user-name-format without-domain
[AC-radius-imcc] quit

3.

Create domain imc and configure the domain to use RADIUS scheme imcc for authentication,
authorization, and accounting.
[AC] domain imc
[AC-isp-imc] authentication lan-access radius-scheme imcc
[AC-isp-imc] authorization lan-access radius-scheme imcc
[AC-isp-imc] accounting lan-access radius-scheme imcc
[AC-isp-imc] quit

Configuring the AP
# Create service template service1.
<AC> system-view
[AC] wlan service-template service1

# Set the SSID to service.
[AC-wlan-st-service1] ssid service

# Bind the Hotspot 2.0 policy 1 to the service template.
[AC-wlan-st-service1] hotspot-policy 1

# Enable the RSN IE in beacons and probe responses.
[AC-wlan-st-stname] security-ie rsn

# Enable the AES-CCMP cipher suite.
[AC-wlan-st-service1] cipher-suite ccmp

# Set the authentication and key management mode to 802.1X.
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[AC-wlan-st-service1] akm mode dot1x

# Set the authentication mode for WLAN clients to 802.1X.
[AC-wlan-st-service1] client-security authentication-mode dot1x

# Specify the domain imc as the authentication domain.
[AC-wlan-st-service1] dot1x domain imc

# Enable the service template.
[AC-wlan-st-service1] service-template enable
[AC-wlan-st-service1] quit

# Create AP ap1, and specify the AP model and serial ID.
[AC] wlan ap ap1 model WA4320i-ACN
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] serial-id 219801A0CNC138011454

# Bind service template service1 to radio 2 of the AP.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] radio 2
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-2] radio enable
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-2] service-template service1
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-2] quit
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] quit

Configuring the RADIUS server (IMCv7)
This example was created on IMC PLAT 7.1 and IMC UAM 7.1.
To configure the IMC server:
1.

Log in to the IMC platform.

2.

Click the User tab.

3.

Add an access device:
a. From the navigation tree, select User Access Policy > Access Device Management >
Access Device.
b. On the access device configuration page, click Add.
c. On the Add Access Device page, configure the following parameters:
−

Set the shared key to 12345678.

−

Select or manually add the device with the IP address 10.18.1.1 (IP address of the AC).

−

Use the default settings for other parameters.

d. Click OK.
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Figure 23 Adding an access device

4.

Add an access policy:
a. From the navigation tree, select User Access Policy > Access Policy.
b. On the access policy configuration page, click Add.
c. On the Add Access Policy page, configure the following parameters:
−

Set the access policy name to 802.1X_policy.

−

Select EAP-PEAP Authentication from the Certificate Type list, and from the
Certificate Sub-Type list, select the certificate sub-type, which must be the same as the
authentication method for the client.

−

Use the default settings for other parameters.

Figure 24 Adding an access policy
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5.

Add an access service:
a. From the navigation tree, select User Access Policy > Access Service.
b. On the access service configuration page, click Add.
c. On the Add Access Service page, configure the service name as 802.1X_ser, and use the
802.1X policy you have created as the default access policy.
d. Use the default settings for other parameters.
Figure 25 Adding an access service

6.

Add an access user:
a. From the navigation tree, select Access User > All Access Users.
b. On the access user configuration page, click Add.
c. On the Add Access User page, click Add User.
d. On the Add User window, configure the following parameters:
−

Set the username to admin.

−

Set the account name to admin.

−

Select the 802.1X user that you have configured in the Access Service area.

Figure 26 Adding an access user
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Configuring the phone
IMPORTANT:
• Configure the same realm name and domain for both the phone and the Hotspot 2.0 policy on the
AC.
• Configure the same username and password for both the phone and the RADIUS server.
• Configure the same authentication type for the phone, the Hotspot 2.0 policy on the AC, and the
RADIUS server.
This example uses a Samsung S4 telephone.
To configure the phone:
1.

Use a text editor to edit the Hotspot 2.0 configuration file and save it as cred.conf on a PC or on
the phone.
cred={
realm="abc.com"
username="admin"
password="12345678"
domain="domain.abc.com"
eap=PEAP
phase2="auth=MSCHAPV2"
}

2.

Save the configuration file in the root directory of the phone:
{

{

3.

If you edit the configuration file on a PC, use either of the following methods to import the
configuration file to the phone and save it in the root directory:
−

Connect the phone to a PC by using a USB cable, and copy cred.conf from the PC to
the phone.

−

Send an email to the phone with cred.conf attached and save the file in the phone.

If you edit the file on the phone by using a text editor, save it in the root directory of the
phone.

Turn on WLAN on the phone.
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Figure 27 Turning on WLAN

4.

Click Advanced.
Figure 28 Configuring advanced WLAN settings

5.

On the Advanced page, enable Passpoint.
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Figure 29 Enabling Passpoint

Verifying the configuration
# Verify that the phone can automatically connect to the WLAN service.
[AC] display wlan client verbose
Total number of clients: 1
MAC address

: 000f-e265-6400

IPv4 address

: 10.1.1.114

IPv6 address

: 2001::1234:5678:0102:0304

Username

: admin

AID

: 1

AP ID

: 2

AP name

: ap1

Radio ID

: 2

SSID

: service

BSSID

: 0026-3e08-1150

VLAN ID

: 1

Sleep count

: 0

Wireless mode

: 802.11gn

Channel bandwidth

: 20MHz

SM power save

: Enabled

SM power save mode

: Static

Short GI for 20MHz

: Supported

Short GI for 40MHz

: Not supported

STBC RX capability

: Not supported

STBC TX capability

: Not supported

LDPC RX capability

: Not supported

Block Ack

: TID 0

Support HT-MCS set

: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
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Supported rates

: 1, 2, 5.5, 6, 9, 11,
12, 18, 24, 36, 48, 54 Mbps

QoS mode

: WMM

Listen interval

: 10

RSSI

: 49

Rx/Tx rate

: 130/11 Mbps

Speed

: N/A

Authentication method

: Open system

Security mode

: RSN

AKM mode

: 802.1X

Cipher suite

: CCMP

User authentication mode

: 802.1X

WPA3 status

: N/A

Authorization ACL ID

: N/A

Authorization user profile

: N/A

Roam status

: N/A

Key derivation

: SHA1

PMF status

: N/A

Forwarding policy name

: N/A

Online time

: 0days 0hours 0minutes 36seconds

FT status

: Inactive

Example: Configuring Hotspot 2.0 (for version 2)
Network configuration
As shown in Figure 30, configure Hotspot 2.0 to enable the phone to switch from the cellular network
to the wireless network.
Figure 30 Network diagram

Restrictions and guidelines
When you configure Hotspot 2.0, follow these restrictions and guidelines:
•

For more information about AAA, see User Access and Authentication Configuration Guide.

•

Before uploading the OSU server icon, make sure the icon file is in the root directory where the
version files are saved. You can use FTP or TFTP to transmit the icon file.

Procedure
1.

Configure the OSU server:
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# Create OSU server 1.
<AC> system-view
[AC] wlan osu-provider 1

# Set the name for the OSU server to osu_test.
[AC-wlan-osu-1] friendly-name osu_test lang-code eng

# Specify a URI for the OSU server.
[AC-wlan-osu-1] uri https://192.168.1.23:8088/service

# Set the protocol for clients to communicate with the OSU server to SOAP-XML SPP.
[AC-wlan-osu-1] method 1

# Specify an icon for the OSU server.
[AC-wlan-osu-1] icon-file test.png lang-code eng icon-type png

# Configure a description for the OSU server.
[AC-wlan-osu-1] description "The OSU provider." lang-code eng

# Configure the NAI.
[AC-wlan-osu-1] nai example.com
[AC-wlan-osu-1] quit

2.

Configure a Hotspot 2.0 policy:
# Create Hotspot 2.0 policy 1.
[AC] wlan hotspot-policy 1

# Specify the authentication type for NAI realm example.com.
[AC-wlan-hs-1] nai-realm name example.com eap-method 5 auth-method 2 authentication
4

# Set the access network type to Wildcard.
[AC-wlan-hs-1] network-type 15

# Set the OI to 80F62E and add the OI to beacons.
[AC-wlan-hs-1] roam-oi 80F62E in-beacon

# Set the domain name to domain.com.
[AC-wlan-hs-1] domain-name domain.com

# Set the availability to 1 for both IPv4 addresses and IPv6 addresses.
[AC-wlan-hs-1] ip-type ipv4 1 ipv6 1

# Set the SSID for online signup services to osu-ssid.
[AC-wlan-hs-1] osu-ssid osu-ssid

# Bind OSU server 1 to Hotspot 2.0 policy 1.
[AC-wlan-hs-1] osu-provider 1
[AC-wlan-hs-1] quit

# Upload the specified OSU server icons if a specified icon file changes.
[AC] wlan hotspot osu-icon upload

3.

Configure a service template for online signup services:
# Create service template osu.
[AC] wlan service-template osu

# Set the SSID to osu-ssid.
[AC-wlan-st-osu] ssid osu-ssid

# Enable the service template.
[AC-wlan-st-osu] service-template enable
[AC-wlan-st-osu] quit

4.

Configure 802.1X authentication and the RADIUS server:
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# Configure the 802.1X authentication method as EAP.
[AC] dot1x authentication-method eap

# Create RADIUS scheme imcc.
[AC] radius scheme imcc

# Set the IP address and the port number of the primary authentication server to 192.168.1.23
and 1813, respectively.
[AC-radius-imcc] primary authentication 192.168.1.23 1812

# Set the IP address and the port number of the primary accounting server to 192.168.1.23 and
1813, respectively.
[AC-radius-imcc] primary accounting 192.168.1.23 1813

# Set the shared key for the AC to exchange packets with the authentication and accounting
server to 12345678.
[AC-radius-imcc] key authentication simple 12345678
[AC-radius-imcc] key accounting simple 12345678

# Configure the AC to remove the domain name in the username sent to the RADIUS servers.
[AC-radius-imcc] user-name-format without-domain
[AC-radius-imcc] quit

5.

Configure ISP domain:
# Create domain imc and configure the domain to use RADIUS scheme imcc for authentication,
authorization, and accounting.
[AC] domain imc
[AC-isp-imc] authentication lan-access radius-scheme imcc
[AC-isp-imc] authorization lan-access radius-scheme imcc
[AC-isp-imc] accounting lan-access radius-scheme imcc
[AC-isp-imc] quit

6.

Configure a service template for wireless services:
# Create service template stname.
[AC] wlan service-template stname

# Set the SSID to service.
[AC-wlan-st-stname] ssid service

# Bind Hotspot 2.0 policy 1 to the service template.
[AC-wlan-st-stname] hotspot-policy 1

7.

Configure the AP:
# Create AP ap1, and specify the AP model and serial ID.
[AC] wlan ap ap1 model WA4320i-ACN
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] serial-id 210235A1BSC123000050

# Set a venue name for the AP.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] venue name "H3C lab" lang-code eng

# Bind service template stname to radio 2 of the AP.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] radio 2
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-2] radio enable
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-2] service-template stname
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-2] service-template osu
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-2] quit
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] quit

Verifying the configuration
# Verify that the OSU server icon has been loaded.
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[AC] display wlan hotspot uploaded-osu-icon
Total number of icons: 1
Icon name

Icon type

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------test.png

png

# Verify that the phone can automatically connect to the WLAN service.
[AC] display wlan client verbose
Total number of clients: 1
MAC address

: d022-bee8-a267

IPv4 address

: 192.168.1.52

IPv6 address

: N/A

Username

: abcd

AID

: 2

AP ID

: 1

AP name

: ap1

Radio ID

: 2

SSID

: service

BSSID

: 5866-ba74-e790

VLAN ID

: 1

Sleep count

: 37

Wireless mode

: 802.11gn

Channel bandwidth

: 20MHz

SM power save

: Disabled

Short GI for 20MHz

: Supported

Short GI for 40MHz

: Not supported

STBC RX capability

: Supported

STBC TX capability

: Not supported

LDPC RX capability

: Not supported

Block Ack

: TID 0
TID 2

Both
Out

Supported HT MCS set

: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

Supported rates

: 1, 2, 5.5, 6, 9, 11,

QoS mode

: WMM

Listen interval

: 10

RSSI

: 45

Rx/Tx rate

: 72.2/72.2 Mbps

Speed

: N/A

Authentication method

: Open system

Security mode

: RSN

AKM mode

: 802.1X

Cipher suite

: CCMP

User authentication mode

: 802.1X

WPA3 status

: N/A

Authorization ACL ID

: N/A

Authorization user profile

: N/A

Roam status

: N/A

12, 18, 24, 36, 48, 54 Mbps
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Key derivation

: SHA1

PMF status

: N/A

Forwarding policy name

: N/A

Online time

: 0days 0hours 1minutes 29seconds

FT status

: Inactive
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Configuring WLAN mesh
About WLAN mesh
WLAN mesh allows APs to be wirelessly connected. The APs on a WLAN mesh network can be
connected directly or over multiple hops. When one AP fails, the remaining APs can still
communicate with each other.

Benefits
WLAN mesh provides the following benefits:
•

Low cost, high performance, and easy deployment.

•

High expansibility without wires.

•

Same good user experience as traditional WLANs.

WLAN mesh network
Figure 1 shows a WLAN mesh network.
APs on a WLAN mesh network are mesh points (MPs). MPs play the following roles:
•

Single-purpose MP—Provides only mesh services.

•

Mesh access point (MAP)—Provides both mesh and access services.

•

Mesh portal point (MPP)—Provides a wired connection to a wired network.
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Figure 1 WLAN mesh network diagram

Mesh profile
A mesh profile is a set of mesh protocol processing capabilities for an AP to operate on a mesh
network. A mesh profile contains the following attributes:
•

Mesh ID—Identifies a mesh network.

•

Mesh security—Contains settings for neighbor authentication, including an authentication and
key management mode, and a preshared key.

•

Keepalive interval—Specifies the interval for sending keepalive packets over a mesh link. The
MP with a higher MAC address sends keepalive packets at the keepalive interval to the peer
end. The sending MP disconnects the mesh link if it has not received a reply before three
consecutive keepalive intervals expire. The receiving MP disconnects the mesh link if it has not
received keepalive packets before three consecutive keepalive intervals expire. For correct link
status detection, the keepalive interval at the sending end must be equal to or less than three
times the keepalive interval at the receiving end.

To form a mesh network, APs must have the same mesh ID and mesh security settings.

Neighbor discovery and mesh link establishment
MPs must operate at the same radio mode and on the same channel to discover each other. MPs
can establish a mesh link after they discover each other and establish a peer relationship.
The following are the available discovery methods:
•

Active scanning—The MP sends Probe Request frames to discover neighbors and establish
peer relationships.
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•

Passive scanning—The MP listens to Beacon frames to collect information about other MPs. If
there are neighbors, the AP sends Probe Request frames to request establishing a peer
relationship.

This section uses active scanning to describe the neighbor discovery and mesh link establishment
process.
As shown in Figure 2, MPs attempt to establish peer relationships by exchanging their mesh profiles
in Probe Request and Probe Response frames.
One MP adds another MP as a mesh peer if the following conditions are met:
•

The MPs' mesh profiles match.

•

The Accepting Peer Links bit in the received request or response is set.

The MP peers attempt to establish a mesh link by sending a Link Open request to each other. The
mesh link is established after the MP peers acknowledge the Link Open request received from each
other.
Figure 2 Neighbor discovery and mesh link establishment on a WLAN mesh network
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Fit APs must obtain a mesh profile from the AC before they can establish peer relationships. For this
purpose, a fit AP performs the following tasks before it attempts to establish mesh peer relationships:
1.

Establishes a temporary link to the first detected WLAN mesh network to discover the AC. This
link can only transfer configuration data.

2.

Attempts to establish CAPWAP tunnels with the AC to obtain configuration, including the mesh
profile.

3.

Disconnects the temporary link after obtaining the configuration.

Then, the fit AP can perform neighbor discovery and mesh link establishment to join the WLAN mesh
network.
If the fit AP fails to establish CAPWAP tunnels with the AC, the fit AP will try the rest of detected
mesh networks one by one.

Wireless distribution system
Wireless distribution systems (WDSs) are applications of WLAN mesh. A WDS uses the mesh links
between APs to connect dispersed LANs. The APs transfer the 802.3 frames that come from the
LANs in the form of 802.11s frames over the mesh links.
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You can create a WDS in point-to-point or star topology by administratively making sure mesh links
are established between selected APs. Alternatively, you can use the topology that is created
automatically by APs through automatic neighbor discovery and mesh link establishment without
administrative intervention.

Point-to-point topology
As shown in Figure 3, you can set up a mesh link between two APs to connect two LANs.
Figure 3 WDS point to point topology

Star topology
As shown in Figure 4, you can set up mesh links between one central AP and multiple leaf APs to
connect multiple LANs. In this topology, all data between LANs must traverse the central AP (AP 4 in
this example).
Figure 4 Star topology
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Topology created without administrative intervention
Without administrative intervention, the WDS topology depends on the result of automatic neighbor
discovery and mesh link establishment between APs.
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Figure 5 Automatic topology setup
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VLAN
VLANs can be deployed in mesh networks for devices in different LANs to communicate with each
other. Figure 6 shows the application of VLANs in high-speed railway mesh networks.
As shown in Figure 6, an AC and multiple APs are deployed in each carriage on a train. All devices
are assigned to the same VLAN. Therefore, the two APs at both ends of each carriage can act as
MPPs to establish mesh links with the MPPs on the adjacent carriages. Other APs provide WLAN
access services. All devices communicate with the outside through the central server deployed in the
middle of the train.
In this scenario, IP address conflict might occur because all ACs use the same configuration for easy
configuration and maintenance. To address this issue, configure NAT on each AC and configure the
mesh interfaces to allow the VLAN for MPP communications. For more information about NAT, see
Network Connectivity Configuration Guide.
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Figure 6 High-speed railway mesh network

MLSP
MLSP requires cooperation of both ACs and fat APs.

About this task
Mobile Link Switch Protocol (MLSP) is designed for subway application to provide stable data
transmission through mesh links between onboard and trackside MPs. The onboard MPs are
responsible for link selection, maintenance, and switchover.
With MLSP enabled, each onboard MP maintains one active link and multiple standby links at the
same time. Only the active link is used for data transmission. An onboard MP keeps switching its
active link during train movement to ensure stable data transmission.
In subway applications, signals can be transmitted over the air, in waveguides, or in linking coaxial
(LCX) cables. Signals transmitted over the air are called air signal and signals transmitted in
waveguides or LCX cables are called waveguide signals. As a best practice to avoid signal
interference, deploy waveguides or LCX cables in areas with strong interference.
As shown in Figure 7, AP 1 through AP 4 are trackside MPs, and fat AP 1 and fat AP 2 are onboard
MPs.
Figure 7 MLSP mesh network diagram
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AP 4

Air signal link switchover
An onboard MP uses a mesh link as a standby link if the RSSI on the link reaches or exceeds the
sum of the link establishment threshold and the mesh link hold RSSI. If the MP does not have an
active link, it uses the link as the active link.
An onboard MP switches to the optimal standby mesh link when one of the following conditions is
met:
•

The link hold timer expires and a standby link has an RSSI higher than the active link for a value
that reaches or exceeds the link switchover threshold.

•

The RSSI on the active link is lower than the mesh link hold RSSI.

•

The RSSI on the active link reaches or exceeds the link saturation RSSI.

If no standby link is available, the MP keeps using the active link when the RSSI on the active link is
lower than the mesh link hold RSSI. The MP terminates the active link when the active link RSSI
reaches or exceeds the link saturation RSSI.

Waveguide signal link switchover
An MP prefers air transmission over waveguide transmission. If an MP detects both air signals and
waveguide signals, it transmits signals over the air instead of in a waveguide or LCX cable.
In waveguide transmission, an onboard MP uses a link as a standby link if the link RSSI reaches or
exceeds the sum of the link establishment threshold and the waveguide link hold RSSI. If the MP
does not have an active link, it uses the link as the active link.
The switchover method for waveguide signal links depends on whether fast waveguide switchover is
enabled. If fast waveguide switchover is enabled, an onboard MP switches to a waveguide link once
the MP detects the link. If fast waveguide switchover is disabled, an onboard MP switches to the
optimal standby waveguide link when one of the following conditions is met:
•

The link hold timer expires and a standby link has an RSSI higher than the active link for a value
that reaches or exceeds the link switchover threshold.

•

The RSSI on the active link is lower than the waveguide link hold RSSI.

•

The RSSI on the active link reaches or exceeds the link saturation RSSI.

If no standby link is available, the MP keeps using the active link when the RSSI on the active link is
lower than the waveguide link hold RSSI. The MP terminates the active link when the active link
RSSI reaches or exceeds the link saturation RSSI.

MLSP proxy
This feature enables an onboard MP to proxy an onboard device (typically an onboard server) for
fast downlink packet forwarding path change when link switchover occurs.
As shown in Figure 8, an onboard MP uses the MAC address of the proxied device to send
gratuitous ARP packets for MAC address table update of trackside MPs. This ensures fast
transmission of downlink packets over the new active link after a link switchover.
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Figure 8 Fast packet forwarding path change

Level of interval for sending keepalive requests
Onboard MPs determine whether a train has entered the garage based on the information carried in
the probe responses from trackside MPs. If the train has entered the garage, onboard MPs will
reduce the keepalive request sending interval based on the configured level of interval to prevent
keepalive requests from consuming channel resources. A higher interval level indicates a longer
interval to send keepalive requests.

Mesh peer blacklist or whitelist
You can configure the blacklist or whitelist to control whether an MP neighbor can establish a mesh
link with the local MP.
If you configure both the blacklist and whitelist, only the whitelist takes effect and only MP neighbors
in the whitelist can establish a mesh link with the local MP. If only the blacklist is configured, MP
neighbors in the blacklist cannot establish a mesh link with the local MP.

Protocols and standards
•

Draft P802.11s_D1.06

•

ANSI/IEEE Std 802.11, 1999 Edition

•

IEEE Std 802.11a

•

IEEE Std 802.11b

•

IEEE Std 802.11g

•

IEEE Std 802.11i

•

IEEE Std 802.11s

•

IEEE Std 802.11-2004
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•

draft-ohara-capwap-lwapp-03

Restrictions and guidelines: WLAN mesh
configuration
You can configure APs by using the following methods:
•

Configure APs one by one in AP view.

•

Assign APs to an AP group and configure the AP group in AP group view.

•

Configure all APs in global configuration view.

For an AP, the settings made in these views for the same parameter take effect in descending order
of AP view, AP group view, and global configuration view.

WLAN mesh tasks at a glance
To configure WLAN mesh, perform the following tasks:
1.

Configuring a mesh profile

2.

Binding a mesh profile to a radio

3.

(Optional.) Configuring a mesh policy

4.

(Optional.) Binding a mesh policy to a radio

5.

(Optional.) Disabling an MPP from sending probe requests

6.

(Optional.) Enabling MPPs associated with the same AC to become mesh peers

7.

(Optional.) Configuring the mesh peer blacklist or whitelist

8.

(Optional.) Configuring mesh interfaces

9.

(Optional.) Configuring MLSP

Configuring a mesh profile
Restrictions and guidelines
MPs on the same mesh network must use the same mesh ID and mesh security settings.
For correct link status detection, the keepalive interval at the sending end must be equal to or less
than three times the keepalive interval at the receiving end.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Create a mesh profile and enter mesh profile view.
wlan mesh-profile mesh-profile-number

3.

Specify a mesh ID.
mesh-id mesh-id

4.

(Optional.) Configure mesh security.
{

Configure a preshared key.

preshared-key { pass-phrase | raw-key } { cipher | simple } string
By default, no preshared key is configured.
{

Enable SAE authentication and key management mode.
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akm mode sae
By default, no authentication and key management mode is configured.
5.

(Optional.) Set the mesh link keepalive interval.
link-keepalive keepalive-interval
The default mesh link keepalive interval is 2 seconds.

6.

Enable the mesh profile.
mesh-profile enable
By default, a mesh profile is disabled.

Binding a mesh profile to a radio
About this task
For an AP to join a mesh network, you must bind a mesh profile to a radio on the AP. You can bind
different mesh profiles to the radios on an AP for it to join different mesh networks.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view or an AP group's AP model view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Execute the following commands in sequence to enter an AP group's AP model view:
wlan ap-group group-name

ap-model ap-model
3.

Enter radio view.
radio radio-id

4.

Bind a mesh profile to the radio.
mesh-profile mesh-profile-number
By default:
{

In radio view, an AP uses the configuration in an AP group's radio view.

{

In an AP group's radio view, no mesh profile is bound to a radio.

Configuring a mesh policy
About this task
A mesh policy contains a set of mesh link setup and maintenance attributes.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Create a mesh policy and enter mesh policy view.
wlan mesh-policy policy-name
By default, a system-defined mesh policy exists. The policy name is default_mesh_policy.

3.

Enable link initiation.
link-initiation enable
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By default, link initiation is enabled.
4.

(Optional.) Set the maximum number of mesh links.
link-maximum-number max-link-number
By default, the maximum number is 2.

5.

(Optional.) Set the probe request interval.
probe-request-interval interval-value
By default, the probe request interval is 1000 ms.
As a best practice, set the value to a multiple of 100.

6.

(Optional.) Set the mesh link hold RSSI, the minimum signal strength for a mesh link to be
retained.
link-hold-rssi value
By default, the mesh link hold RSSI is 15.

Binding a mesh policy to a radio
About this task
By default, a system-defined mesh policy is bound to each radio. This system-defined mesh policy
cannot be deleted or modified. To change the link setup and maintenance settings on a radio, you
can bind a user-defined mesh policy to the radio to replace the system-defined mesh policy.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view or an AP group's AP model view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Execute the following commands in sequence to enter an AP group's AP model view:
wlan ap-group group-name

ap-model ap-model
3.

Enter radio view.
radio radio-id

4.

Bind a mesh policy to the radio.

mesh-policy name policy-name
By default:
{

In radio view, an AP uses the configuration in an AP group's radio view.

{

In an AP group's radio view, the system-defined mesh policy default_mesh_policy is
bound to a radio.

Disabling an MPP from sending probe requests
About this task
As the point that connects the WLAN mesh network to a wired network, an MPP might need to
establish a large number of mesh links. To maintain its performance, you can disable the MPP from
sending probe requests for neighbor discovery. The MPP will only respond to the probe requests
from other MPs.
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Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view, AP group view, or global configuration view.

3.

{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

{

Enter global configuration view.
wlan global-configuration

Disable the MPP from sending probe requests.
portal-service enable
By default:
{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, MPPs can send probe requests.

Enabling MPPs associated with the same AC to
become mesh peers
About this task
To avoid loops, MPPs associated with the same AC cannot become mesh peers by default. Perform
this task to enable MPPs associated with the same AC to become mesh peers. However, you must
make sure the mesh links established between MPPs associated with the same AC are not in VLAN
1.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter global configuration view.
wlan global-configuration

3.

Enable MPPs associated with the same AC to become mesh peers.
mesh-peer intra-ac-mpp enable
By default, to avoid loops, MPPs associated with the same AC cannot become mesh peers.

Configuring the mesh peer blacklist or whitelist
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view or an AP group's AP model view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Execute the following commands in sequence to enter an AP group's AP model view:
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wlan ap-group group-name
ap-model ap-model
3.

Enter radio view.
radio radio-id

4.

Add the MAC address of an MP to the mesh peer blacklist or whitelist.
mesh peer-mac-address [ blacklist ] mac-address
By default:
{

In radio view, an AP uses the configuration in an AP group's radio view.

{

In an AP group's radio view, no mesh peer blacklist or whitelist exists.

Configuring mesh interfaces
Tasks at a glance
To configure mesh interfaces, perform the following tasks:
1.

Creating a mesh interface

2.

Set port attributes

3.

{

Setting access port attributes for a mesh interface

{

Setting trunk port attributes for a mesh interface

{

Setting hybrid port attributes for a mesh interface

Binding a mesh interface to a radio

Creating a mesh interface
About this task
Create mesh interfaces to allow mesh networks in the same VLAN to communicate with each other.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view or AP group view.

3.

{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

Create a mesh interface and enter its view.
interface wlan-mesh interface-number

Setting access port attributes for a mesh interface
About this task
An access port allows only one VLAN.

Restrictions and guidelines
Make sure the VLAN exists before setting access port attributes for a mesh interface.
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Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view or AP group view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

3.

Enter WLAN-mesh interface view.
interface wlan-mesh interface-number

4.

Set the link type to access for the mesh interface.
mesh-port link-type access
By default, the link type is access.

5.

Assign the access-type mesh interface to a VLAN.
mesh-port access vlan vlan-id
By default, an access port belongs to VLAN 1.

Setting trunk port attributes for a mesh interface
About this task
A trunk port allows multiple VLANs.

Restrictions and guidelines
To change the link type of a port between trunk and hybrid, first set the link type to access.
You can specify a non-existent VLAN as the port VLAN for a trunk port.
To enable a trunk port to transmit packets from its port VLAN, you must assign the trunk port to the
port VLAN.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view or AP group view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

3.

Enter WLAN-mesh interface view.
interface wlan-mesh interface-number

4.

Set the link type to trunk for the mesh interface.
mesh-port link-type trunk
By default, the link type is access.

5.

Set the PVID for the trunk port.
mesh-port trunk pvid vlan vlan-id
By default, the PVID of a trunk port is VLAN 1.

6.

Assign the trunk-type mesh interface to a VLAN.
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mesh-port trunk permit vlan { vlan-id-list | all }
By default, a trunk port permits only VLAN 1.

Setting hybrid port attributes for a mesh interface
About this task
A hybrid port allows multiple VLANs.

Restrictions and guidelines
To change the link type of a port between trunk and hybrid, first set the link type to access.
You can specify a non-existent VLAN as the port VLAN for a hybrid port.
Make sure you assign the hybrid port to VLANs that already exist.
To enable a hybrid port to transmit packets from its port VLAN, you must assign the hybrid port to the
port VLAN.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view or AP group view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

3.

Enter WLAN-mesh interface view.
interface wlan-mesh interface-number

4.

Set the link type to hybrid for the mesh interface.
mesh-port link-type hybrid
By default, the link type is access.

5.

Set the PVID for the hybrid port.
mesh-port hybrid pvid vlan vlan-id
By default, the PVID of a hybrid port is the ID of the VLAN to which the port belongs when its link
type is access.

6.

Assign the hybrid-type mesh interface to the specified VLANs.
mesh-port hybrid vlan vlan-id-list { tagged | untagged }
By default, a hybrid port is an untagged member of the VLAN to which the port belongs when its
link type is access.

Binding a mesh interface to a radio
Restrictions and guidelines
Mesh interfaces created in AP view can be bound to a radio only in radio view. Mesh interfaces
created in AP group view can be bound to a radio in both radio view and AP group radio view.
You can bind only one mesh interface to a radio.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
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system-view
2.

Enter AP view or an AP group's AP model view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Execute the following commands in sequence to enter an AP group's AP model view:
wlan ap-group group-name

ap-model ap-model
3.

Enter radio view.

radio radio-id
4.

Bind a mesh interface to the radio.
mesh-interface interface-number
By default:
{

In radio view, an AP uses the configuration in an AP group's radio view.

{

In an AP group's radio view, no mesh interface is bound to a radio.

Configuring MLSP
Prerequisites for MLSP
Make sure you have finished basic mesh profile and mesh policy configuration and the onboard MPs
can successfully establish mesh links with the trackside MPs.

Configuring trackside MPs
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter mesh policy view.

wlan mesh-policy policy-name
3.

Enable mesh link initiation.

link-initiation enable
By default, mesh link initiation is enabled.
4.

Specify the signal transmission method.
transmission-method { air | waveguide }
By default, signals are transmitted over the air.

5.

(Optional.) Configure mesh link establishment and maintenance:
{

Set the mesh link establishment threshold.
link-establish-threshold threshold-value
By default, the mesh link establishment threshold is 5 dBm.

{

Set the mesh link hold RSSI.
link-hold-rssi value
By default, the mesh link hold RSSI is 15.
As a best practice, set the link hold RSSI for trackside MPs smaller than the link hold RSSI
for onboard MPs in case the trackside MPs terminates mesh links actively.

{

Set the mesh link saturation RSSI.
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link-saturation-rssi value
By default, the mesh link saturation RSSI is 150.
{

Disable temporary mesh link establishment.
undo temporary-link enable
By default, temporary mesh link establishment is enabled.
To prevent frequent temporary mesh link establishment from affecting trackside MP
performance, you can disable this feature.

{

Set the level of interval for sending keepalive requests.
active-link keepalive-transmit-level value
By default, the level of interval for sending keepalive request is 0.
Set the level on the AC that manages trackside MPs. Trackside MPs inform onboard MPs of
the level to control the keepalive requests sent by the onboard MPs.

Display and maintenance commands for WLAN
mesh
Execute display commands in any view.
Task

Command

Display mesh link information.

display wlan mesh-link ap [ name ap-name ]
[ verbose ]

Display mesh policy information.

display wlan mesh-policy [ mesh-policy-name ]

Display mesh profile information.

display wlan mesh-profile
[ mesh-profile-number ]

WLAN mesh configuration examples
The AP models and serial numbers in this document are used only as examples. Support for AP
models and serial numbers depends on the AC model.

Example: Configuring WLAN mesh
Network configuration
As shown in Figure 9, establish an 802.11n 5GHz WLAN mesh network to provide network access
for the clients. Configure the MP and MAPs to establish mesh links on channel 149.
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Figure 9 Network diagram

Procedure
1.

Configure a mesh profile:
# Create a mesh profile.
<AC> system-view
[AC] wlan mesh-profile 1

# Set the mesh ID to 1.
[AC-wlan-mesh-profile-1] mesh-id 1

# Enable SAE for authentication and key management.
[AC-wlan-mesh-profile-1] akm mode sae

# Configure a preshared key.
[AC-wlan-mesh-profile-1] preshared-key pass-phrase simple 12345678

# Enable the mesh profile.
[AC-wlan-mesh-profile-1] mesh-profile enable
[AC-wlan-mesh-profile-1] quit

2.

Configure a service template.
[AC] wlan service-template service1
[AC-wlan-st-service1] ssid mesh-network
[AC-wlan-st-service1] service-template enable
[AC-wlan-st-service1] quit

3.

Configure settings for the MPP:
# Create an AP template for the MPP. Make sure you select the correct AP model and specify
the correct serial ID.
[AC] wlan ap mpp model WA4320i-ACN
[AC-wlan-ap-mpp] serial-id 210235A29G007C000020

# Bind the mesh profile to the MPP's radio 1.
[AC-wlan-ap-mpp] radio 1
[AC-wlan-ap-mpp-radio-1] mesh-profile 1

# Set the radio type of the MPP's radio 1 to 802.11n (5GHz).
[AC-wlan-ap-mpp-radio-1] type dot11an

# Set the working channel of the radio to 149.
[AC-wlan-ap-mpp-radio-1] channel 149

# Enable the radio.
[AC-wlan-ap-mpp-radio-1] radio enable
[AC-wlan-ap-mpp-radio-1] quit
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# Disable the MPP from sending neighbor probe requests.
[AC-wlan-ap-mpp] portal-service enable
[AC-wlan-ap-mpp] quit

4.

Configure settings for the MAPs:
# Create an AP template for MAP 1. Make sure you select the correct AP model and specify the
correct serial ID.
[AC] wlan ap map1 model WA4320i-ACN
[AC-wlan-ap-map1] serial-id 210235A29G007C000050

# Bind the mesh profile to the MAP's radio 1.
[AC-wlan-ap-map1] radio 1
[AC-wlan-ap-map1-radio-1] mesh-profile 1

# Bind the service template to the MAP's radio 1.
[AC-wlan-ap-map1-radio-1] service-template service1

# Set the radio type of the MAP's radio 1 to 802.11n (5GHz).
[AC-wlan-ap-map1-radio-1] type dot11an

# Set the working channel of the radio to 149.
[AC-wlan-ap-map1-radio-1] channel 149

# Add the MAC address of radio 1 on the MPP to the mesh peer whitelist to avoid loops. MAP 1
can set up a mesh link only with the MPP.
[AC-wlan-ap-map1-radio-1] mesh peer-mac-address 77a2-c25d-e316

# Enable the radio.
[AC-wlan-ap-map1-radio-1] radio enable
[AC-wlan-ap-map1-radio-1] quit
[AC-wlan-ap-map1] quit

# Configure settings for MAP 2 in the same way settings for MAP 1 are configured.
[AC] wlan ap map2 model WA4320i-ACN
[AC-wlan-ap-map2] serial-id 210235A29G007C000090
[AC-wlan-ap-map2] radio 1
[AC-wlan-ap-map2-radio-1] mesh-profile 1
[AC-wlan-ap-map2-radio-1] service-template service1
[AC-wlan-ap-map2-radio-1] type dot11an
[AC-wlan-ap-map2-radio-1] channel 149
[AC-wlan-ap-map2-radio-1] mesh peer-mac-address 77a2-c25d-e316
[AC-wlan-ap-map2-radio-1] radio enable
[AC-wlan-ap-map2-radio-1] quit
[AC-wlan-ap-map2] quit
[AC] quit

Verifying the configuration
# Verify that the MPP and MAPs can establish mesh links.
<AC> display wlan mesh-link ap
AP Name: mpp
Peer

Local

Status

RSSI Packets(Rx/Tx)

4a9b-c5bb-e43f 77a2-c25d-e316 Forwarding 22

6058/1900

a6b5-1c5a-22ff 77a2-c25d-e316 Forwarding 35

5354/1900

AP Name: map1
Peer

Local

Status

RSSI Packets(Rx/Tx)
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77a2-c25d-e316 4a9b-c5bb-e43f Forwarding 22

1900/6058

AP Name: map2
Peer

Local

Status

RSSI Packets(Rx/Tx)

77a2-c25d-e316 a6b5-1c5a-22ff Forwarding 35

1900/5354

# Verify that the clients have associated with their respective APs.
<AC> display wlan client
Total number of clients: 1
MAC address

Username

000f-e265-6400 N/A

AP name

R IP address

VLAN

mpp

1 1.1.1.1

300

Example: Configuring VLAN settings for a WLAN mesh
network
Network configuration
As shown in Figure 10, both LAN 1 and LAN 2 belong to VLAN 2. Configure MPP 1 and MPP 2 to
establish a mesh link on channel 149, and to permit traffic from VLAN 2.
Figure 10 Network diagram
LAN 1

AC 1

LAN 2

MPP 2

MPP 1

Procedure
1.

Configure a mesh profile:
# Create a mesh profile.
<AC1> system-view
[AC1] wlan mesh-profile 1

# Set the mesh ID to 1.
[AC1-wlan-mesh-profile-1] mesh-id 1

# Enable SAE for authentication and key management.
[AC1-wlan-mesh-profile-1] akm mode sae

# Configure a preshared key.
[AC1-wlan-mesh-profile-1] preshared-key pass-phrase simple 12345678

# Enable the mesh profile.
[AC1-wlan-mesh-profile-1] mesh-profile enable
[AC1-wlan-mesh-profile-1] quit

2.

Configure a service template.
[AC1] wlan service-template service1
[AC1-wlan-st-service1] ssid mesh-network
[AC1-wlan-st-service1] service-template enable
[AC1-wlan-st-service1] quit
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AC 2

3.

Configure settings for the MPP:
# Create an AP template for the MPP. Make sure you select the correct AP model and specify
the correct serial ID.
[AC1] wlan ap mpp1 model WA4320i-ACN
[AC1-wlan-ap-mpp1] serial-id 210235A29G007C000020

# Bind the mesh profile to radio 1 of the MPP.
[AC1-wlan-ap-mpp1] radio 1
[AC1-wlan-ap-mpp1-radio-1] mesh-profile 1

# Set the radio type for radio 1 of the MPP to 802.11n (5GHz).
[AC1-wlan-ap-mpp1-radio-1] type dot11an

# Set the working channel of the radio to 149.
[AC1-wlan-ap-mpp1-radio-1] channel 149

# Enable the radio.
[AC1-wlan-ap-mpp1-radio-1] radio enable
[AC1-wlan-ap-mpp1-radio-1] quit

4.

Configure the mesh interface:
# Create mesh interface 1.
[AC1-wlan-ap-mpp1] interface wlan-mesh 1
[AC1-wlan-ap-mpp1-wlan-mesh-1] quit

# Bind the mesh interface to radio 1 of the MPP.
[AC1-wlan-ap-mpp1] radio 1
[AC1-wlan-ap-mpp1-radio-1] mesh-interface 1
[AC1-wlan-ap-mpp1-radio-1] quit

# Set the link type to trunk.
[AC1-wlan-ap-mpp1] interface wlan-mesh 1
[AC1-wlan-ap-mpp1-wlan-mesh-1] mesh-port link type trunk

# Assign the trunk port to VLAN 2.
[AC1-wlan-ap-mpp1-wlan-mesh-1] mesh-port trunk permit vlan 2
[AC1-wlan-ap-mpp1-wlan-mesh-1] quit

# Enable remote configuration assignment.
[AC1-wlan-ap-mpp1] remote-configuration enable

5.

Configure AC 2 in the same way AC 1 is configured.

Verifying the configuration
# Configure VLAN-interface 2 on both AC 1 and AC 2 to verify that AC 1 and AC 2 can ping each
other successfully.

Example: Configuring MLSP
Network configuration
As shown in Figure 11, trackside MPs (AP 1 and AP 2) are connected to the AC through Switch 1,
and the onboard MP (fat AP) is connected to the onboard server through Switch 2. Configure MLSP
for the onboard MP to communicate with trackside MPs.
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Figure 11 Network diagram

Procedure
1.

Configure the onboard MP:
# Create a mesh profile.
<FatAP> system-view
[FatAP] wlan mesh-profile 1

# Set the mesh ID to 1.
[FatAP-wlan-mesh-profile-1] mesh-id 1

# Enable SAE for authentication and key management.
[FatAP-wlan-mesh-profile-1] akm mode sae

# Configure a preshared key.
[FatAP-wlan-mesh-profile-1] preshared-key pass-phrase simple 12345678

# Enable the mesh profile.
[FatAP-wlan-mesh-profile-1] mesh-profile enable
[FatAP-wlan-mesh-profile-1] quit

# Create mesh policy 1 and enable mesh link initiation.
[FatAP] wlan mesh-policy 1
[FatAP-wlan-mesh-policy-1] link-initiation enable

# Enable MLSP.
[FatAP-wlan-mesh-policy-1] mlsp enable

# Set the mesh link establishment threshold to 3.
[FatAP-wlan-mesh-policy-1] link-establish-threshold 3

# Set the mesh link hold RSSI to 20.
[FatAP-wlan-mesh-policy-1] link-hold-rssi 20

# Set the mesh link saturation RSSI to 100.
[FatAP-wlan-mesh-policy-1] link-saturation-rssi 100

# Set the mesh link hold time to 4000.
[FatAP-wlan-mesh-policy-1] link-hold-time 4000

# Set the mesh link keepalive packet limit for the active link to 5.
[FatAP-wlan-mesh-policy-1] active-link keepalive-count 5

# Set the mesh link switchover threshold to 5.
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[FatAP-wlan-mesh-policy-1] link-switch-threshold 5

# Set the probe request interval to 100.
[FatAP-wlan-mesh-policy-1] probe-request-interval 100

# Configure the MP to proxy the onboard server.
[FatAP-wlan-mesh-policy-1] mlsp-proxy mac-address 000f-e201-0101 vlan 1
[FatAP-wlan-mesh-policy-1] quit

# Bind mesh profile 1 to radio interface WLAN-Radio 1/0/1.
[FatAP] interface wlan-radio 1/0/1
[FatAP-WLAN-Radio1/0/1] mesh-profile 1

# Set the radio mode to 802.11n (5 GHz).
[FatAP-WLAN-Radio1/0/1] type dot11an

# Set the working channel to 149.
[FatAP-WLAN-Radio1/0/1] channel 149

# Bind mesh policy 1 to radio interface WLAN-Radio 1/0/1.
[FatAP-WLAN-Radio1/0/1] mesh-policy name 1

# Enable the radio interface.
[FatAP-WLAN-Radio1/0/1] undo shutdown
[FatAP-WLAN-Radio1/0/1] quit

2.

Configure the trackside MPs:
# Create a mesh profile.
<AC> system-view
[AC] wlan mesh-profile 1

# Set the mesh ID to 1.
[AC-wlan-mesh-profile-1] mesh-id 1

# Enable SAE for authentication and key management.
[AC-wlan-mesh-profile-1] akm mode sae

# Configure a preshared key.
[AC-wlan-mesh-profile-1] preshared-key pass-phrase simple 12345678

# Enable the mesh profile.
[AC-wlan-mesh-profile-1] mesh-profile enable
[AC-wlan-mesh-profile-1] quit

# Create mesh policy 1 and disable mesh link initiation.
[AC] wlan mesh-policy 1
[AC-wlan-mesh-policy-1] undo link-initiation enable

# Set the mesh link establishment threshold to 3.
[AC-wlan-mesh-policy-1] link-establish-threshold 3

# Set the mesh link hold RSSI to 5.
[AC-wlan-mesh-policy-1] link-hold-rssi 5

# Set the mesh link saturation RSSI to 100.
[AC-wlan-mesh-policy-1] link-saturation-rssi 100

# Disable temporary mesh link establishment.
[AC-wlan-mesh-policy-1] undo temporary-link enable
[AC-wlan-mesh-policy-1] quit

# Create manual AP ap1 and specify its serial ID.
[AC] wlan ap ap1 model WA4320i-ACN
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] serial-id 210235A29G007C000050
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# Bind mesh profile 1 to radio 1.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] radio 1
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] mesh-profile 1

# Bind mesh policy 1 to radio 1.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] mesh-policy name 1

# Set the radio mode to 802.11n (5 GHz).
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] type dot11an

# Set the working channel to 149.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] channel 149

# Enable the radio.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] radio enable
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] quit
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] quit

# Create manual AP ap2 and specify its serial ID.
[AC] wlan ap ap2 model WA4320i-ACN
[AC-wlan-ap-ap2] serial-id 210235A29G007C000090

# Bind mesh profile 1 to radio 1.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap2] radio 1
[AC-wlan-ap-ap2-radio-1] mesh-profile 1

# Bind mesh policy 1 to radio 1.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap2-radio-1] mesh-policy name 1

# Set the radio mode to 802.11n (5 GHz).
[AC-wlan-ap-ap2-radio-1] type dot11an

# Set the working channel to 149.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap2-radio-1] channel 149

# Enable the radio.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap2-radio-1] radio enable
[AC-wlan-ap-ap2-radio-1] quit
[AC-wlan-ap-ap2] quit

Verifying the configuration
# Display mesh link information on the onboard MP to verify that mesh links have been established.
<FatAP> display wlan mesh-link
Peer MAC

RSSI BSSID

Interface

Link state

Online time

d461-fe59-8620 74

d461-fe59-8380 WLAN-MeshLink129

Active(an)

00h 02m 27s

d461-fe59-87d0 49

d461-fe59-8380 WLAN-MeshLink130

Standby(an)

00h 02m 07s

# Display mesh link information on the onboard MP to verify that an active/standby link switchover
has occurred.
<FatAP> display wlan mesh-link
Peer MAC

RSSI BSSID

Interface

Link state

Online time

d461-fe59-8620 52

d461-fe59-8380 WLAN-MeshLink129

Standby(an)

00h 02m 37s

d461-fe59-87d0 72

d461-fe59-8380 WLAN-MeshLink130

Active(an)

00h 02m 17s
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Configuring wireless location
About wireless location
Wireless location tracks 802.11 or Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) devices for medical monitoring,
asset management, and logistics management.

Wireless location system
As shown in Figure 1, a wireless location system contains 802.11 or BLE devices, information
receivers (802.11 or BLE APs), and a location server. 802.11 devices include Tags (small wireless
devices that can only send 802.11 packets periodically) and MUs (all 802.11 devices except Tags).
Figure 1 Wireless location system

AP 2

AC

802.11 or BLE
device

AP 1

Location server
AP 3

Wireless location mechanism
Wireless location operates as follows:
1.

The 802.11 or BLE device sends a wireless packet.

2.

Upon receiving the wireless packet, the APs encapsulate the collected location information
(including RSSI and timestamp) in location packets, and then send the packets to the location
server.

3.

The location server calculates the location of the 802.11 or BLE device.
A location server needs location information from a minimum of three APs to locate an 802.11
or BLE device.

Wireless location methods
AeroScout
AeroScout location is used to locate Tags and MUs by using signal strength triangulation. Signal
strength triangulation determines the location of a client by triangulating the relative signal strength
detected by a minimum of three APs in the WLAN.
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RF fingerprinting
RF fingerprinting sets up a fingerprint database by collecting signal strength and location of clients.
To locate a client, an AP encapsulates the location information of the client into a location packet
and sends the packet to the location server. The location server uses a location algorithm to match
the signal strength of the client against information in the database to locate the client.
RF fingerprinting is used to locate MUs and Tags.

CUPID
CUPID location is an H3C-proprietary location method. It uses the round-trip time (RTT) to locate
MUs, including associated and unassociated clients. CUPID location is more accurate than
RSSI-based location because it is more immune to interference, multipath effect, deployment
density, and environment changes.
The location server selects a group of location APs for each associated client based on the client list
reports and then sends a location request to each AP. The AP then locates the clients in the client
list contained in the location request.
To locate an associated client, the AP sends a measurement packet to the client. Upon receiving a
response, the AP encapsulates the information (including the sending time and receiving time) into
a location packet, and then sends the location packet to the location server. The location server
uses the information to calculate the location of the client.
For an AP to locate unassociated clients, enable unassociated client location for the AP. For more
information about unassociated client location, see "Configuring unassociated client location."

BLE
BLE location is applicable only to IoT APs that support BLE. For more information about IoT APs,
see Internet of Things Configuration Guide.
BLE location can locate the following devices:
•

iBeacon devices.
iBeacon devices are devices that use the iBeacon protocol developed by Apple Inc.. When an
AP receives an advertisement from an iBeacon device, it adds the device to the neighbor list
and periodically sends neighbor list reports to the location server. The neighbor list contains
the UUID, major ID, minor ID, and the most recently collected transmit power and RSSI of
iBeacon devices.
You can manage iBeacon devices on the location server and view the iBeacon device
information including battery capacity and RSSI through graphs, charts, or reports.

•

BLE devices that conform to the H3C-defined standard.
When an AP receives an advertisement from a BLE device, it immediately sends the
advertisement information to the location server for further calculation.

Restrictions and guidelines: Wireless location
configuration
You can configure APs by using the following methods:
•

Configure APs one by one in AP view.

•

Assign APs to an AP group and configure the AP group in AP group view.

•

Configure all APs in global configuration view.

For an AP, the settings made in these views for the same parameter take effect in descending order
of AP view, AP group view, and global configuration view.
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Wireless location tasks at a glance
AeroScout location tasks at a glance
To configure AeroScout location, perform the following tasks:
1.

Enabling AeroScout location

2.

Enabling radio-based location

3.

Specifying the AeroScout location mode

4.

Specifying an IPv4 address and port number for the location server

5.

Specifying a port to listen for messages from the location server

6.

Specifying a multicast MAC address for Tags

7.

Specifying the type of devices to locate

8.

(Optional.) Specifying the timestamp type

9.

(Optional.) Enabling MU location packet aggregation

10. (Optional.) Specifying the report mode for AeroScout location packets
11. (Optional.) Configuring wireless location common parameters
{

Configuring packet dilution

{

Enabling ignoring beacon frames

{

Enabling ignoring AP frames

{

Configuring RSSI-based packet filtering

{

Configuring client packet rate limiting

{

Configuring location packet rate limiting

RF fingerprinting tasks at a glance
To configure RF fingerprinting, perform the following tasks:
1.

Enabling RF fingerprinting

2.

Enabling radio-based location

3.

Specifying an IPv4 address and a port number for the location server

4.

Specifying a port to listen for messages from the location server

5.

Specifying a multicast MAC address for Tags

6.

Specifying the type of devices to locate

7.

(Optional.) Configuring raw frame reporting

8.

(Optional.) Configuring MU information reporting

9.

(Optional.) Specifying the location packet format

10. (Optional.) Specifying the report mode for location packets
11. (Optional.) Configuring wireless location common parameters
{

Configuring packet dilution

{

Enabling ignoring beacon frames

{

Enabling ignoring AP frames

{

Configuring RSSI-based packet filtering

{

Configuring client packet rate limiting

{

Configuring location packet rate limiting

{

Configuring wireless location keepalive
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CUPID location tasks at a glance
To configure CUPID location, perform the following tasks:
1.

Enabling CUPID location

2.

Specifying the CUPID location server

3.

Specifying a port to listen for messages from the location server

4.

Configuring client list reporting

5.

(Optional.) Configuring unassociated client information reporting

6.

(Optional.) Configuring unassociated client location

7.

(Optional.) Specifying the location packet format

8.

(Optional.) Specifying the report mode for location packets

9.

(Optional.) Configuring wireless location common parameters
{

Configuring packet dilution

{

Configuring wireless location keepalive

BLE location tasks at a glance
To configure BLE location, perform the following tasks:
1.

Enabling BLE location

2.

Specifying an IPv4 address and a port number for the location server

3.

Specifying a port to listen for messages from the location server

4.

Managing iBeacon devices

5.

Locating BLE devices

6.

(Optional.) Specifying the location packet format

7.

(Optional.) Specifying the report mode for location packets

8.

(Optional.) Configuring RSSI-based packet filtering

9.

(Optional.) Configuring wireless location keepalive

Configuring AeroScout location
Enabling AeroScout location
About this task
This feature triggers an AP to scan all supported channels. If you are not to locate devices on all
channels, configure the channel scanning whitelist or blacklist. For more information about the
channel scanning whitelist and blacklist, see Radio Resources Management Configuration Guide.

Restrictions and guidelines
For an AP to send location packets to the location server, you must enable both AeroScout location
and radio-based location.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view, AP group view, or global configuration view.
{

Enter AP view.
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wlan ap ap-name

3.

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

{

Enter global configuration view.
wlan global-configuration

Enable AeroScout location.
rfid-tracking aeroscout enable
By default:
{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, AeroScout location is disabled.

Enabling radio-based location
Restrictions and guidelines
For an AP to send location packets to the location server, you must enable both AeroScout location
and radio-based location.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view or an AP group's AP model view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Execute the following commands in sequence to enter an AP group's AP model view:
wlan ap-group group-name

ap-model ap-model
3.

Enter radio view.
radio radio-id

4.

Enable radio-based location.
rfid-tracking radio enable
By default:
{

In radio view, an AP uses the configuration in an AP group's radio view.

{

In an AP group's radio view, radio-based location is disabled.

Specifying the AeroScout location mode
About this task
AeroScout location provides the following location modes:
•

Dynamic location—An AP negotiates with the location server to obtain the multicast MAC
address for Tags, packet dilution attributes, and the IP address and port number of the location
server. The location server obtains the AP's AeroScout version, MAC address, radio mode,
and channel information. Then the location server notifies the AP to send location packets.
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•

Static location—An AP gets predefined location attributes from the AC and then starts to send
location packets to the location server. Use static AeroScout location if the location server does
not support dynamic negotiation with an AP.

In dynamic AeroScout location, an AP saves the IP address and port number of the location server
in the flash memory. It uses the information to report its IP change or reboot events so that the
server can respond in time. The AP maintains such information as follows:
•

The AP starts a 10-minute timer after receiving a set configuration message that contains the
server information. If it receives another set configuration message within 10 minutes, the AP
only updates the configuration information in the cache. When the timer expires, the AP saves
the information in the flash memory.

•

If an IP change or reboot event occurs within 10 minutes after the AP receives the first
configuration message, no server information is saved in the flash memory. The AP does not
send an IP change or reboot message to the location server.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view, AP group view, or global configuration view.

3.

{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

{

Enter global configuration view.
wlan global-configuration

Specify the AeroScout location mode.
rfid-tracking aeroscout engine-detection { dynamic | static }
By default:
{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, dynamic AeroScout location is used.

Specifying an IPv4 address and port number for the location
server
About this task
This feature allows APs to send location packets to the specified IPv4 address and port number for
communicating with the location server. This feature does not take effect when dynamic AeroScout
location is used.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view, AP group view, or global configuration view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name
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{

3.

Enter global configuration view.
wlan global-configuration

Specify an IPv4 address and a port number for the location server.
rfid-tracking aeroscout engine-address engine-address engine-port
engine-port
By default:
{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, no IPv4 address and port number are specified for the location
server.

Specifying a port to listen for messages from the location
server
About this task
Perform this task to specify a port for an AP to listen for messages from the location server.
When static AeroScout location is configured, the AP does not respond to packets received from
the specified port.

Procedure
1.
2.

3.

Enter system view.
system-view
Enter AP view, AP group view, or global configuration view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

{

Enter global configuration view.
wlan global-configuration

Specify a port to listen for messages from the location server.
rfid-tracking aeroscout vendor-port vendor-port-number
By default:
{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, the port to listen is port 1144.

Specifying a multicast MAC address for Tags
About this task
The destination MAC address of packets sent by Tags is the multicast MAC address defined by the
manufacturer. Perform this task to specify the multicast MAC address for an AP to identify Tags.

Restrictions and guidelines
Perform this task when static AeroScout location is configured. This feature does not take effect
when dynamic AeroScout location is used.
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If you do not specify a multicast MAC address for Tags, an AP determines that all received 802.11
packets are from MUs.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view, AP group view, or global configuration view.

3.

{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

{

Enter global configuration view.
wlan global-configuration

Specify a multicast MAC address for Tags.
rfid-tracking aeroscout tag-multicast-address mac-address
By default:
{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, no multicast MAC address is specified for Tags.

Specifying the type of devices to locate
About this task
This feature enables an AP to send location information about only the specified type of devices to
the location server.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view or an AP group's AP model view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Execute the following commands in sequence to enter an AP group's AP model view:
wlan ap-group group-name

ap-model ap-model
3.

Enter radio view.
radio radio-id

4.

Specify the type of devices to locate.
rfid-tracking mode { mu | tag }
By default:
{

In radio view, an AP uses the configuration in an AP group's radio view.

{

In an AP group's radio view, the type of devices to locate is not specified.

You can execute this command multiple times to configure an AP to locate both MUs and
Tags.
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Specifying the timestamp type
About this task
Upon receiving a wireless location packet, an AP adds an absolute timestamp or a relative
timestamp to the location packet. An absolute timestamp represents the time elapsed since 1970. A
relative timestamp represents the time elapsed since the AP started.
Tag packets can be encapsulated with only the relative time. Whether MU packets are
encapsulated with the relative time or absolute time depends on the location server vendor. The
location servers of some vendors support only the absolute time for MU packets.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view, AP group view, or global configuration view.

3.

{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

{

Enter global configuration view.
wlan global-configuration

Specify the timestamp type.
rfid-tracking aeroscout timestamp { absolute | relative }
By default:
{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, the timestamp type is relative.

Enabling MU location packet aggregation
About this task
By default, an AP reports an MU location packet to the location server immediately after the AP
receives the packet. This consumes a lot of network resources.
This feature enables an AP to aggregate received MU location packets into one location packet,
and report the aggregated packet to the location server at the specified intervals. If the size of the
aggregated packet reaches 1400 bytes, the AP reports the packet immediately.

Restrictions and guidelines
This feature takes effect only when the AeroScout location mode is static.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view, AP group view, or global configuration view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
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wlan ap-group group-name
{

3.

Enter global configuration view.
wlan global-configuration

Enable MU location packet aggregation and set the interval for reporting aggregated location
packets.
rfid-tracking aeroscout aggregate-report interval interval
By default:
{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, an AP does not aggregate MU location packets.

Specifying the report mode for AeroScout location packets
About this task
Both the AC (centralized report) and APs (local report) can report location packets to the location
server. In centralized report mode, APs need to send location packets to the AC first.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view, AP group view, or global configuration view.

3.

{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

{

Enter global configuration view.
wlan global-configuration

Specify the report mode for location packets.
rfid-tracking aeroscout report-mode { central | local }
By default:
{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, the local report mode is used.

Configuring RF fingerprinting
Enabling RF fingerprinting
Restrictions and guidelines
For an AP to send location packets to the location server, you must enable both RF fingerprinting
and radio-based location.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
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system-view
2.

3.

Enter AP view, AP group view, or global configuration view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

{

Enter global configuration view.
wlan global-configuration

Enable RF fingerprinting.
rfid-tracking fingerprint enable
By default:
{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, RF fingerprinting is disabled.

Enabling radio-based location
Restrictions and guidelines
For an AP to send location packets to the location server, you must enable both RF fingerprinting
and radio-based location.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view or an AP group's AP model view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Execute the following commands in sequence to enter an AP group's AP model view:
wlan ap-group group-name

ap-model ap-model
3.

Enter radio view.
radio radio-id

4.

Enable radio-based location.
rfid-tracking radio enable
By default:
{

In radio view, an AP uses the configuration in an AP group's radio view.

{

In an AP group's radio view, radio-based location is disabled.

Specifying an IPv4 address and a port number for the
location server
About this task
This feature enables APs to send location packets to the specified IPv4 address and port number
for communicating with the location server.
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Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view, AP group view, or global configuration view.

3.

{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

{

Enter global configuration view.
wlan global-configuration

Specify an IPv4 address and a port number for the location server.
rfid-tracking fingerprint engine-address engine-address engine-port
engine-port
By default:
{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, no IPv4 address and port number are specified for the location
server.

Specifying a port to listen for messages from the location
server
About this task
Perform this task to specify a port for an AP to listen for messages from the location server.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view, AP group view, or global configuration view.

3.

{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

{

Enter global configuration view.
wlan global-configuration

Specify a port to listen for messages from the location server.
rfid-tracking fingerprint vendor-port vendor-port-number
By default:
{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, the port to listen is port 1144.
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Specifying a multicast MAC address for Tags
About this task
The destination MAC address of packets sent by Tags is the multicast MAC address defined by the
manufacturer. Perform this task to specify the multicast MAC address for an AP to identify Tags.
If you do not specify a multicast MAC address for Tags, an AP determines that all received 802.11
packets are from MUs.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view, AP group view, or global configuration view.

3.

{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

{

Enter global configuration view.
wlan global-configuration

Specify a multicast MAC address for Tags.
rfid-tracking fingerprint tag-multicast-address mac-address
By default:
{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, no multicast MAC address is specified for Tags.

Specifying the type of devices to locate
About this task
This feature enables an AP to send location information about only the specified type of devices to
the location server.

Procedure
1.
2.

Enter system view.
system-view
Enter AP view or an AP group's AP model view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Execute the following commands in sequence to enter an AP group's AP model view:
wlan ap-group group-name

ap-model ap-model
3.

Enter radio view.
radio radio-id

4.

Specify the type of devices to locate.
rfid-tracking mode { mu | tag } *
By default:
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{

In radio view, an AP uses the configuration in an AP group's radio view.

{

In an AP group's radio view, the type of devices to locate is not specified.

Configuring raw frame reporting
About this task
This feature enables an AP to encapsulate both the raw frames and the location information
obtained from the frames in location packets.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view, AP group view, or global configuration view.

3.

{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

{

Enter global configuration view.
wlan global-configuration

Configure raw frame reporting.
rfid-tracking fingerprint raw-frame-report { disable | enable }
By default:
{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, raw frame reporting is disabled.

Configuring MU information reporting
About this task
This feature enables an AP to encapsulate MU information, including the IP address and the
transmit rate of an MU in location packets.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view, AP group view, or global configuration view.

3.

{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

{

Enter global configuration view.
wlan global-configuration

Configure MU information reporting.
rfid-tracking fingerprint mu-report { disable | enable }
By default:
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{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, MU information reporting is disabled.

Specifying the location packet format
About this task
RF fingerprinting supports the following location packet formats:
•

CUPID-hybrid—An AP encapsulates only clients' MAC addresses and RSSIs in location
packets.

•

General—This format is applicable to most scenarios. Most third-party location servers
support only the general format.

•

Lightweight—An AP encapsulates location information for several clients in one lightweight
location packet to save bandwidth. This format is applicable to traffic-sensitive scenarios.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view, AP group view, or global configuration view.

3.

{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

{

Enter global configuration view.
wlan global-configuration

Specify the location packet format.
rfid-tracking fingerprint report-format { cupid-hybrid | general |
light-weight }
By default:
{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, an AP sends location packets in general format.

Specifying the report mode for location packets
About this task
Both the AC (centralized report) and APs (local report) can report location packets to the location
server. In centralized report mode, APs need to send location packets to the AC first.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view, AP group view, or global configuration view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name
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3.

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

{

Enter global configuration view.
wlan global-configuration

Specify the report mode for location packets.
rfid-tracking fingerprint report-mode { central | local }
By default:
{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, the local report mode is used.

Configuring CUPID location
Enabling CUPID location
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view, AP group view, or global configuration view.

3.

{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

{

Enter global configuration view.
wlan global-configuration

Enable CUPID location.
rfid-tracking cupid enable
By default:
{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, CUPID location is disabled.

Specifying the CUPID location server
Restrictions and guidelines
You can specify a remote server or the AC as the location server for location calculation. If the AC is
specified as the location server, centralized location packet report must be enabled, and
unassociated clients cannot be located.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view, AP group view, or global configuration view.
{

Enter AP view.
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wlan ap ap-name

3.

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

{

Enter global configuration view.
wlan global-configuration

Specify the CUPID location server.
rfid-tracking cupid engine-address { engine-address engine-port
engine-port | local }
By default:
{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, the CUPID location server is not specified.

For hardware compatibility with the local keyword, see the command reference for the
device.

Specifying a port to listen for messages from the location
server
About this task
Perform this task to specify a port for an AP to listen for messages from the location server.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view, AP group view, or global configuration view.

3.

{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

{

Enter global configuration view.
wlan global-configuration

Specify a port to listen for messages from the location server.
rfid-tracking cupid vendor-port vendor-port-number
By default:
{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, the port to listen is port 1144.

Configuring client list reporting
About this task
A client can be located only when its associated AP is enabled with both CUPID location and client
list reporting. After you enable client list reporting for an AP, the AP sends client list reports to the
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location server at the specified interval. The location server selects a group of location APs for each
client based on the client list reports.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view, AP group view, or global configuration view.

3.

{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

{

Enter global configuration view.
wlan global-configuration

Enable the AP to send client list reports to the location server.
rfid-tracking cupid report enable
By default:

4.

{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, client list reporting is disabled.

Set the interval for sending client list reports.
rfid-tracking cupid report interval interval
By default:
{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, the interval for sending client list reports is one second.

Configuring unassociated client information reporting
About this task
This feature enables an AP to report information about unassociated clients to the location server.
Unassociated client information includes client MAC address, RSSI, and location measurement
result.

Procedure
1.
2.

3.

Enter system view.
system-view
Enter AP view, AP group view, or global configuration view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

{

Enter global configuration view.
wlan global-configuration

Configure unassociated client information reporting.
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rfid-tracking cupid unassociated-report { disable | enable }
By default:
{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, unassociated client information reporting is disabled.

Configuring unassociated client location
About this task
This feature enables an AP to perform a location measurement for an unassociated client upon
receiving a probe request from the client.

Restrictions and guidelines
For an AP to send the location measurement result to the location server, you must enable
unassociated client information reporting.
In a WLAN that has a large number of unassociated clients, also configure packet dilution to
prevent frequent location measurements. For more information about packet dilution, see
"Configuring packet dilution."

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view, AP group view, or global configuration view.

3.

{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

{

Enter global configuration view.
wlan global-configuration

Configure unassociated client location.
rfid-tracking cupid unassociated-measurement { disable | enable }
By default:
{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, unassociated client location is disabled.

Specifying the location packet format
About this task
CUPID location supports the following location packet formats:
•

General—This format is applicable to most scenarios. Most third-party location servers
support only the general format.

•

Lightweight—An AP encapsulates location information for several clients in one lightweight
location packet to save bandwidth. This format is applicable to traffic-sensitive scenarios.
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Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view, AP group view, or global configuration view.

3.

{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

{

Enter global configuration view.
wlan global-configuration

Specify the location packet format.
rfid-tracking cupid report-format { general | light-weight }
By default:
{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, location packets are in general format.

Specifying the report mode for location packets
About this task
Both the AC (centralized report) and APs (local report) can report location packets to the location
server. In centralized report mode, APs need to send location packets to the AC first.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view, AP group view, or global configuration view.

3.

{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

{

Enter global configuration view.
wlan global-configuration

Specify the report mode for location packets.
rfid-tracking cupid report-mode { central | local }
By default:
{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, the local report mode is used.
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Configuring BLE location
Enabling BLE location
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view, AP group view, or global configuration view.

3.

{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

{

Enter global configuration view.
wlan global-configuration

Enable BLE location.
rfid-tracking ble enable
By default:
{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, BLE location is disabled.

Specifying an IPv4 address and a port number for the
location server
About this task
This feature enables APs use the specified IPv4 address and port number to communicate with the
location server.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view, AP group view, or global configuration view.

3.

{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

{

Enter global configuration view.
wlan global-configuration

Specify an IPv4 address and a port number for the location server.
rfid-tracking ble engine-address engine-address engine-port
engine-port
By default:
{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.
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{

In global configuration view, the IPv4 address and port number for the location server are
not configured.

Specifying a port to listen for messages from the location
server
About this task
Perform this task to specify a port for an AP to listen for messages from the location server.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view, AP group view, or global configuration view.

3.

{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

{

Enter global configuration view.
wlan global-configuration

Specify a port to listen for messages from the location server.
rfid-tracking ble vendor-port vendor-port-number
By default:
{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, the port to listen is port 1144.

Managing iBeacon devices
About this task
The location server manages iBeacon devices as follows:
1.

When an AP receives an advertisement from an iBeacon device, it adds the device to the
neighbor list and periodically sends neighbor list reports to the location server.

2.

The location server issues iBeacon device configurations to the AP.

3.

The AP verifies the default password or the specified password with an iBeacon device and
deploys configuration to the device only when password verification is successful.

If an AP does not receive any packets from an iBeacon device within the aging time, the AP
performs the following actions:
•

Removes the device from the neighbor list.

•

Notifies the location server of the device removal event.

You can modify the password for an iBeacon device on the location server. After modification, the
AP sends the new password to the iBeacon device and saves the password. Then, they use the
new password for verification.

Restrictions and guidelines
You must specify the default password for deploying configuration to iBeacon devices. This
password must be the same as the factory password of the iBeacon devices.
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Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view, AP group view, or global configuration view.

3.

{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

{

Enter global configuration view.
wlan global-configuration

Enable the AP to send BLE neighbor list reports to the location server.
rfid-tracking ble report enable
By default:

4.

{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, BLE neighbor list reporting is disabled.

(Optional.) Set the interval at which the AP sends BLE neighbor list reports to the location
server.
rfid-tracking ble report interval interval
By default:
{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, APs send a BLE neighbor list report to the location server
every 900 seconds.

If centralized report is enabled for BLE, and the location packet format is lightweight, the
interval is fixed at 1 second.
As a best practice, set the interval to a minimum of 15 seconds. A short interval increases the
workload of the BLE location server.
5.

Specify the default password for configuring iBeacon devices.
rfid-tracking ble command-password { cipher | simple } password
By default:

6.

{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, the default password for configuring iBeacon devices is not
specified.

Set the aging time for iBeacon devices.
rfid-tracking ble aging-time aging-time
By default:
{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, the aging time for iBeacon devices is 180 seconds.
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Locating BLE devices
About this task
When an AP receives an advertisement from a BLE device with the specified manufacturer prefix,
the AP sends the device information to the location server at the specified interval.

Restrictions and guidelines
You can specify a maximum of 5 manufacturer prefixes and specify a location server and a report
interval for each prefix. If you do not specify a location server for a prefix, the AP sends the device
information to the location server configured by using the rfid-tracking ble
engine-address command.
If centralized report is enabled for BLE, and the location packet format is lightweight, the interval is
fixed at 1 second.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view, AP group view, or global configuration view.

3.

{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

{

Enter global configuration view.
wlan global-configuration

Configure the AP to send BLE device information to the location server in real time.
rfid-tracking ble real-time report { disable | enable }
By default:

4.

{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, APs do not send BLE device information to the location server
in real time.

Specify the manufacturer prefix of BLE devices to locate.
rfid-tracking ble real-time report prefix prefix [ interval interval ]
[ engine-address engine-address engine-port engine-port ]
By default:
{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, the manufacturer prefix of BLE devices to locate is not
specified.

Specifying the location packet format
About this task
BLE location supports the following location packet formats:
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•

General—This format is applicable to most scenarios. Most third-party location servers
support only the general format.

•

Lightweight—An AP encapsulates location information for several clients in one lightweight
location packet to save bandwidth. This format is applicable to traffic-sensitive scenarios.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view, AP group view, or global configuration view.

3.

{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

{

Enter global configuration view.
wlan global-configuration

Specify the location packet format.
rfid-tracking ble report-format { general | lightweight }
By default:
{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, an AP sends location packets in general format.

Specifying the report mode for location packets
About this task
Both the AC (centralized report) and APs (local report) can report location packets to the location
server. In centralized report mode, APs need to send location packets to the AC first.

Procedure
1.
2.

3.

Enter system view.
system-view
Enter AP view, AP group view, or global configuration view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

{

Enter global configuration view.
wlan global-configuration

Specify the report mode for location packets.
rfid-tracking ble report-mode { central | local }
By default:
{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, the local report mode is used.
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Configuring RSSI-based packet filtering
About this task
With RSSI-based packet filtering configured, an AP performs the following operations when it
receives a packet with an RSSI lower than the specified RSSI threshold:
•

For an iBeacon device, the AP discards the packet, removes the device from the neighbor list,
and notifies the location server of the device removal event when the aging timer expires.

•

For a BLE device, the AP directly discards the packet.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view, AP group view, or global configuration view.

3.

{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

{

Enter global configuration view.
wlan global-configuration

Enable RSSI-based packet filtering.
rfid-tracking ble rssi enable
By default:

4.

{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, RSSI-based packet filtering is disabled.

Set the RSSI threshold.
rfid-tracking ble rssi threshold rssi-threshold
By default:
{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, the RSSI threshold is 5 (–251 dBm).

Configuring wireless location common
parameters
Configuring packet dilution
About this task
This feature enables an AP to send a location packet upon receiving the specific number of wireless
packets or at the specified interval. This reduces the workloads of the location server and the AP.
For example, the dilution factor is 10 and the timeout timer is 5 seconds. Packet dilution operates as
follows:
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•

If AeroScout location or RF fingerprinting is enabled, the AP sends a location packet every
time it receives 10 wireless packets from an MU client (excluding management and broadcast
packets). If the AP fails to receive 10 packets from an MU client before the timeout timer
expires, it sends the most recent wireless packet to the location server.

•

If CUPID location is enabled, the AP performs a location measurement every time it receives
10 probe requests from an unassociated client. If the AP fails to receive 10 probe requests
from an unassociated client before the timeout timer expires, it performs a location
measurement when the timer expires.

Restrictions and guidelines
This feature takes effect only on unassociated clients for CUPID location and MU clients for RF
fingerprinting or static AeroScout location.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view, AP group view, or global configuration view.

3.

{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

{

Enter global configuration view.
wlan global-configuration

Enable packet dilution.
rfid-tracking dilution enable
By default:

4.

{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, packet dilution is disabled.

Set the dilution factor and dilution timeout timer.
rfid-tracking dilution factor factor timeout timeout
By default:
{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, the dilution factor and dilution timeout timer are not configured.

Enabling ignoring beacon frames
About this task
Ignoring beacon frames prevents traffic flood.

Restrictions and guidelines
This feature takes effect only when AeroScout location or RF fingerprinting is configured.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view
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2.

3.

Enter AP view, AP group view, or global configuration view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

{

Enter global configuration view.
wlan global-configuration

Enable the AP to ignore beacon frames.
rfid-tracking ignore beacon enable
By default:
{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, beacon frames are not ignored.

Enabling ignoring AP frames
About this task
AP frames are frames that an AP received from other APs. Configure this feature if you do not need
to locate or monitor APs.

Restrictions and guidelines
This feature takes effect only when AeroScout location or RF fingerprinting is configured.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view, AP group view, or global configuration view.

3.

{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

{

Enter global configuration view.
wlan global-configuration

Enable the AP to ignore AP frames.
rfid-tracking ignore ap-frame enable
By default:
{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, AP frames are not ignored.
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Configuring RSSI-based packet filtering
About this task
When RSSI-based packet filtering is enabled, an AP does not report location information in packets
with an RSSI lower than the RSSI threshold. This feature enables an AP to not locate clients far
away from the AP.

Restrictions and guidelines
This feature takes effect only when AeroScout location or RF fingerprinting is configured.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view, AP group view, or global configuration view.

3.

{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

{

Enter global configuration view.
wlan global-configuration

Enable RSSI-based packet filtering.
rfid-tracking rssi enable
By default:

4.

{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, RSSI-based packet filtering is disabled.

Set the RSSI threshold.
rfid-tracking rssi threshold rssi-threshold
By default:
{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, the RSSI threshold is 5 (–123 dBm).

Configuring client packet rate limiting
About this task
This feature enables an AP to not report location information from excessive client packets when
both the CIR and CBS are exceeded. This practice ensures that the location information for each
client can be sent to the location server and prevents client packets from flooding the AP.

Restrictions and guidelines
This feature takes effect only when AeroScout location or RF fingerprinting is configured.
If packet dilution is enabled, this feature limits the rate for diluted packets.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
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system-view
2.

3.

Enter AP view, AP group view, or global configuration view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

{

Enter global configuration view.
wlan global-configuration

Enable client packet rate limiting.
rfid-tracking client rate-limit enable
By default:

4.

{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, client packet rate limiting is disabled.

Set the CIR and CBS for client packets.
rfid-tracking client rate-limit cir cir [ cbs cbs ]
By default:
{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, the CIR and CBS for client packets are not set.

Configuring location packet rate limiting
About this task
This feature enables an AP to discard excessive location packets when both the CIR and CBS are
exceeded. This practice prevents location packets from flooding the location server.

Restrictions and guidelines
This feature takes effect only when AeroScout location or RF fingerprinting is configured.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view, AP group view, or global configuration view.

3.

{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

{

Enter global configuration view.
wlan global-configuration

Enable location packet rate limiting.
rfid-tracking rate-limit enable
By default:
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4.

{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, location packet rate limiting is disabled.

Set the CIR and CBS for location packets.
rfid-tracking rate-limit cir cir [ cbs cbs ]
By default:
{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, the CIR and CBS for location packets are not set.

Configuring wireless location keepalive
About this task
This feature enables an AP to send Hello packets to the location server at an interval of 15 seconds.
If the location server does not receive any packets from an AP within 30 seconds, the location
server determines that the AP is offline.

Restrictions and guidelines
This feature takes effect only when RF fingerprinting, CUPID location, or BLE location is configured.
Disable this feature to avoid bandwidth waste if the location server cannot process Hello packets.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view, AP group view, or global configuration view.

3.

{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

{

Enter global configuration view.
wlan global-configuration

Configure wireless location keepalive.
rfid-tracking keepalive { disable | enable }
By default:
{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, wireless location keepalive is disabled.

Enabling SNMP notifications for wireless location
About this task
This feature enables the device to report critical wireless location events to an NMS. For wireless
location event notifications to be sent correctly, you must also configure SNMP as described in the
network management and monitoring configuration guide for the device.
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Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enable SNMP notifications for wireless location.
snmp-agent trap enable wlan location-aware
By default, SNMP notifications for wireless location are disabled.

Display and maintenance commands for wireless
location
Execute display commands in any view.
Task

Command

Display the state of wireless location methods

display wlan ap all feature
location-aware

Display radio information for wireless location.

display wlan rfid-tracking radio
[ ap apname ]

Wireless location configuration examples
The AP models and serial numbers in this document are used only as examples. Support for AP
models and serial numbers depends on the AC model.

Example: Configuring AeroScout location
Network configuration
As shown in Figure 2, configure wireless location on AP 1, AP 2, and AP 3 to locate the MU and the
Tag.
Figure 2 Network diagram

Procedure
1.

Configure the location server:
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2.

{

Set the IP addresses of the three APs on the location server, or configure the location
server to discover APs through broadcast. (Details not shown.)

{

Configure wireless location on the location server. (Details not shown.)

Configure the APs:
{

Configure AP 1.
# Create manual AP ap1, and specify the AP model and serial ID.
<AC> system-view
[AC] wlan ap ap1 model WA4320i-ACN
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] serial-id 210235A29G007C000020
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] quit

# Enable AeroScout location.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] rfid-tracking aeroscout enable

# Enable radio-based location.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] radio 1
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] rfid-tracking radio enable

# Specify the type of devices to locate as Tag.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] rfid-tracking mode tag

# Specify the type of devices to locate as MU.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] rfid-tracking mode mu

# Enable radio 1 of AP 1.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] radio enable
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] quit
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] quit
[AC] quit
{

Configure AP 2 and AP 3 in the same way AP 1 is configured.

Verifying the configuration
# Verify that wireless location is enabled and the type of devices to locate is MU/Tag for each AP.
<AC> display wlan rfid-tracking radio
Wireless Locating
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------AP

Radio

Type

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------ap1

1

MU/Tag

ap2

1

MU/Tag

ap3

1

MU/Tag

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

# Verify that you can view location information for the MU and the Tag by maps, forms or reports
provided by the graphics software. (Details not shown.)

Example: Configuring RF fingerprinting
Network configuration
As shown in Figure 3, configure RF fingerprinting for AP 1, AP 2, and AP 3 to locate the MUs.
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Figure 3 Network diagram
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Procedure
1.

Configure AP 1:
# Create manual AP ap1, and specify the AP model and serial ID.
<AC> system-view
[AC] wlan ap ap1 model WA4320i-ACN
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] serial-id 210235A29G007C000020
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] quit

# Enable RF fingerprinting.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] rfid-tracking fingerprint enable

# Specify an IPv4 address and a port number for the location server.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] rfid-tracking fingerprint engine-address 192.168.10.10 engine-port
1145

# Specify a port to listen for messages from the location server.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] rfid-tracking fingerprint vendor-port 3000

# Enable radio-based location.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] radio 1
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] rfid-tracking radio enable

# Specify the type of devices to locate as MU.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] rfid-tracking mode mu

# Enable radio 1 of AP 1.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] radio enable
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] quit
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] quit
[AC] quit

2.

Configure AP 2 and AP 3 in the same way AP 1 is configured.

Verifying the configuration
# Verify that RF fingerprinting is enabled and the type of devices to locate is MU for each AP.
<AC> display wlan rfid-tracking radio
Wireless Locating
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------AP

Radio

Type

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------ap1

1

MU
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ap2

1

MU

ap3

1

MU

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

# Verify that you can view location information for the MUs by maps, forms, or reports provided by
the graphics software. (Details not shown.)

Example: Configuring CUPID location
Network configuration
As shown in Figure 4, configure CUPID location for the APs to locate both associated and
unassociated clients in the WLAN. Configure packet dilution to avoid frequent location
measurements.
Figure 4 Network diagram

Procedure
1.

Configure AP 1:
a. Create manual AP ap1, and specify the AP model and serial ID.
<AC> system-view
[AC] wlan ap ap1 model WA4320i-ACN
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] serial-id 210235A29G007C001185
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] quit

b. Configure the wireless service:
# Create service template 1, set the SSID to market, and enable the service template.
[AC] wlan service-template 1
[AC-wlan-st-1] ssid market
[AC-wlan-st-1] service-template enable
[AC-wlan-st-1] quit

# Bind service template 1 to radio 1 of AP ap1, and enable radio 1.
[AC] wlan ap ap1
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] radio 1
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] service-template 1
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] radio enable
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] quit

c. Configure CUPID location:
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# Enable CUPID location.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] rfid-tracking cupid enable

# Set the IPv4 address and port number for the location server to 10.1.1.1 and 1145,
respectively.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] rfid-tracking cupid engine-address 10.1.1.1 engine-port 1145

# Enable client list reporting for AP ap1, and set the interval for sending client list reports to
5 seconds.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] rfid-tracking cupid report enable
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] rfid-tracking cupid report interval 5

# Enable unassociated client information reporting for AP ap1.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] rfid-tracking cupid unassociated-report enable

# Enable unassociated client location for AP ap1.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] rfid-tracking cupid unassociated-measurement enable

# Set the dilution factor and dilution timeout timer to 10 and 20 seconds, respectively.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] rfid-tracking dilution enable
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] rfid-tracking dilution factor 10 timeout 20

2.

Configure AP 2, AP 3, and AP 4 in the same way AP 1 is configured.

Example: Configuring BLE location
Network configuration
As shown in Figure 5, configure BLE location for AP 1, AP 2, and AP 3 to locate the iBeacon
devices. Specify the default password for the APs to enable them to send configurations from the
location server to the iBeacon devices.
Figure 5 Network diagram
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Procedure
1.

Configure AP 1:
a. Create manual AP ap1, and specify the AP model and serial ID.
<AC> system-view
[AC] wlan ap ap1 model WA4320-ACN-B
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] serial-id 210235A29G007C000020

b. Configure the IoT AP feature:
# Enable the module.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] module 1
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[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-module-1] module enable

# Configure AP 1 to use the BLE module.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-module-1] type ble
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-module-1] quit

c. Configure BLE location:
# Enable BLE location.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] rfid-tracking ble enable

# Set the IPv4 address and port number for the location server to 10.1.1.1 and 1145,
respectively.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] rfid-tracking ble engine-address 10.1.1.1 engine-port 1145

# Enable BLE neighbor list reporting for AP 1.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] rfid-tracking ble report enable

# Specify the default password for deploying configuration to iBeacon devices as
AprilBrother in plaintext form.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] rfid-tracking ble command-password simple AprilBrother

2.

Configure AP 2 and AP 3 in the same way AP 1 is configured.
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Configuring WLAN process maintenance
About WLAN process maintenance
WLAN process maintenance enables the system to monitor and collect the CPU usage, memory
usage, and thread status of WLAN processes for administrators to troubleshoot the WLAN. It
provides the following features:
•

Memory usage monitoring—Records the memory usage of each monitored process every
five minutes and performs a calculation every 2 hours. The system determines that memory
leakage occurs and outputs a log entry when either of the following conditions is met:
{

The total memory usage of all processes exceeds 80%.

{

The memory usage of a process exceeds the threshold and shows an upward trend in the
past seven days.

•

CPU usage monitoring—Periodically records the CPU usage of each monitored process and
performs a calculation. If the calculated usage exceeds 20%, the system outputs a log entry.

•

Thread state monitoring—Sends a message to the thread of each monitored process every
30 seconds. If the system fails to receive any response within a specific period, it determines
that the thread is in defunct state and outputs a log entry.

WLAN process maintenance tasks at a glance
To configure WLAN process maintenance, perform the following tasks:
1.

Enabling WLAN process maintenance

2.

Enabling maintenance of a process

3.

Managing defunct processes

4.

{

Setting the inactive timeout

{

(Optional.) Enabling defunct process restart

(Optional.) Setting the memory usage threshold

Enabling WLAN process maintenance
About this task
This feature enables the system to monitor the CPU usage, memory usage, and thread state of
apmgr, stamgr, and portal processes.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enable WLAN process maintenance.
maintain enable
By default, WLAN process maintenance is disabled.

1

Enabling maintenance of a process
About this task
This feature enables the system to monitor the CPU usage and memory usage of the specified
process.

Restrictions and guidelines
For a successful configuration, make sure WLAN process maintenance is enabled before you
perform this task.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enable maintenance of a process.
maintain monitor process process-name
By default, maintenance of a process is disabled.

Managing defunct processes
About defunct process management
Perform this task to set the inactive timeout for the system to determine whether a process is in
defunct state and configure the system to restart defunct processes automatically. The system
generates a log entry if it detects that a process is in defunct state.

Setting the inactive timeout
About this task
When WLAN process maintenance is enabled, the system periodically sends a message to each
monitored process to examine the process state. If the system fails to receive any response from a
process when the inactive timeout expires, the system determines that the process is in defunct
state.

Restrictions and guidelines
The configuration starts to take effect the first time the system sends a message upon execution of
the command.
You can set the inactive timeout only for the apmgr, stamgr, and portal processes.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Set the inactive timeout for a process.
maintain process process-name inactive-time value
By default, the inactive timeout is 10 minutes.

Enabling defunct process restart
CAUTION:
2

Restarting a main WLAN process affects wireless services. Please configure this feature under the
guidance of professionals and use this feature with caution.

About this task
This feature enables the system to restart the apmgr, stamgr, and portal processes when they enter
defunct state.

Restrictions and guidelines
This feature takes effect only when WLAN process maintenance is enabled.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enable defunct process restart.
maintain inactive-process restart enable
By default, defunct process restart is disabled.

Setting the memory usage threshold
About this task
The system outputs a log entry when the memory usage of the specified process exceeds the
threshold.

Restrictions and guidelines
This feature takes effect only when WLAN process maintenance is enabled.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Set the memory usage threshold.
maintain process process-name memory-threshold value
By default, the memory usage threshold is 300 MB.

Display and maintenance commands for WLAN
process maintenance
IMPORTANT:
The WX1800H series, WX2500H series, and WX3000H series access controllers do not support
parameters or commands that are available only in IRF mode.
Execute display commands in any view.
Task

Command
In standalone mode:

Display the CPU usage history of WLAN
processes.

display maintain cpu-usage history
process process-name [ days-ago days ]
3

Task

Command

[ start-time value ] [ interval
interval ]
In IRF mode:

display maintain cpu-usage history
process process-name [ days-ago days ]
[ start-time value ] [ interval
interval ] [ slot slot-number ]
In standalone mode:

display maintain memory-usage history
process process-name [ days-ago days ]
[ start-time value ] [ interval
interval ]

Display memory usage history of WLAN
processes.

In IRF mode:

display maintain memory-usage history
process process-name [ days-ago days ]
[ start-time value ] [ interval
interval ] [ slot slot-number ]
display wlan statistics global

Display global WLAN statistics.
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Configuring WLAN fast forwarding
About WLAN fast forwarding
WLAN fast forwarding uses both software and hardware to enhance forwarding performance.
Software fast forwarding enables an AC to perform concurrent forwarding by using the multi-core
CPU and the 5-tuple table. The AC learns the source IP, source port, destination IP, destination port,
and protocol during forwarding and uses high-speed buffer technology to save the information in the
5-tuple table.

Restrictions: Hardware compatibility with WLAN
fast forwarding
Hardware series

Model

Product code

WLAN fast
forwarding
compatibility

WX1800H series

WX1804H

EWP-WX1804H-PWR-CN

No

WX2508H-PWR-LTE

EWP-WX2508H-PWR-LTE

WX2510H

EWP-WX2510H-PWR

WX2510H-F

EWP-WX2510H-F-PWR

WX2540H

EWP-WX2540H

WX2540H-F

EWP-WX2540H-F

WX2560H

EWP-WX2560H

WX3010H

EWP-WX3010H

WX3010H-X

EWP-WX3010H-X-PWR

WX3010H-L

EWP-WX3010H-L-PWR

WX3024H

EWP-WX3024H

WX3024H-L

EWP-WX3024H-L-PWR

WX3024H-F

EWP-WX3024H-F

WX3508H

EWP-WX3508H

WX3510H

EWP-WX3510H

WX3520H

EWP-WX3520H

WX3520H-F

EWP-WX3520H-F

WX3540H

EWP-WX3540H

WX5510E

EWP-WX5510E

WX5540E

EWP-WX5540E

WX5540H

EWP-WX5540H

WX5560H

EWP-WX5560H

WX5580H

EWP-WX5580H

LSUM1WCME0

LSUM1WCME0

EWPXM1WCME0

EWPXM1WCME0

LSQM1WCMX20

LSQM1WCMX20

WX2500H series

WX3000H series

WX3500H series

WX5500E series

WX5500H series

Access controller
modules

1

No

Yes:
•
WX3010H
•
WX3010H-X
•
WX3024H
•
WX3024H-F
No:
•
WX3010H-L
•
WX3024H-L

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Hardware series

Hardware series

WX1800H series

WX3800H series
WX5800H series

Model

Product code

LSUM1WCMX20RT

LSUM1WCMX20RT

LSQM1WCMX40

LSQM1WCMX40

LSUM1WCMX40RT

LSUM1WCMX40RT

EWPXM2WCMD0F

EWPXM2WCMD0F

EWPXM1MAC0F

EWPXM1MAC0F

Model

Product code

WX1804H

EWP-WX1804H-PWR

WX1810H

EWP-WX1810H-PWR

WX1820H

EWP-WX1820H

WX1840H

EWP-WX1840H-GL

WX3820H

EWP-WX3820H-GL

WX3840H

EWP-WX3840H-GL

WX5860H

EWP-WX5860H-GL

WLAN fast
forwarding
compatibility

WLAN fast
forwarding
compatibility

No

Yes
Yes

Restrictions and guidelines: WLAN fast
forwarding configuration
Only ACs embedded with the FPGA chip support hardware fast forwarding.

Configuring WLAN fast forwarding
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enable WLAN fast forwarding.
wlan fast-forwarding enable
By default, WLAN fast forwarding is enabled.

3.

Set the WLAN fast forwarding mode.
wlan fast-forwarding mode { hardware | hardware-lite | software }
By default, the WLAN fast forwarding mode is hardware.
The following compatibility matrixes show the support of hardware platforms for this command:
Hardware series

Model

Product code

Command
compatibility

WX1800H series

WX1804H

EWP-WX1804H-PWR-CN

No

WX2508H-PWR-LTE

EWP-WX2508H-PWR-LTE

WX2510H

EWP-WX2510H-PWR

WX2510H-F

EWP-WX2510H-F-PWR

WX2540H

EWP-WX2540H

WX2500H series

2

No

WX3000H series

WX3500H series

WX5500E series

WX5500H series

Access controller
modules

Hardware series

WX1800H series

WX3800H series
WX5800H series

WX2540H-F

EWP-WX2540H-F

WX2560H

EWP-WX2560H

WX3010H

EWP-WX3010H

WX3010H-X

EWP-WX3010H-X-PWR

WX3010H-L

EWP-WX3010H-L-PWR

WX3024H

EWP-WX3024H

WX3024H-L

EWP-WX3024H-L-PWR

WX3024H-F

EWP-WX3024H-F

WX3508H

EWP-WX3508H

WX3510H

EWP-WX3510H

WX3520H

EWP-WX3520H

WX3520H-F

EWP-WX3520H-F

WX3540H

EWP-WX3540H

WX5510E

EWP-WX5510E

WX5540E

EWP-WX5540E

WX5540H

EWP-WX5540H

WX5560H

EWP-WX5560H

WX5580H

EWP-WX5580H

LSUM1WCME0

LSUM1WCME0

EWPXM1WCME0

EWPXM1WCME0

LSQM1WCMX20

LSQM1WCMX20

LSUM1WCMX20RT

LSUM1WCMX20RT

LSQM1WCMX40

LSQM1WCMX40

LSUM1WCMX40RT

LSUM1WCMX40RT

EWPXM2WCMD0F

EWPXM2WCMD0F

EWPXM1MAC0F

EWPXM1MAC0F

Model

Product code

WX1804H

EWP-WX1804H-PWR

WX1810H

EWP-WX1810H-PWR

WX1820H

EWP-WX1820H

WX1840H

EWP-WX1840H-GL

WX3820H

EWP-WX3820H-GL

WX3840H

EWP-WX3840H-GL

WX5860H

EWP-WX5860H-GL

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Command
compatibility

No

No
Yes

Disabling hardware forwarding
Hardware and feature compatibility
Hardware series

Model

Product code

Feature
compatibility

WX1800H series

WX1804H

EWP-WX1804H-PWR-CN

No

3

Hardware series

WX2500H series

WX3000H series

WX3500H series

WX5500E series

WX5500H series

Access controller
modules

Hardware series

WX1800H series

WX3800H series
WX5800H series

Model

Product code

WX2508H-PWR-LTE

EWP-WX2508H-PWR-LTE

WX2510H

EWP-WX2510H-PWR

WX2510H-F

EWP-WX2510H-F-PWR

WX2540H

EWP-WX2540H

WX2540H-F

EWP-WX2540H-F

WX2560H

EWP-WX2560H

WX3010H

EWP-WX3010H

WX3010H-X

EWP-WX3010H-X-PWR

WX3010H-L

EWP-WX3010H-L-PWR

WX3024H

EWP-WX3024H

WX3024H-L

EWP-WX3024H-L-PWR

WX3024H-F

EWP-WX3024H-F

WX3508H

EWP-WX3508H

WX3510H

EWP-WX3510H

WX3520H

EWP-WX3520H

WX3520H-F

EWP-WX3520H-F

WX3540H

EWP-WX3540H

WX5510E

EWP-WX5510E

WX5540E

EWP-WX5540E

WX5540H

EWP-WX5540H

WX5560H

EWP-WX5560H

WX5580H

EWP-WX5580H

LSUM1WCME0

LSUM1WCME0

EWPXM1WCME0

EWPXM1WCME0

LSQM1WCMX20

LSQM1WCMX20

LSUM1WCMX20RT

LSUM1WCMX20RT

LSQM1WCMX40

LSQM1WCMX40

LSUM1WCMX40RT

LSUM1WCMX40RT

EWPXM2WCMD0F

EWPXM2WCMD0F

EWPXM1MAC0F

EWPXM1MAC0F

Model

Product code

WX1804H

EWP-WX1804H-PWR

WX1810H

EWP-WX1810H-PWR

WX1820H

EWP-WX1820H

WX1840H

EWP-WX1840H-GL

WX3820H

EWP-WX3820H-GL

WX3840H

EWP-WX3840H-GL

WX5860H

EWP-WX5860H-GL

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
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Feature
compatibility

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Feature
compatibility

No

No
Yes

system-view
2.

Disable the hardware forwarding function.
wlan fast-forwarding hardware disable
By default, the hardware forwarding function is enabled.

Enabling fast broadcast forwarding
About this task
In centralized forwarding, the AC uses its CPU to process received wireless broadcast packets. This
requires a lot of resources if a large number of devices and clients operate in the WLAN and might
affect wireless services.
Fast broadcast forwarding enables the AC to use the FPGA chip, instead of the CPU, to process
wireless broadcast packets. This reduces the workload of the CPU, enhances AC availability, and
improves user experience.

Restrictions and guidelines
For the feature to take effect, make sure WLAN fast forwarding is enabled before you enable fast
broadcast forwarding.
Only devices that support hardware forwarding support this feature.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enable fast broadcast forwarding.
wlan fast-forwarding broadcast-enhance enable
By default, fast broadcast forwarding is disabled.

Display and maintenance commands for WLAN
fast forwarding
Execute display commands in any view.
Task

Command

Display WLAN fast forwarding status.

display wlan fast-forwarding status
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Configuring WLAN optimization
About WLAN optimization
Proper channel planning and power control policies during WLAN deployment are important for good
performance. However, in live WLAN networks, channel overlapping, collisions, and interference can
easily occur because the none-overlapping channels are limited but the number of WLAN devices
always increases.
The WLAN optimization features can help you improve the quality and stability of a WLAN.

Restrictions and guidelines: WLAN optimization
configuration
Use WLAN optimization commands under the guidance of H3C Support.
There is no fixed combination of features for optimizing a specific WLAN. Select and adjust the
features based on the application effect and WLAN performance.
The overall performance of a WLAN is determined by the network architecture as well as channel
and power planning. Therefore, the WLAN optimization features cannot significantly increase the
performance of a WLAN. In practice, if the features can improve the WLAN performance by 3%, the
optimization is considered successful.

Configuring rejection of weak-signal clients
About this task
This feature enables an AP to reject clients with an RSSI lower than the specified threshold to
release channel resources and enhance WLAN performance.

Restrictions and guidelines
After you enable this feature, wireless clients with an RSSI lower than the threshold might fail to
access the WLAN.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view or an AP group's AP model view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Execute the following commands in sequence to enter an AP group's AP model view:
wlan ap-group group-name

ap-model ap-model
3.

Enter radio view.
radio radio-id

4.

Configure rejection of weak-signal clients.
option client reject { disable | enable [ rssi rssi-value ] }
By default:
1

{

In radio view, a radio uses the configuration in an AP group's radio view.

{

In an AP group's radio view, rejection of weak-signal clients is disabled.

Configuring AP-triggered client reassociation
About this task
A client with a low signal strength can roam to another AP only when its signal strength is lower than
the manufacturer-defined signal strength for triggering roaming. Therefore, the client cannot obtain
good network experience and service quality.
This feature enables an AP to send unsolicited deauthentication frames to a client when the signal
strength of the client is lower than the specified RSSI threshold. Then, the client can reassociate with
the AP or roam to another AP.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view or an AP group's AP model view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Execute the following commands in sequence to enter an AP group's AP model view:
wlan ap-group group-name

ap-model ap-model
3.

Enter radio view.
radio radio-id

4.

Configure AP-triggered client reassociation.
option client reconnect { disable | enable [ rssi rssi-value ] [ interval
interval ] }
By default:
{

In radio view, a radio uses the configuration in an AP group's radio view.

{

In an AP group's radio view, AP-triggered client reassociation is disabled.

Configuring hidden node protection
About this task
This feature enables clients to send RTS or CTS frames before transmitting frames to avoid
interference from hidden nodes.

Restrictions and guidelines
This feature takes effect only on 802.11g, 802.11n, and 802.11ac clients.

Procedure
1.
2.

Enter system view.
system-view
Enter AP view or an AP group's AP model view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Execute the following commands in sequence to enter an AP group's AP model view:
2

wlan ap-group group-name
ap-model ap-model
3.

Enter radio view.
radio radio-id

4.

Configure hidden node protection.

option client hide-node-protection { disable | enable }
By default:
{

In radio view, a radio uses the configuration in an AP group's radio view.

{

In an AP group's radio view, hidden node protection is disabled.

Configuring multicast and broadcast buffering
About this task
With this feature enabled, the AC stops sending broadcast and multicast packets and buffers them if
an associated client is in sleep state. This mechanism affects the performance of real-time multicast
applications.
With this feature disabled, the AC directly sends all broadcast and multicast packets regardless of
whether an associated client is in sleep state.

Restrictions and guidelines
As a best practice, set the power management parameter to the maximum value on wireless clients
before you disable this feature.
Disabling this feature disables clients in sleep state from receiving some broadcast and multicast
packets.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view or an AP group's AP model view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Execute the following commands in sequence to enter an AP group's AP model view:
wlan ap-group group-name

ap-model ap-model
3.

Enter radio view.
radio radio-id

4.

Configure multicast and broadcast buffering.

option broadcast-multicast-buffer { disable | enable [ limit limit ] }
By default:
{

In radio view, a radio uses the configuration in an AP group's radio view.

{

In an AP group's radio view, multicast and broadcast buffering is enabled.

3

Configuring the EMR algorithm
About this task
Each 802.11 protocol supports a set of transmission rates. For example, 802.11g supports rates 1, 2,
5.5, 11, 6, 9, 12, 18, 24, 36, 48, and 54. A wireless device dynamically selects a set of transmission
rates based on the channel quality and history data.
Perform this task to enable the ensure minimum rate (EMR) algorithm to ensure the connection
reliability.

Restrictions and guidelines
This feature might decrease the network throughput.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view or an AP group's AP model view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Execute the following commands in sequence to enter an AP group's AP model view:
wlan ap-group group-name

ap-model ap-model
3.

Enter radio view.
radio radio-id

4.

Configure the EMR algorithm.

option rate-algorithm emr { disable | enable }
By default:
{

In radio view, a radio uses the configuration in an AP group's radio view.

{

In an AP group's radio view, the EMR algorithm is disabled. A radio uses a rate that ensures
the maximum throughput.

Configuring dynamic directional antenna selection
About this task
This feature enables an AP to dynamically adjust its signal transmitting mode based on the signal
transmitting mode and signal strength of the CPEs to improve user experience.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view or an AP group's AP model view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Execute the following commands in sequence to enter an AP group's AP model view:
wlan ap-group group-name

ap-model ap-model
3.

Enter radio view.
4

radio radio-id
4.

Configure dynamic directional antenna selection.

option directional-antenna-selection { disable | enable }
By default:
{

In radio view, a radio uses the configuration in an AP group's radio view.

{

In an AP group's radio view, dynamic directional antenna selection is disabled.

Configuring channel reuse
About this task
This feature enables an AP to ignore packets with a signal strength lower than the specified channel
reuse level. This mechanism enables the AP to obtain more radio resources and improves the
performance of APs working on the same channel.

Restrictions and guidelines
Enabling this feature might add hidden nodes.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view or an AP group's AP model view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Execute the following commands in sequence to enter an AP group's AP model view:
wlan ap-group group-name

ap-model ap-model
3.

Enter radio view.
radio radio-id

4.

Configure channel reuse.

option channel-reuse-optimization { disable | enable level level }
By default:
{

In radio view, a radio uses the configuration in an AP group's radio view.

{

In an AP group's radio view, channel reuse is disabled.

Enabling or disabling an AP to ignore weak
signals
About this task
An AP determines that the channel is still occupied even though the signals it detects are weak, and
does not forward frames any more. Ignoring packets with a signal strength lower than the specified
RSSI threshold can increase frame sending and receiving efficiency.

Restrictions and guidelines
Ignoring weak signals might cause collisions and interference among devices on the same channel.
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Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view or an AP group's AP model view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Execute the following commands in sequence to enter an AP group's AP model view:
wlan ap-group group-name

ap-model ap-model
3.

Enter radio view.
radio radio-id

4.

Enable or disable an AP to ignore weak signals.

option signal-ignore { disable | enable rssi rssi-value }
By default:
{

In radio view, a radio uses the configuration in an AP group's radio view.

{

In an AP group's radio view, a radio does not ignore weak signals.

Configuring smart chip protection
Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view or an AP group's AP model view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Execute the following commands in sequence to enter an AP group's AP model view:
wlan ap-group group-name

ap-model ap-model
3.

Enter radio view.
radio radio-id

4.

Configure smart chip protection.

option smart-chip-protection { disable | enable interval interval }
By default:
{

In radio view, a radio uses the configuration in an AP group's radio view.

{

In an AP group's radio view, smart chip protection is disabled.

Configuring roaming navigation
About this task
802.11 protocols do not provide any client roaming control mechanisms and some clients cannot
actively roam to APs with better signal strength.
Perform this task to decrease the transmit power for beacons or probe responses of an AP to enable
clients to roam to APs with better signal strength.
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If you set the transmit power for beacons or probe responses, the system uses the default transmit
power to transmit other packets.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view or an AP group's AP model view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Execute the following commands in sequence to enter an AP group's AP model view:
wlan ap-group group-name

ap-model ap-model
3.

Enter radio view.
radio radio-id

4.

Configure roaming navigation.
option roam-navigation { disable | enable rssi rssi-value { beacon-power
power-value | probe-response-power power-value } }
By default:
{

In radio view, a radio uses the configuration in an AP group's radio view.

{

In an AP group's radio view, roaming navigation is disabled.

Configuring the quiet mode
About this task
This feature is applicable only to X-share APs.
X-share APs send every packet by using two or three antennas at the same time. When this feature
is enabled for an X-share AP, the AP sends each packet by using only one antenna to save
resources and reduce radiation.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view or an AP group's AP model view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Execute the following commands in sequence to enter an AP group's AP model view:
wlan ap-group group-name

ap-model ap-model
3.

Enter radio view.
radio radio-id

4.

Configure the quiet mode.
option x-share quiet { disable | enable }
By default:
{

In radio view, a radio uses the configuration in an AP group's radio view.

{

In an AP group's radio view, the quiet mode is disabled.
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Enabling or disabling an AP to receive all
broadcast packets
About this task
The system detects spoofing attacks by listening for broadcast deauthentication and disassociation
packets. This feature enables an AP to receive all broadcast packets so that the AP can detect
spoofing attacks.

Restrictions and guidelines
This feature is not applicable to 5 GHz radios of 802.11ac APs.
Support for this feature depends on the AP model. If an AP does not support this feature, the AP will
ignore the related configuration deployed by the AC.
As a best practice, disable an AP from receiving all broadcast packets if not necessary to prevent
broadcast packets from affecting device operation.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view or an AP group's AP model view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Execute the following commands in sequence to enter an AP group's AP model view:
wlan ap-group group-name

ap-model ap-model
3.

Enter radio view.
radio radio-id

4.

Enable or disable the radio to receive all broadcast packets.
option rx-broadcast-all { disable | enable }
By default:
{

In radio view, a radio uses the configuration in an AP group's radio view.

{

In an AP group's radio view, receiving all broadcast packets is disabled.

Configuring packet receiving timing adjustment
About this task
This feature enables an AP to adjust the timing for receiving packet to achieve the optimal receiving
effect.

Procedure
1.
2.

Enter system view.
system-view
Enter AP view or an AP group's AP model view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Execute the following commands in sequence to enter an AP group's AP model view:
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wlan ap-group group-name
ap-model ap-model
3.

Enter radio view.
radio radio-id

4.

Configure packet receiving timing adjustment.
option rx-opportunity-optimize { disable | enable }
By default:
{

In radio view, a radio uses the configuration in an AP group's radio view.

{

In an AP group's radio view, packet receiving timing adjustment is disabled.

Enabling or disabling an AP to decrease the sleep
interval of clients
About this task
A wireless client in sleep state listens for traffic indication map (TIM) information in beacon frames to
determine whether the associated AP has buffered packets for it. This feature enables an AP to
modify the TIM information in beacon frames to decrease the sleep interval of wireless clients to
improve transmission efficiency.

Procedure
1.
2.

Enter system view.
system-view
Enter AP view or an AP group's AP model view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Execute the following commands in sequence to enter an AP group's AP model view:
wlan ap-group group-name

ap-model ap-model
3.

Enter radio view.
radio radio-id

4.

Enable or disable an AP to decrease the sleep interval of clients.
option keep-active { disable | enable }
By default:
{

In radio view, a radio uses the configuration in an AP group's radio view.

{

In an AP group's radio view, a radio does not decrease the sleep interval of clients.

Configuring RTS/CTS frame sending
About this task
When you enable this feature, APs send RTS/CTS frames before sending packets to avoid channel
collision. When you disable this feature, APs do not send RTS/CTS frames before sending packets
to save system resources and improve network throughput.

Restrictions and guidelines
Disabling this feature might cause hidden node issues.
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Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view or an AP group's AP model view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Execute the following commands in sequence to enter an AP group's AP model view:
wlan ap-group group-name

ap-model ap-model
3.

Enter radio view.
radio radio-id

4.

Configure RTS/CTS frame sending.
option immediate-transmit { disable | enable }
By default:
{

In radio view, a radio uses the configuration in an AP group's radio view.

{

In an AP group's radio view, RTS/CTS frame sending is enabled.

Configuring channel sharing
About this task
When this feature is enabled, an AP sends or does not send packets according to whether the
detected signals are stronger or weaker than the specified power level. This mechanism avoids
channel collision and interference.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view or an AP group's AP model view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Execute the following commands in sequence to enter an AP group's AP model view:
wlan ap-group group-name

ap-model ap-model
3.

Enter radio view.
radio radio-id

4.

Configure channel sharing.
option channel-share { disable | enable power-level power-level }
By default:
{

In radio view, a radio uses the configuration in an AP group's radio view.

{

In an AP group's radio view, channel sharing is enabled.
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Setting the maximum number of probe response
attempts
About this task
Perform this task to reduce the number of probe responses sent by a radio to save resources and
improve network performance.

Procedure
1.
2.

Enter system view.
system-view
Enter AP view or an AP group's AP model view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Execute the following commands in sequence to enter an AP group's AP model view:
wlan ap-group group-name

ap-model ap-model
3.

Enter radio view.
radio radio-id

4.

Set the maximum number of probe response attempts.
option probe-response-try { disable | enable number }
By default:
{

In radio view, a radio uses the configuration in an AP group's radio view.

{

In an AP group's radio view, the maximum number of probe response attempts is 2.

Specifying a power supply mode for an AP to
adjust the transmit power
Procedure
1.
2.

Enter system view.
system-view
Enter AP view or an AP group's AP model view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Execute the following commands in sequence to enter an AP group's AP model view:
wlan ap-group group-name

ap-model ap-model
3.

Enter radio view.
radio radio-id

4.

Specify a power supply mode for an AP to adjust the transmit power.
option power-supply { disable | enable { local | poe | poeplus } }
By default:
{

In radio view, a radio uses the configuration in an AP group's radio view.
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{

In an AP group's radio view, the transmit power corresponding to the local power supply
mode is used.

Configuring the narrow bandwidth feature
About this task
This feature is applicable to the communication based train control (CBTC) system that is not
sensitive to bandwidth but sensitive to signal reliability.
Perform this task to limit the bandwidth in subways to meet the requirements of the CBTC system.
When the bandwidth decreases from 20 MHz to 5 MHz, the signal strength is greatly improved. The
low bandwidth also reduces the risks of signal interference.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view or an AP group's AP model view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Execute the following commands in sequence to enter an AP group's AP model view:
wlan ap-group group-name

ap-model ap-model
3.

Enter radio view.
radio radio-id

4.

Configure the narrow bandwidth feature.
option subway-band-width { disable | enable { 5 | 10 } }
By default:
{

In radio view, a radio uses the configuration in an AP group's radio view.

{

In an AP group's radio view, the narrow bandwidth feature is disabled.

Setting the maximum interference threshold
Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view or an AP group's AP model view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Execute the following commands in sequence to enter an AP group's AP model view:
wlan ap-group group-name

ap-model ap-model
3.

Enter radio view.
radio radio-id

4.

Set the maximum interference threshold.
option max-interfer-threshold { disable | enable value }
By default:
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{

In radio view, a radio uses the configuration in an AP group's radio view.

{

In an AP group's radio view, the maximum interference threshold is not configured.

Configuring link performance optimization
About this task
Perform this task to modify the packet fragmentation threshold to optimize link performance.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view or an AP group's AP model view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Execute the following commands in sequence to enter an AP group's AP model view:
wlan ap-group group-name

ap-model ap-model
3.

Enter radio view.
radio radio-id

4.

Configure link performance optimization.
option optimize-link-performance { inbound | outbound } { disable |
enable } [ value ]
By default:
{

In radio view, a radio uses the configuration in an AP group's radio view.

{

In an AP group's radio view, link performance optimization is disabled.

Configuring transmit power adjustment
About this task
This feature enables an AP to use the adjusted transmit power to transmit packets.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view or an AP group's AP model view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Execute the following commands in sequence to enter an AP group's AP model view:
wlan ap-group group-name

ap-model ap-model
3.

Enter radio view.
radio radio-id

4.

Configure transmit power adjustment.
option capacity-adjust { disable | enable [ all ] { increase | decrease }
value }
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By default:
{

In radio view, a radio uses the configuration in an AP group's radio view.

{

In an AP group's radio view, transmit power adjustment is disabled.

Configuring per-packet transmit power control
About this task
This feature enables an AP to dynamically perform transmit power control on a per packet basis. For
example, the AP reduces the transmit power when it sends packets to a client with high RSSI. This
feature can reduce power consumption, radiation, and interference and improve user experience.

Restrictions and guidelines
This feature is not applicable to 5 GHz radios of 802.11ac APs.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view or an AP group's AP model view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Execute the following commands in sequence to enter an AP group's AP model view:
wlan ap-group group-name

ap-model ap-model
3.

Enter radio view.
radio radio-id

4.

Configure per-packet transmit power control.
option tpc { disable | enable [ minpower minpower | powerstep powerstep |
rssistep rssistep | rssithreshold rssithreshold ] }
By default:
{

In radio view, a radio uses the configuration in an AP group's radio view.

{

In an AP group's radio view, per-packet transmit power control is disabled.

Configuring 802.11n packet suppression
About this task
Perform this task to suppress 802.11n packets by defining the maximum number of aggregated
MPDUs and the maximum A-MPDU length. The two thresholds take effect at the same time. If either
threshold is reached, the AP stops aggregation and sends the A-MPDU.
This feature prevents 802.11n clients from affecting the performance of 802.11a and 802.11b/g
clients.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view or an AP group's AP model view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name
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{

Execute the following commands in sequence to enter an AP group's AP model view:
wlan ap-group group-name

ap-model ap-model
3.

Enter radio view.
radio radio-id

4.

Configure 802.11n packet suppression.
option dot11n-restraint { disable | enable packet-number packet-number
packet-length packet-length } [ inbound | outbound ]
By default:
{

In radio view, a radio uses the configuration in an AP group's radio view.

{

In an AP group's radio view, 802.11n packet suppression is disabled.

Configuring fast forwarding of AP-to-client data
frames
About this task
This feature enables an AP to forward data frames to clients without extra processing (such as
verification and counting) to improve processing efficiency.

Procedure
1.
2.

Enter system view.
system-view
Enter AP view or an AP group's AP model view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Execute the following commands in sequence to enter an AP group's AP model view:
wlan ap-group group-name

ap-model ap-model
3.

Enter radio view.
radio radio-id

4.

Configure fast forwarding of AP-to-client data frames.
option client fast-forwarding { disable | enable level level-value }
By default:
{

In radio view, a radio uses the configuration in an AP group's radio view.

{

In an AP group's radio view, fast forwarding of AP-to-client data frames is disabled.

Setting the maximum retransmissions and retries
for an EAPOL-Key packet
About this task
In Robust Security Network Association (RSNA) authentication, an AP and a client use EAPOL-Key
packets in the four-way handshake to negotiate the keys. After that, the AP and the client periodically
exchange EAPOL-Key packets to update the keys.
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During key negotiation or update, the AP keeps retransmitting an EAPOL-Key packet until a
response is received or the maximum number of retries for an EAPOL-Key packet is reached.
The system starts to count the retries when the maximum number of retransmissions is reached.
For more information about RSN key negotiation or update, see WLAN Security Configuration
Guide.

Restrictions and guidelines
To ensure successful RSN key negotiation or update, you can increase the maximum number of
retransmissions and the maximum number of retries for an EAPOL-Key packet.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Set the maximum number of retransmissions for an EAPOL-Key packet and the retransmission
interval.
option 4-way-handshake resend max-count [ interval interval ]
By default, the maximum number of retransmissions for an EAPOL-Key packet is three, and the
retransmission interval is 300 milliseconds.

4.

Set the maximum number of retries for an EAPOL-Key packet and the retry interval.
option 4-way-handshake retry max-count [ interval interval ]
By default, the maximum number of retries for an EAPOL-Key packet is three, and the retry
interval is 5 seconds.

Setting a rate limit for packets destined to radios
on other APs
About this task
After you enable the scanning service (such as wireless probing, WLAN location, and WIPS) for an
AP, a radio on the AP might receive packets destined to radios on a different AP than the radio. Such
packets will increase the CPU usage and decrease the processing efficiency for packets destined to
radios on the AP.
To address this issue, perform this task to set a rate limit for packets destined to radios on other APs.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

3.

Enter radio view.
radio radio-id

4.

Set a rate limit for packets destined to radios on a different AP than the radio.
option non-local-receive rate-limit cir cir
By default, no rate limit is set for packets destined to radios on other APs.
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Configuring broadcast and multicast packet
control
About this task
To save radio resources and improve the forwarding performance, perform one or both of the
following tasks:
•

Configure an AP to discard broadcast and multicast packets.

•

Configure an AP to answer ARP requests and discard DHCP requests.

Restrictions and guidelines
This feature is applicable only when software forwarding is used.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view or AP group view.

3.

{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

Configure an AP to discard broadcast and multicast packets.
rrop anti-bmc default-action deny
By default:

4.

{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view.

{

In AP group view, an AP forwards broadcast and multicast packets through radio interfaces.

Configure an AP to discard IPv6 multicast packets.
rrop anti-bmc protocol ipv6 deny
By default:

5.

{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view.

{

In AP group view, an AP takes the default action specified by the rrop anti-bmc
default-action command on IPv6 multicast packets.

Configuring basic broadcast and multicast packet control.
rrop anti-bmc network { disable | ipv4-simple enable }
By default:
{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view.

{

In AP group view, basic broadcast and multicast packet control in an IPv4 network is
disabled.

Configuring broadcast and multicast packet rate
limiting
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view or AP group view.
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3.

{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

Configure broadcast or multicast packet rate limiting.
rrop anti-bmc { broadcast | multicast } rate-limit { disable | enable }
By default:

4.

{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view.

{

In AP group view, broadcast or multicast packet rate limiting is disabled.

Set the maximum number of broadcast or multicast packets that an AP can send per second.
rrop anti-bmc { broadcast | multicast } rate-limit pps max-pps
By default:
{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view.

{

In AP group view, the maximum number of broadcast or multicast packets that an AP can
send per second is not specified.

Configuring client fast keepalive
About this task
The client keepalive feature enables an AP to send keepalive packets to clients at the specified
interval to determine whether the clients are online. To quickly determine whether clients are online
and save radio resources, configure this feature to set the maximum number of keepalive packets
that an AP can send to a client. The AP logs off a client if it does not receive any replies from the
client after sending the specified number of keepalive packets to the client.

Restrictions and guidelines
This feature is mainly used in scenarios with high client mobility. If the network quality is poor, reduce
the maximum number of keepalive packets that an AP can send to a client. As a best practice, use
the default setting in scenarios with stable clients.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.

system-view
2.

Enter AP view or an AP group's AP model view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Execute the following commands in sequence to enter an AP group's AP model view:
wlan ap-group group-name

ap-model ap-model
3.

Enter radio view.
radio radio-id

4.

Configure the client fast keepalive feature.
rrop client fast-keep-alive { disable | enable [ count count-value ] }
By default:
{

In radio view, a radio uses the configuration in the AP group's radio view.

{

In an AP group's radio view, the client fast keepalive feature is enabled.
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Configuring software retransmission
About this task
Perform this task to configure software retransmission and set the maximum number of software
retransmissions for the specified type of packets.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.

system-view
2.

Enter AP view or an AP group's AP model view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Execute the following commands in sequence to enter an AP group's AP model view:
wlan ap-group group-name

ap-model ap-model
3.

Enter radio view.
radio radio-id

4.

Enable software retransmission and set the maximum number of software retransmissions.
rrop software-retry { unicast [ eap ] | broadcast-multicast } enable
count count
By default:
{

In radio view, a radio uses the configuration in an AP group's radio view.

{

In an AP group's radio view, the maximum number of software retransmissions varies by
device model.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.

system-view
2.

Enter WLAN radio interface view.
interface wlan-radio interface-number

3.

Enable software retransmission and set the maximum number of software retransmissions.
rrop software-retry { unicast [ eap ] | broadcast-multicast } enable
count count
By default, the maximum number of software retransmissions varies by device model.

Enabling client inspection
About this task
The client inspection feature enables you to view information about packets exchanged and time
consumed in each stage of the client association process.
In the current software version, the client inspection feature supports only client association, client
association failure, and IP address lease extension events.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view
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2.

3.

Enter AP view or AP group view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

Enable client inspection.
wlan client inspect enable
By default, client inspection is disabled.
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Configuring AC hierarchy
About AC hierarchy
AC hierarchy provides a centralized management method for ACs that run the Comware 7 software
version. This simplifies WLAN maintenance and improves WLAN expandability.

AC hierarchy architecture
An AC hierarchy network contains a central AC, local ACs, and APs. The central AC manages all
local ACs, and local ACs provide network access to APs and process client traffic.
AC hierarchy uses the following tunnels for local AC and AP management:
•

Tunnels between the central AC and local ACs—The central AC sends AP configuration
over this tunnel to the local ACs, and the local ACs report AP and client information to the
central AC.

•

CAPWAP tunnels between local ACs and APs—Local ACs send AP configuration to the APs
over this tunnel.
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Figure 1 AC hierarchy architecture
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AC hierarchy operating mechanism
Figure 2 AC hierarchy operating mechanism

As shown in Figure 2, AC hierarchy operates as follows:
1.

Each local AC establishes a management tunnel with the central AC.

2.

The AP sends a discovery request to the central AC.

3.

The central AC sends a discovery response to the AP. The response contains the IP address of
the local AC that has the lowest workload.

4.

The AP sends a discovery request to the assigned local AC to establish a CAPWAP tunnel with
the local AC.
During tunnel establishment, the local AC requests for AP validity from the central AC and it
establishes a tunnel with the AP only when the AP is valid. The AP is valid if the central AC has
the manual AP setting for the AP or auto AP is enabled on the central AC. For more information,
see "Managing APs."

5.

The local AC reports the AP up event to the central AC.

Data forwarding
In an AC hierarchy network, you can configure either local ACs or APs to perform data forwarding.
For more information about data forwarding, see "Configuring WLAN access."

Roaming
The roaming method for a client in an AC hierarchy network depends on the authenticator of the
client. If the local AC to which the client is associated is the authenticator, the roaming method is the
same as that in an AC + fit AP network. If the central AC is the authenticator, roaming entries are
generated on both the central AC and the local AC. Then, the client can perform intra- or inter-local
AC roaming.
For more information about the client authenticator, see "Configuring WLAN authentication." For
more information about roaming, see "Configuring WLAN roaming."
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Access right management
Access right management allows you to assign different rights to administrators for the central AC
and local ACs by configuring location identifiers for service templates, AP groups, and RRM
holddown groups.
An administrator can view and manage only service templates, AP groups, or RRM holddown groups
whose location identifiers are accessible to his or her user role from both the CLI and the Web
interface. The super user named admin can manage all service templates, AP groups, and RRM
holddown groups. The default location identifier default-location is accessible to all user roles and
cannot be deleted.

Restrictions: Hardware compatibility with AC
hierarchy
Hardware
series

Model

Product code

Local AC role
compatibility

Central AC
role
compatibility

WX1800H
series

WX1804H

EWP-WX1804H-PWR-CN

Yes

No

WX2508H-PWR-LTE

EWP-WX2508H-PWR-LTE

WX2510H

EWP-WX2510H-PWR

WX2510H-F

EWP-WX2510H-F-PWR

WX2540H

EWP-WX2540H

Yes

No

WX2540H-F

EWP-WX2540H-F

WX2560H

EWP-WX2560H

WX3010H

EWP-WX3010H

WX3010H-X

EWP-WX3010H-X-PWR

WX3010H-L

EWP-WX3010H-L-PWR

WX3024H

EWP-WX3024H

Yes

No

WX3024H-L

EWP-WX3024H-L-PWR

WX3024H-F

EWP-WX3024H-F

WX3508H

EWP-WX3508H

WX3510H

EWP-WX3510H

WX3520H

EWP-WX3520H

Yes

Yes

WX3520H-F

EWP-WX3520H-F

WX3540H

EWP-WX3540H

WX5510E

EWP-WX5510E

WX5540E

EWP-WX5540E

Yes

Yes

WX5540H

EWP-WX5540H

WX5560H

EWP-WX5560H

Yes

Yes

WX5580H

EWP-WX5580H

LSUM1WCME0

LSUM1WCME0

EWPXM1WCME0

EWPXM1WCME0

LSQM1WCMX20

LSQM1WCMX20

No

Yes

LSUM1WCMX20RT

LSUM1WCMX20RT

WX2500H
series

WX3000H
series

WX3500H
series

WX5500E
series
WX5500H
series

Access
controller
modules
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Hardware
series

Hardware
series

WX1800H
series

WX3800H
series
WX5800H
series

Model

Product code

LSQM1WCMX40

LSQM1WCMX40

LSUM1WCMX40RT

LSUM1WCMX40RT

EWPXM2WCMD0F

EWPXM2WCMD0F

EWPXM1MAC0F

EWPXM1MAC0F

Model

Product code

WX1804H

EWP-WX1804H-PWR

WX1810H

EWP-WX1810H-PWR

WX1820H

EWP-WX1820H

WX1840H

EWP-WX1840H-GL

WX3820H

EWP-WX3820H-GL

WX3840H

EWP-WX3840H-GL

WX5860H

EWP-WX5860H-GL

Local AC role
compatibility

Central AC
role
compatibility

Local AC role
compatibility

Central AC
role
compatibility

No

No

No

No

No

No

Configuring and managing local ACs on the
central AC
Central AC tasks at a glance
To configure and manage local ACs on the central AC, perform the following tasks:
•

Creating a local AC

•

Enabling AC rediscovery

•

(Optional.) Configuring advanced central AC functions:
{

Setting the priority for tunnel establishment to a local AC

{

Specifying a backup central AC

{

Configuring master CAPWAP tunnel preemption

{

Configuring firmware upgrade for a local AC

{

Setting the echo interval for a local AC

{

Configuring central AC request retransmission

{

Enabling client roaming with the central AC as the authenticator

{

Managing the files on a local AC

Creating a local AC
About this task
A central AC can manage only local ACs created on the central AC. Creating a local AC on a
common AC changes the role of the common AC to central.
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Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Create a local AC and enter its view.
wlan local-ac name local-ac-name [ model model-name ]
Specify the AC model when you create a local AC.

3.

Specify the serial ID for the local AC.
serial-id serial-id
By default, no serial ID is specified for a local AC.

Enabling AC rediscovery
About this task
This feature enables the central AC to send the IP address of the local AC that has the lowest
workload to an AP. For more information about AC rediscovery, see "Managing APs."
You can also specify a local AC for an AP to configure the AP to associate with the specified local
AC.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view, AP group view, or global configuration view.

3.

{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name

{

Enter global configuration view.
wlan global-configuration

Enable AC rediscovery.
control-address enable
By default:

4.

{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, AC rediscovery is disabled.

(Optional.) Specify a local AC for the AP.
control-address { ip ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address }
By default:
{

In AP view, an AP uses the configuration in AP group view. If no setting is configured in AP
group view, the AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In AP group view, an AP uses the configuration in global configuration view.

{

In global configuration view, no local AC is specified for APs.
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Setting the priority for tunnel establishment to a local AC
About this task
The priority will be carried in the discovery response for a local AC to select a central AC for
CAPWAP tunnel establishment.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter local AC view.
wlan local-ac name local-ac-name
By default, no local AC exists.

3.

Set the priority for tunnel establishment to the local AC.
priority priority
By default, the connection priority is 4.

Specifying a backup central AC
About this task
To achieve high availability, you can configure two central ACs to back up each other. The central
AC with a higher tunnel establishment priority becomes the master AC. Local ACs establish
CAPWAP tunnels with both central ACs, and the backup central AC takes over services when the
master central AC fails.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter local AC view.
wlan local-ac name local-ac-name

3.

Specify a backup central AC.
backup-ac { ip ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address }
By default, no backup central AC is specified.

Configuring master CAPWAP tunnel preemption
About this task
By default, the backup central AC becomes the master central AC and takes over services only when
the master central AC fails. This feature enables the backup central AC to become the master central
AC as long as the backup AC has a higher priority.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter local AC view.
wlan local-ac name local-ac-name

3.

Enable or disable master CAPWAP tunnel preemption.
wlan tunnel-preempt { disable | enable }
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By default, master CAPWAP tunnel preemption is disabled.

Configuring firmware upgrade for a local AC
About this task
This feature enables the central AC to examine the software version of a local AC while establishing
a CAPWAP tunnel with the local AC. The local AC upgrades its firmware if it uses a different software
version from the version stored in the APDB and then establishes a CAPWAP tunnel with the central
AC. When this feature is disabled, the central AC does not examine the software version of the local
AC and directly establishes a CAPWAP tunnel with the local AC.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter local AC view.
wlan local-ac name local-ac-name

3.

Configure firmware upgrade.
firmware-upgrade { disable | enable }
By default, firmware upgrade is enabled.

Setting the echo interval for a local AC
About this task
A local AC sends echo requests to the central AC at the specified echo intervals to identify whether
the CAPWAP tunnel is operating correctly. If the local AC does not receive any echo responses from
the AC before the keepalive timer expires, the local AC terminates the connection. If the central AC
does not receive any echo requests before the keepalive timer expires, the central AC terminates the
connection.
The keepalive time is the echo interval multiplied by three, the maximum number of echo request
transmission attempts.

Restrictions and guidelines
Setting the echo interval to 0 seconds disables a local AC from sending echo requests. This setting is
for test use only. For correct local AC and central AC communication, do not set the echo interval to
0 seconds.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter local AC view.
wlan local-ac name local-ac-name

3.

Set the interval for the local AC to send echo requests.
echo-interval interval
The default setting is 10 seconds.
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Configuring central AC request retransmission
About this task
The central AC retransmits a request to a local AC at the retransmission interval until the maximum
number of request retransmission attempts is reached or a response is received.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter local AC view.
wlan local-ac name local-ac-name

3.

Set the maximum number of request retransmission attempts.
retransmit-count value
The default setting is 3.

4.

Set the interval at which a central AC request is retransmitted.
retransmit-interval interval
The default setting is 5 seconds.

Enabling client roaming with the central AC as the
authenticator
About this task
This feature enables both the central AC and local ACs to generate client roaming entries when the
central AC works as the authenticator so that clients can perform wireless roaming.
If this feature is disabled and the central AC works as the authenticator, roaming entries are
generated only on the central AC, and client roaming is not supported.

Restrictions and guidelines
When the central AC performs client authentication, RSN + 802.1X clients cannot perform fast
roaming even if this feature is enabled. For more information about fast roaming, see "Configuring
WLAN roaming."

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Create a service template and enter its view.
wlan service-template service-template-name
By default, no service template exists.

3.

Enable client roaming when the central AC acts as the authenticator.
roam central-ac-auth enable
By default, client roaming is enabled when the central AC acts as the authenticator.

Managing the files on a local AC
About this task
You can perform the following tasks on the central AC to manage files for a local AC after the central
AC establishes a CAPWAP tunnel with the local AC:
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•

Display file information for the local AC.

•

Delete a file from the local AC.

•

Download an image file from the central AC to the local AC.

Restrictions and guidelines
You can manage the files on a local AC only when the local AC has established a CAPWAP tunnel
with the central AC.

Procedure
1.

Display information about files or file folders on a local AC.
display wlan local-ac name local-ac-name files

2.

Enter system view.
system-view

3.

Enter local AC view.
wlan local-ac name local-ac-name

4.

Manage the file system of a local AC.
{

Delete a file from the local AC.
delete file filename

{

Download an image file to the local AC.
download file file-name

Configuring parameters for local AC and central
AC communication on a local AC
About this task
Perform this task to configure an AC as a local AC to establish a management tunnel with the
specified central AC.

Restrictions and guidelines
You can specify a maximum of three IPv4 addresses and three IPv6 addresses of central ACs.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enable local AC.
wlan local-ac enable
By default, local AC is disabled.

3.

Specify a central AC for the local AC.
wlan central-ac { ip ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address }
By default, no central AC is specified for a local AC.

4.

Specify a VLAN that the local AC uses to establish a tunnel with the central AC.
wlan local-ac capwap source-vlan vlan-id
By default, a local AC uses VLAN 1 to establish a tunnel with the central AC.
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Configuring access right management on the
central AC
Creating a location identifier
About this task
By default, the system-defined location identifier default-location exists and the identifier is
assigned to all newly-created AP groups, RRM holddown groups, and service templates. The default
location identifier is accessible to all user roles and cannot be deleted.

Restrictions and guidelines
You can create a maximum of 512 location identifiers.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Create a location identifier.
wlan location location-name
By default, the system-defined location identifier default-location exists.

Configuring user roles
Restrictions and guidelines
The assigned user role takes effect only after the default user role is deleted.
Deny the access of the created user roles to the write commands of feature or feature group
wlanglobalcfg.

Procedure
To configure user roles, first create user roles and specify location identifiers accessible to the user
roles, and then assign user roles to users as the authorized user roles.
For more information about creating user roles and specifying location identifiers, see Configuring
RBAC in Fundamentals Configuration Guide. For more information about assigning user roles, see
Configuring AAA in Security Configuration Guide.

Assigning location identifiers
About this task
Perform this task to assign location identifiers to service templates, AP groups, or RRM holddown
groups.
An administrator can view and manage only service templates, AP groups, or RRM holddown groups
whose location identifiers are accessible to his or her user role from both the CLI and the Web
interface.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter service template view, AP group view, or RRM holddown group view.
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{

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

{

Enter AP group view.
wlan ap-group group-name
By default, the default AP group default-group exists.

{

3.

Enter RRM holddown group view.
wlan rrm-calibration-group group-id

Assign a location identifier to the service template, AP group, or RRM holddown group.
location location-name
By default, the system-defined location identifier default-location is assigned to a service
template, AP group, or RRM holddown group.

Display and maintenance commands for AC
hierarchy
Execute display commands in any view.
Task

Command

Display the current AC role.

display wlan ac-role
display wlan client distributed-sys
[ verbose ]

Display client information.

In IRF mode:

display wlan client distributed-sys [ slot
slot-number ] [ verbose ]
Display local AC information on the local
AC.

display wlan local-ac

Display information about local ACs
managed by the central AC.

display wlan local-ac { all | name
local-ac-name } [ address | verbose ]

Display local AC connection records on
the central AC.

display wlan local-ac { all | name
local-ac-name } connection-record

Display information about files and
folders on a local AC.

display wlan local-ac name local-ac-name
files

Display local AC model information on the
central AC.

display wlan local-ac model { all | name
model-name }

Display the online duration of an online
local AC on the central AC.

display wlan local-ac { all | name
local-ac-name } online-time

Reboot the specified local AC or all local
ACs.

reset wlan local-ac { all | name ac-name }
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AC hierarchy configuration examples
Example: Configuring AC hierarchy
Network configuration
As shown in Figure 3, configure AC hierarchy to enable the central AC to perform client
authentication and the local ACs to forward client traffic.
Figure 3 Network diagram

Procedure
1.

Configure DHCP on local ACs to assign the central AC's IP address and APs' IP addresses to
APs. (Details not shown.)

2.

Configure the central AC:
# Create local AC localac1.
<CentralAC> system-view
[CentralAC] wlan local-ac name localac1 model WX3540H
[CentralAC-wlan-local-ac-localac1] serial-id 210235A1BSC123000050
[CentralAC-wlan-local-ac-localac1] quit

# Create local AC localac2.
[CentralAC] wlan local-ac name localac2 model WX3540H
[CentralAC-wlan-local-ac-localac2] serial-id 210235A1BSC124000060
[CentralAC-wlan-local-ac-localac2] quit

# Create manual AP ap1, and specify the AP model and serial ID.
[CentralAC] wlan ap ap1 model WA4320i-ACN
[CentralAC-wlan-ap-ap1] serial-id 219801A0CNC125002329

# Enable AC rediscovery.
[CentralAC-wlan-ap-ap1] control-address enable
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[CentralAC-wlan-ap-ap1] quit

# Create manual AP ap2, and specify the AP model and serial ID.
[CentralAC] wlan ap ap2 model WA4320i-ACN
[CentralAC-wlan-ap-ap2] serial-id 219801A0CNC125002328

# Enable AC rediscovery.
[CentralAC-wlan-ap-ap2] control-address enable
[CentralAC-wlan-ap-ap2] quit

# Create manual AP ap3, and specify the AP model and serial ID.
[CentralAC] wlan ap ap3 model WA4320i-ACN
[CentralAC-wlan-ap-ap3] serial-id 219801A0CNC125002327

# Enable AC rediscovery.
[CentralAC-wlan-ap-ap3] control-address enable
[CentralAC-wlan-ap-ap3] quit

# Create manual AP ap4, and specify the AP model and serial ID.
[CentralAC] wlan ap ap4 model WA4320i-ACN
[CentralAC-wlan-ap-ap4] serial-id 219801A0CNC125002326

# Enable AC rediscovery.
[CentralAC-wlan-ap-ap4] control-address enable
[CentralAC-wlan-ap-ap4] quit

# Create VLAN-interface 100 and assign an IP address to it.
[CentralAC] interface vlan-interface 100
[CentralAC-Vlan-interface100] ip address 1.1.1.1 24
[CentralAC-Vlan-interface100] quit

3.

Configure local AC 1:
# Create VLAN-interface 100, and assign an IP address to it.
<LocalAC1> system-view
[LocalAC1] interface vlan-interface 100
[LocalAC1-Vlan-interface100] ip address 1.1.1.2 24
[LocalAC1-Vlan-interface100] quit

# Enable local AC.
[LocalAC1] wlan local-ac enable

# Specify a central AC for the local AC.
[LocalAC1] wlan central-ac ip 1.1.1.1

4.

Configure local AC 2:
# Create VLAN-interface 100, and assign an IP address to it.
<LocalAC2> system-view
[LocalAC2] interface vlan-interface 100
[LocalAC2-Vlan-interface100] ip address 1.1.1.3 24
[LocalAC2-Vlan-interface100] quit

# Enable local AC.
[LocalAC2] wlan local-ac enable

# Specify a central AC for the local AC.
[LocalAC2] wlan central-ac ip 1.1.1.1

Verifying the configuration
# On the central AC, verify that each local AC has established a CAPWAP tunnel with the central AC.
[CentralAC] display wlan local-ac all
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Total number of local ACs: 2
Total number of connected local ACs: 2
Local AC Information
State : I = Idle,
C = Config,

J

= Join,

JA = JoinAck,

DC = DataCheck,

R

IL = ImageLoad

= Run

AC name

ACID

State Model

Serial ID

localac1

1

R

WX3540H

210235A1BSC123000050

localac2

2

R

WX3540H

210235A1BSC124000060

# On local AC 1, verify that local AC 1 has established a CAPWAP tunnel with the central AC.
[LocalAC1] display wlan local-ac
Local AC Information:
Model

: WX3540H

Serial ID

: 210235A1BSC123000050

MAC address

: 5866-BA20-6E60

Local AC address

: 1.1.1.2

H/W version

: Ver.A

S/W version

: c5419

Static central AC IPv4 address: 1.1.1.1
Static central AC IPv6 address: Not configured

Central AC Information:
Central AC address

: 1.1.1.1

State

: Run

Sent control packets

: 6088

Received control packets

: 6092

# On local AC 2, verify that local AC 2 has established a CAPWAP tunnel with the central AC.
(Details not shown.)
# Verify that AP 1, AP 2, AP 3, and AP 4 have come online.
[CentralAC] display wlan ap all
Total number of APs: 1
Total number of connected APs: 1
Total number of connected configured APs: 1
Total number of connected auto APs: 0
Total number of connected anchor APs: 0
Maximum supported APs: 3072
Remaining APs: 3071
Fit APs activated by license: 128
Remaining fit APs: 127
WTUs activated by license: 0
Remaining WTUs: 0

AP information
State : I = Idle,
C = Config,

AP name

J

= Join,

JA = JoinAck,

DC = DataCheck,

APID

R

= Run,

State Model
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IL = ImageLoad

M = Master,

B = Backup

Serial ID

ap1

1

R/M

WA4320i-ACN

219801A0CNC125002329

Example: Configuring access right management
Network configuration
As shown in Figure 4, configure access right management to meet the following requirements:
•

The administrators for local AC B and local AC C can manage the APs in areas B and C,
respectively.

•

The administrator for the central AC can manage all APs.

Figure 4 Network diagram

Procedure
1.

Configure DHCP on the local ACs to assign the central AC's IP address and APs' IP addresses
to the APs. (Details not shown.)

2.

Configure the central AC:
# Enable the Telnet server and AAA authentication.
<CentralAC> system-view
[CentralAC] telnet server enable
[CentralAC] line vty 0 5
[CentralAC-line-vty0-5] authentication-mode scheme
[CentralAC-line-vty0-5] quit

# Create local AC localac-b, and specify the AC model and serial ID.
[CentralAC] wlan local-ac name localac-b model WX3520H
[CentralAC-wlan-local-ac-localac-b] serial-id 210235A1BSC123000050
[CentralAC-wlan-local-ac-localac-b] quit

# Create local AC localac-c, and specify the AC model and serial ID.
[CentralAC] wlan local-ac name localac-c model WX3520H
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[CentralAC-wlan-local-ac-localac-c] serial-id 210235A1BSC123000051
[CentralAC-wlan-local-ac-localac-c] quit

# Create manual AP ap1, and specify the AP model and serial ID.
[CentralAC] wlan ap ap1 model WA4320i-ACN
[CentralAC-wlan-ap-ap1] serial-id 210235A29G007C000020

# Enable AC rediscovery.
[CentralAC-wlan-ap-ap1] control-address enable
[CentralAC-wlan-ap-ap1] quit

# Configure AP 2, AP 3, and AP 4 in the same way AP 1 is configured. (Details not shown.)
# Create VLAN-interface 100 and assign an IP address to it.
[CentralAC] interface vlan-interface 100
[CentralAC-Vlan-interface100] ip address 10.0.0.1 24
[CentralAC-Vlan-interface100] quit

# Create location identifiers areab and areac.
[CentralAC] wlan location areab
[CentralAC] wlan location areac

# Create user role b.
[CentralAC] role name b

# Configure an XML element rule and a Web menu rule.
[CentralAC-role-b] rule 1 permit read write execute xml-element
[CentralAC-role-b] rule 2 permit read write execute web-menu

# Configure location identifier areab to be accessible to user role b.
[CentralAC-role-b] location policy deny
[CentralAC-role-b-locationpolicy] permit location areab
[CentralAC-role-b-locationpolicy] quit
[CentralAC-role-b] quit

# Create user role c.
[CentralAC] role name c

# Configure an XML element rule and a Web menu rule.
[CentralAC-role-c] rule 1 permit read write execute xml-element
[CentralAC-role-c] rule 2 permit read write execute web-menu

# Configure location identifier areac to be accessible to user role c.
[CentralAC-role-c] location policy deny
[CentralAC-role-c-locationpolicy] permit location areac
[CentralAC-role-c-locationpolicy] quit
[CentralAC-role-c] quit

# Add local user admin.
[CentralAC] local-user admin

# Authorize user admin to use HTTP and HTTPS services.
[CentralAC-luser-manage-admin] service-type http https
[CentralAC-luser-manage-admin] quit

# Add local user b-admin.
[CentralAC] local-user b-admin

# Authorize user b-admin to use HTTP and HTTPS services.
[CentralAC-luser-manage-b-admin] service-type http https

# Configure a password for the user.
[CentralAC-luser-manage-b-admin] password simple badmin
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# Assign user role b to user b-admin as the authorized user role.
[CentralAC-luser-manage-b-admin] authorization-attribute user-role b

# Delete the default user role.
[CentralAC-luser-manage-b-admin] undo authorization-attribute user-role
network-operator
[CentralAC-luser-manage-b-admin] quit

# Add local user c-admin.
[CentralAC] local-user c-admin

# Authorize user c-admin to use HTTP and HTTPS services.
[CentralAC-luser-manage-c-admin] service-type http https

# Configure a password for the user.
[CentralAC-luser-manage-c-admin] password simple cadmin

# Assign user role c to user c-admin.
[CentralAC-luser-manage-c-admin] authorization-attribute user-role c

# Delete the default user role.
[CentralAC-luser-manage-c-admin] undo authorization-attribute user-role
network-operator
[CentralAC-luser-manage-c-admin] quit

# Create AP group groupb, and add AP 1 and AP 2 to the AP group.
[CentralAC] wlan ap-group groupb
[CentralAC-wlan-ap-group-groupb] ap ap1 ap2

# Specify location identifier areab for the AP group.
[CentralAC-wlan-ap-group-groupb] location areab
[CentralAC-wlan-ap-group-groupb] quit

# Create AP group groupc, and add AP 3 and AP 4 to the AP group.
[CentralAC] wlan ap-group groupc
[CentralAC-wlan-ap-group-groupc] ap ap3 ap4

# Specify location identifier areac for the AP group.
[CentralAC-wlan-ap-group-groupc] location areac
[CentralAC-wlan-ap-group-groupc] quit

3.

Configure local AC B:
# Create VLAN-interface 100, and assign an IP address to it.
<LocalAC-B> system-view
[LocalAC-B] interface vlan-interface 100
[LocalAC-B-Vlan-interface100] ip address 10.0.0.2 24
[LocalAC-B-Vlan-interface100] quit

# Enable local AC.
[LocalAC-B] wlan local-ac enable

# Specify a central AC for the local AC.
[LocalAC-B] wlan central-ac ip 10.0.0.1

4.

Configure local AC C:
# Create VLAN-interface 100, and assign an IP address to it.
<LocalAC-C> system-view
[LocalAC-C] interface vlan-interface 100
[LocalAC-C-Vlan-interface100] ip address 10.0.0.3 24
[LocalAC-C-Vlan-interface100] quit

# Enable local AC.
17

[LocalAC-C] wlan local-ac enable

# Specify a central AC for the local AC.
[LocalAC-C] wlan central-ac ip 10.0.0.1

Verifying the configuration
# Use super username admin to log in to the central AC from the Web interface through Telnet.
# Verify that you can view and manage all APs.
Figure 5 Super user page view

# Use local username c-admin to log in to the central AC from the Web interface.
# Verify that you can view and manage only APs in area C.
Figure 6 User c-admin page view

# Use local username b-admin to log in to the central AC from the Web interface.
# Verify that you can view and manage only APs in area B.
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Figure 7 User b-admin page view
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Configuring WSA
About WSA
Wireless devices in a WLAN share frequency bands with devices such as microwave ovens and
cordless phones, and these devices might interfere with the operation of the wireless devices.
Wireless Spectrum Analysis (WSA) can resolve the problem by monitoring the spectrum
environment and detecting interference.
WSA provides the following features:
•

Interference identification—Identifies the types of interference devices and provides detailed
information about interference devices.

•

Channel quality evaluation—Provides channel quality reports, records the number of
interference devices on each channel, and calculates the average channel quality and the worst
channel quality.

•

FFT data collection—Collects Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) data (including frequency, FFT
power, maximum power, and FFT duty cycle) for all frequency points on each channel and
sends the data to the NMS.

•

Feature database management—Deploys different feature databases to enable APs to
identify different interference devices.

•

Channel adjustment—Collaborates with Radio Resource Management (RRM) to adjust
channels for APs based on channel quality.

You can view the interference device information on the AC and view the real-time WSA graphs on
the NMS.

Restrictions and guidelines: WSA configuration
You can configure APs by using the following methods:
•

Configure APs one by one in AP view.

•

Assign APs to an AP group and configure the AP group in AP group view.

•

Configure all APs in global configuration view.

For an AP, the settings made in these views for the same parameter take effect in descending order
of AP view, AP group view, and global configuration view.

WSA tasks at a glance
To configure WSA, perform the following tasks:
1.

Enabling WSA

2.

(Optional.) Configuring interference detection

3.

(Optional.) Importing a feature database file

4.

(Optional.) Specifying a channel quality sensitivity level

5.

(Optional.) Configuring SNMP notifications for WSA

6.

(Optional.) Collecting FFT data

1

Enabling WSA
About this task
With WSA enabled, APs collect interference device and channel quality information and periodically
send the information to the AC for further analysis.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view or an AP group's AP model view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Execute the following commands in sequence to enter an AP group's AP model view:
wlan ap-group group-name

ap-model ap-model
3.

Enter radio view.
radio radio-id

4.

Enable WSA.
spectrum-analysis enable
By default:
{

In radio view, a radio uses the configuration in an AP group's radio view.

{

In an AP group's radio view, WSA is disabled.

Configuring interference detection
About this task
Perform this task to configure APs to detect or to not detect the specified type of interference
devices.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view or an AP group's AP model view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Execute the following commands in sequence to enter an AP group's AP model view:
wlan ap-group group-name

ap-model ap-model
3.

Enter radio view.
radio radio-id

4.

Specify an interference device type and configure detecting for the specified type of devices.
spectrum-analysis device { all | device-type } { disable | enable }
By default:
{

In radio view, a radio uses the configuration in AP group radio view.

{

In AP group radio view, WSA detects all types of interference devices.
2

The specified device type must exist in the feature database.

Importing a feature database file
About this task
A feature database stores features such as frequency hopping interval and pulse interval about
specific types of interference devices. APs can detect only the types of interference devices in the
feature database.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Import a feature database file.
wlan spectrum-analysis feature-db file file-name
By default, WSA uses the default feature database.
If you execute this command multiple times, the most recent configuration takes effect.

Specifying a channel quality sensitivity level
About this task
WSA notifies RRM to perform DFS when the following conditions are met:
•

WSA collaboration is enabled by using the calibrate-channel track
spectrum-analysis enable command.
For more information about the command, see Radio Resource Management Command
Reference.

•

The channel quality is lower than the channel quality value corresponding to the specified
sensitivity level.

Procedure
1.
2.

Enter system view.
system-view
Enter AP view or an AP group's AP model view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Execute the following commands in sequence to enter an AP group's AP model view:
wlan ap-group group-name

ap-model ap-model
3.

Enter radio view.
radio radio-id

4.

Specify a channel quality sensitivity level.
spectrum-analysis calibrate-channel sensitivity { high | low |
medium }
By default:
{

In radio view, a radio uses the configuration in AP group radio view.

{

In AP group radio view, the channel quality sensitivity level is medium.
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Configuring SNMP notifications for WSA
About this task
To report critical WSA events to an NMS, enable SNMP notifications for WSA. For WSA notifications
to be sent correctly, you must also configure SNMP on the device. For more information about SNMP
configuration, see the network management and monitoring configuration guide for the device.
WSA supports the following notifications:
•

Interference device notifications—The AC sends notifications to the NMS no matter when
interference devices are detected or when they disappear.

•

Channel quality notifications—The AC sends notifications to the NMS no matter when the
channel quality falls below or rises above the specified threshold.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enable SNMP notifications for WSA.
snmp-agent trap enable wsa
By default, SNMP notifications for WSA are disabled.

3.

Enter AP view or an AP group's AP model view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Execute the following commands in sequence to enter an AP group's AP model view:
wlan ap-group group-name

ap-model ap-model
4.

Enter radio view.
radio radio-id

5.

Enable interference device notifications.
spectrum-analysis trap device enable
By default:

6.

{

In radio view, a radio uses the configuration in an AP group's radio view.

{

In an AP group's radio view, interference device notifications are enabled.

Specify an interference device type and configure notifications for the specified type of devices.
spectrum-analysis trap device { all | device-type } { disable | enable }
By default:

7.

{

In radio view, a radio uses the configuration in AP group radio view.

{

In AP group radio view, notifications are enabled for all types of interference devices.

Enable channel quality notifications.
spectrum-analysis trap channel-quality enable
By default:

8.

{

In radio view, a radio uses the configuration in AP group radio view.

{

In AP group radio view, channel quality notifications are enabled.

Set the channel quality threshold that triggers notifications.
spectrum-analysis trap channel-quality threshold threshold-value
By default:
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{

In radio view, a radio uses the configuration in AP group radio view.

{

In AP group radio view, the channel quality threshold is 35.

Collecting FFT data
Enabling FFT data collection
APs can collect FFT data only when both WSA and FFT data collection are enabled.
FFT data collection can be enabled only through MIB. To enable FFT data collection, open the MIB
file, and set the value of the hh3cDot11CfgSaCltRtFFTData node in the
hh3cDot11RadioToConfigTable table to TRUE.

Setting the bandwidth range for FFT data collection
You can set the bandwidth range for FFT data collection to high-frequency band, medium-frequency
band, and low-frequency band.
To set the bandwidth range, open the MIB file, and set the value of the hh3cDot11CfgSaBand node
in the hh3cDot11RadioToConfigTable table.

Display and maintenance commands for WSA
Execute display commands in any view.
Tasks

Command

Display channel quality information.

display wlan spectrum-analysis
channel-quality [ ap ap-name | ap-group
ap-group-name ]

Display interference device information.

display wlan spectrum-analysis device [ ap
ap-name | ap-group ap-group-name ]

WSA configuration examples
The AP models and serial numbers in this document are used only as examples. Support for AP
models and serial numbers depends on the AC model.

Example: Configuring basic WSA
Network configuration
As shown in Figure 1, enable WSA for the AP to detect interference devices in the WLAN.
Figure 1 Network diagram
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Procedure
# Create an AP named ap1, and specify its serial ID.
[sysname] wlan ap ap1 model WA4320i-ACN
[sysname-wlan-ap-ap1] serial-id 219801A0CNC138011454

# Set the radio mode to dot11an for radio 1 of AP ap1, and enable radio 1.
[sysname-wlan-ap-ap1] radio 1
[sysname-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] type dot11an
[sysname-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] radio enable

# Enable WSA for radio 1 of AP ap1.
[sysname-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] spectrum-analysis enable
[sysname-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] quit
[sysname-wlan-ap-ap1] quit
[sysname] quit

Verifying the configuration
# Display information about interference devices detected by AP ap1.
<Sysname> display wlan spectrum-analysis device ap ap1
Interference detected by ap1 Radio1

Device ID

: 0x0001

Type

: Frequency-hopping cordless networks

SI

: 50

RSSI

: -35

Duty cycle (%)

: 20

Affected channels

: 3,4,5,6,7

Detected time

: Mar 6 10:42:56 2015
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WLAN probe
About WLAN probe
WLAN probe enables APs to monitor the WLAN and collect information about wireless devices in the
WLAN. Then, the APs send the collected information to the specified server for further analysis.

WLAN probe system
As shown in Figure 1, a WLAN probe system contains the following devices:
•

Sensors—APs enabled with WLAN probe. They scan the channels, collect wireless device
information, and report the information to the server.

•

AC—Manages sensors and reports information received from sensors to the server.

•

Server—Analyzes the information received from sensors and the AC.

Figure 1 WLAN probe system
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Work mechanism
A WLAN probe system operates as follows:
1.

Wireless devices send 802.11 packets.

2.

Sensors collect wireless device information, such as MAC address, device type, RSSI, and
time stamp from the packets.

3.

Sensors send collected device information to the AC or server.

4.

The server analyzes the received information.

WLAN probe tasks at a glance (on ACs)
To configure WLAN probe, perform the following tasks:
1.

Enabling WLAN probe

2.

Specifying a server to receive wireless device information
{

Specifying an HTTPS server

{

Specifying a UDP server
1

3.

(Optional.) Enabling real-time reporting of wireless device information to the UDP server

4.

(Optional.) Setting the coordinates and timezone offset for a sensor

5.

(Optional.) Configuring advanced WLAN probe features
{

Configuring the MAC address filtering list

{

Setting the RSSI threshold for clients or APs

{

Reporting information about Apple terminals that use a random MAC address

{

Setting the RSSI difference threshold for wireless device detection

6.

(Optional.) Setting device entry timers

7.

(Optional.) Reporting wireless device information to the Oasis platform

Enabling WLAN probe
Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view or an AP group's AP model view.
{

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

{

Execute the following commands in sequence to enter an AP group's AP model view:
wlan ap-group group-name

ap-model ap-model
3.

Enter radio view.
radio radio-id

4.

Enable WLAN probe.
client-proximity-sensor enable
By default:
{

In radio view, a radio uses the configuration in an AP group's radio view.

{

In an AP group's radio view, WLAN probe is disabled.

Specifying a server to receive wireless device
information
About specifying a server to receive wireless device
information
Perform this task to specify a server for a sensor or the AC to report wireless device information.

Specifying an HTTPS server
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Specify an HTTPS server to receive wireless device information.

2

client-proximity-sensor server string [ window-time
window-time-value | partner partner-value ] *
By default, no HTTPS server is specified.
3.

Enable sensors to report information about detected devices to the AC.
client-proximity-sensor report-ac enable
By default, sensors do not report information about detected devices to the AC.

4.

(Optional.) Set the interval at which sensors report information about detected devices to the
AC.
client-proximity-sensor report-ac-interval interval
By default, sensors report information about detected devices to the AC every 3 seconds.

Specifying a UDP server
About this task
A sensor can report wireless device information to the UDP server directly or through the AC.

Specifying a UDP server for the AC
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Specify a UDP server to receive wireless device information from the AC.
client-proximity-sensor udp-server ip-address port port-number
[ interval interval | preshared-key [ cipher | simple ] key-string ] *
By default, no UDP server is specified.

3.

Enable sensors to report information about detected devices to the AC.
client-proximity-sensor report-ac enable
By default, sensors do not report information about detected devices to the AC.

4.

(Optional.) Set the interval at which sensors report information about detected devices to the
AC.
client-proximity-sensor report-ac-interval interval
By default, sensors report information about detected devices to the AC every 3 seconds.

5.

(Optional.) Enable reporting of AP information to the UDP server.
client-proximity-sensor report-ap enable
By default, AP information is not reported to the UDP server.

Specifying a UDP server for a sensor
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

3.

Specify a UDP server to receive wireless device information from the sensor.
client-proximity-sensor ap-udp-server ip-address port port-number
[ interval interval | preshared-key [ cipher | simple ] key-string ] *
By default, no UDP server is specified.

4.

(Optional.) Enable reporting of AP information to the UDP server.
quit

client-proximity-sensor report-ap enable
3

By default, AP information is not reported to the UDP server.

Enabling real-time reporting of wireless device
information to the UDP server
About this task
After you enable this feature, the device information is reported to the UDP server in real time, rather
than at the specified intervals.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enable real-time reporting of wireless device information to the UDP server.
client-proximity-sensor rt-report enable
By default, real-time reporting of wireless device information to the UDP server is disabled.

Setting the coordinates and timezone offset for a
sensor
About this task
Perform this task to enable a sensor to report the coordinate and timezone offset information
together with the information about detected wireless devices.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name

3.

Set the longitude and latitude of the sensor.
client-proximity-sensor coordinates longitude longitude-value
latitude latitude-value
By default, the longitude and latitude are not set.

4.

Set the timezone offset between the AC and the sensor.
client-proximity-sensor timezone-offset { add | minus } timevalue
By default, the timezone offset between the AC and the sensor is not set.

Configuring advanced WLAN probe features
Configuring the MAC address filtering list
About this task
Perform this task to configure the AC to not report information about devices in the MAC address
filtering list to the server.
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Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Configure the MAC address filtering list.
client-proximity-sensor filter-list list
By default, the MAC address filtering list is not configured.

Setting the RSSI threshold for clients or APs
About this task
Sensors do not ignore any wireless devices by default. Perform this task to configure sensors to
ignore wireless devices with an RSSI lower than the specified RSSI threshold.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Set the RSSI threshold for APs or clients.
client-proximity-sensor rssi-threshold { ap ap-rssi-value | client
client-rssi-value }
By default, the RSSI thresholds for clients and APs are not set.

Reporting information about Apple terminals that use a
random MAC address
About this task
Apple terminals send probe requests by using a random MAC address whose second bit in the first
byte is 1 and cause sensors to detect non-existent wireless devices. Enable or disable this feature as
appropriate.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enable reporting of information about Apple terminals that use a random MAC address
client-proximity-sensor random-mac-report enable
By default, information about Apple terminals that use a random MAC address is not reported.

Setting the RSSI difference threshold for wireless device
detection
About this task
A sensor does not update information about a wireless device when the following conditions are met:
•

The wireless device has been detected before.

•

The RSSI difference of the wireless device between the most recent two detections has not
reached the specified threshold.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
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system-view
2.

Set the RSSI difference threshold for wireless device detection.
client-proximity-sensor rssi-change-threshold threshold-value
By default, the RSSI difference threshold for wireless device detection is 50.

Setting device entry timers
About this task
Perform this task to set the inactivity timer and aging timer for AP and client entries. After the
inactivity timer of an entry expires, the entry enters inactive status. After the aging timer of an entry
expires, the entry is deleted.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Set the AP entry timers.
client-proximity-sensor ap-timer inactive inactive-value aging
aging-value
By default, the inactive time and aging time for AP entries are 300 seconds and 600 seconds,
respectively.

3.

Set the client entry timers.
client-proximity-sensor client-timer inactive inactive-value aging
aging-value
By default, the inactive time and aging time for client entries are 300 seconds and 600 seconds,
respectively.

Reporting wireless device information to the Oasis
platform
About this task
Perform this task to enable reporting of wireless device information to the Oasis platform.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enable reporting of wireless device information to the Oasis platform.
undo client-proximity-sensor report-oasis disable
By default, wireless device information is not reported to the Oasis platform.

3.

(Optional.) Set the report interval and the number of client entries sent to the Oasis platform in
each report
client-proximity-sensor report-oasis client interval interval number
number
By default, 10 client entries are reported to the Oasis platform every 1000 milliseconds.

4.

(Optional.) Set the RSSI difference threshold for reporting client information to the Oasis
platform.
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client-proximity-sensor report-oasis rssi-change-threshold
threshold-value
By default, the RSSI difference threshold is 50.

Display and maintenance commands for WLAN
probe
Execute display commands in any view and reset commands in user view.
Step

Command

Display information about wireless
devices detected by sensors.

display client-proximity-sensor device [ ap
| client | mac-address mac-address ]
[ verbose ]

Display information about sensors.

display client-proximity-sensor sensor

Display information received from
sensors.

display client-proximity-sensor
statistics receive

Clear wireless device information.

reset client-proximity-sensor device { ap |
client | mac-address mac-address | all }

Clear information received from
sensors.

reset client-proximity-sensor statistics
receive

WLAN probe configuration examples
The AP models and serial numbers in this document are used only as examples. Support for AP
models and serial numbers depends on the AC model.

Example: Configuring WLAN probe
Network configuration
As shown in Figure 2, AP 1 and AP 2 provide wireless services for clients through SSID abc.
Enable WLAN probe on the sensor, and configure the AC to report the received wireless device
information to the server.
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Figure 2 Network diagram

Procedure
# Configure wireless service settings on the AC. (Details not shown.)
For more information, see "Configuring WLAN access."
# Create AP Sensor, and enable WLAN probe for the AP.
<AC> system-view
[AC] wlan ap Sensor model WA4320i-ACN
[AC-wlan-ap-Sensor] serial-id 210235A1GQB139000435
[AC-wlan-ap-Sensor] radio 1
[AC-wlan-ap-Sensor-radio-1] radio enable
[AC-wlan-ap-Sensor-radio-1] client-proximity-sensor enable
[AC-wlan-ap-Sensor-radio-1] quit
[AC-wlan-ap-Sensor] radio 2
[AC-wlan-ap-Sensor-radio-2] radio enable
[AC-wlan-ap-Sensor-radio-2] client-proximity-sensor enable
[AC-wlan-ap-Sensor-radio-1] quit
[AC-wlan-ap-Sensor] quit

# Configure the sensor to report wireless device information to the AC.
[AC] client-proximity-sensor report-ac enable

# Configure the AC to report wireless device information to the UDP server with IP address
192.168.1.123 and port number 1234, and set the report interval to 20 seconds.
[AC] client-proximity-sensor udp-server 192.168.1.123 port 1234 interval 20

Verifying the configuration
# Display wireless device information detected by the sensor.
[AC] display client-proximity-sensor device
Total 3 detected devices
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MAC address

Type

Duration

Sensors Channel Status

0021-632F-E9E5 Client

00h 10m 46s 1

11

Active

0021-6330-148B Client

00h 10m 46s 1

6

Active

0212-34B8-A8E0 Client

00h 10m 46s 1

1

Active

# On the management console of the server, view the wireless device information received from the
AC. (Details not shown.)

WLAN probe configuration examples
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